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The purpose of this study was to describe 11th- and 12th-grade high school string 

orchestra students in Texas public schools in terms of their decision to enter the field of 

string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice or to pursue another field of study. 

 Convenience sampling techniques were used to secure a study population of 

1,683 high school string orchestra students.  The Junior and Senior High School String 

Orchestra Student Survey (researcher designed) was used to gather demographic 

characteristics, students’ perceptions on selected intrinsic/extrinsic work values, tangible 

elements of teaching, intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and 

individuals assisting in students’ career choices.  Selected elements of teaching cited by 

students for their lack of interest in string orchestra teaching were also reviewed. 

 Analysis procedures for descriptive statistics included measures of central 

tendency, crosstabulation, frequencies and percentages.  Consistent with prior research, 

it was found that a larger number of female students over male students were 

interested in string orchestra teaching.  Students interested in fields outside of string 

orchestra teaching reported higher class grades, more honors and advanced classes 

and higher SAT/ACT mean scores.  Students interested in string orchestra teaching 

reported a higher percentage of brothers/sisters, mothers and fathers who played

 



 instruments and relatives who were teachers.  These students also reported a greater 

importance of a career that was self-rewarding, that would be directly helpful to society 

and where they could help contribute to the welfare of society.  Students interested in 

string orchestra teaching expressed the great importance of their deep devotion to 

music and their desire to be a positive role model for children.  Students interested in 

string orchestra teaching reported the great importance of their high school orchestra 

director as one of the individuals assisting them in their career decisions.  Also 

consistent with prior research, the number one cited reason for a lack of interest in 

string orchestra teaching was found to be that teacher’s salaries were perceived as too 

low.  Examinations of ethnic group differences relative to the characteristics under 

investigation were also explored.  
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CHAPTER I 

Statement of the Problem 

Introduction 

 A current concern in school districts across the United States is the quantity and 

quality of classroom teachers.  Southworth (2000) indicated that nearly one half of 

America’s teachers will be leaving the public school system over the next several years 

in retirement or to change careers to the private sector.  At the same time, student 

enrollment is rapidly increasing.  The National Center for Education Statistics has 

estimated that student growth in the United States will require 800,000 new teachers 

nationwide by the year 2007 (NCES, 1997).  The field of music education is also 

experiencing a critical need for trained, qualified music teachers in all areas of public 

school music education (American Association for Employment in Education, 2000; 

Asmus, 1999, 2001; Clayton, 2000; Keroack, 2000; Krueger, 2000; May, 2001).  

 The string program is one specific area within the public school music education 

field that has felt the impact of a lack of trained and qualified teachers (Bennett, 2000; 

Gillespie, 1997; Gillespie & Hamann, 1999; Hamann, 2002).  A growing concern within 

the string music education profession is the number of orchestra students who do not 

choose to enter music teaching as a career choice (Eilers, 1998; Gillespie, 2000; 

Lautzenheiser, 2001; May, 2001; McNulty & Wagner, 1998; Racin, 2000).  If the 

shortage of string teachers continues to grow, the impact will be felt in public school 

string orchestra programs across the United States and will ultimately result in a 

nationwide weakening of the string program. 
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 Literature in the area of string music education is gradually constructing a 

knowledge base through research and investigations into the many components 

inherent to the profession.  Recent studies have examined access to string instruction 

across the nation (Smith, 1997) and reported that approximately 84 percent of the 

school districts across the United States do not offer string instruction.  Research has 

been conducted into the status of orchestra programs in American public schools 

(Abeel, 1994; Bergonzi, 1995; Gillespie & Hamann, 1998; Hamann, 2000) and in 

American colleges and universities (Gillespie & Hamann, 1999; Smith, 1995).  String 

music educators have expressed a concern regarding the building and maintenance of 

beginning string programs (Doerksen & Delzell, 2000) as well as recruiting and 

retention of string orchestra teachers (Gillespie, 2000; Kendall, 1997; McNulty & 

Wagner, 1998).  Alternate routes to certification for potential string teachers in light of 

the string teacher shortage have also been discussed (Racin, 2000) as well as planning 

for future directions of string teaching (Gillespie, 1997).  A few research studies have 

been conducted regarding students’ perceived interest in orchestra performance (Eckel, 

1995, 1997; Shaw, 1998).  To date, no studies were found specifically asking 11th- and 

12th-grade string orchestra students whether or not they were interested in a possible 

career choice as a string orchestra teacher. 

Interest in Teaching as a Career Choice 

 In light of the current teacher shortage in both general education and music 

education, an examination of similarities and differences in the respective literatures 
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regarding why individuals are or are not interested in teaching as a possible career 

choice would be beneficial. 

Education research has indicated that motivation toward teaching is intrinsic and 

altruistic in nature.  The majority of reasons cited by individuals for a motivation to 

teach can be divided into two categories:  (1) desire to work with children or young 

adults (Book, Byers, & Freeman, 1983; Fox, 1961; Jantzen, 1981; Mangieri, & Kemper, 

1984; Phillips, & Hatch, 2000; Summerhill, Matranga, Peltier, & Hill, 1998) and (2) 

desire to be of service to society and make a difference (Book, Byers, & Freeman, 1983; 

Fox, 1961; HERI, 1999; Jantzen, 1981; Tabor, 1999).  Taken as a whole, the findings of 

the above cited research conducted from 1960 to 2000 documented altruism to be the 

number one motivational characteristic for interest in teaching as a career choice.   

Researchers in music education have also reported altruistic factors to be the 

number one motivational characteristic for interest in teaching as a career choice.  The 

majority of reasons cited by students who indicated an interest in becoming music 

teachers and individuals currently teaching music included (1) working with young 

children (Bergee, 1992; Davis, 1990; Cox, 1999; Krueger, 2000), and (2) a love of and 

devotion to music (Bergee, Coffman, Demorest, Humphreys, & Thornton, 2001; 

Gillespie & Hamann, 1999).  In contrast to responses given by individuals interested in 

general education, the responses given by individuals interested in music education 

expressed devotion to music and the desire to share this devotion through the medium 

of teaching.  Individuals interested in general education did not indicate a specific field 

or subject that they cared deeply about.     
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The individuals sampled for the previously cited music education studies were 

college students currently in music teacher education programs (Bergee, 1992; Bergee 

et al, 1999), public school music teachers (Cox, 1999; Krueger, 2000), string music 

education students (Gillespie & Hamann, 1999), and high school honor band students 

(Davis, 1990).  Content analysis studies in leading juried music education journals 

reported a distinct lack of research with high school students (Ebie, 2002; Schmidt & 

Zdzinski, 1993; Yarbrough, 1984).  A single study by Bates (1997) investigated the 

selection of music teaching as a college major and career choice by 11th- and 12th-grade 

African-American high school students involved in band, choir, and orchestra.  One of 

the criteria for inclusion in the Bates study sample was the intent to major in music 

teaching or music in college.  Out of the study sample (N=78), only one orchestra 

student expressed an interest in music teaching and was included in the survey.  One 

additional study by Smith (1983) examined factors which motivated high school seniors 

to plan a major in music education as college freshmen.  A sample of thirty high school 

seniors were surveyed regarding selected factors of music teaching but the researcher 

did not distinguish between band, choir, or orchestra students.  No studies were found 

specifically asking 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students whether or not they 

were interested in a possible career as a string orchestra teacher.  The next generation 

of string orchestra teachers will most likely be found in the public school string 

programs of today.  Understanding the perceptions of these high school orchestra 

students regarding their interest or lack of interest in string orchestra teaching as a 
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possible career choice could be an important step toward recruiting more string 

orchestra students into string education programs. 

  Teaching is one career field to which students are exposed on a daily basis from 

an early age.  They have the opportunity to observe the teaching profession for twelve 

years and many students have formulated opinions regarding whether or not they 

would be interested in teaching as a career.  The students who are not interested in 

education cite a variety of reasons as to why they have chosen a field outside of 

education.  Need for increased salaries and better chances for professional 

advancement (Book, Freeman & Brousseau, 1985; Mangieri & Kemper, 1984; 

Summerhill et al, 1998; Tincher & Brogdon, 1986), need for improved prestige and 

recognition for the teaching profession, better working conditions in regards to class 

size and discipline (Kemper & Mangieri, 1985; Summerhill et al, 1998), discipline 

problems, substance abuse, violence (Clark, 1987), not enough patience to teach and a 

general dislike for children especially disruptive children (Book, Freeman, & Brousseau, 

1985) have been examples of reasons given for a general disinterest in education.  

While salary issues are consistently cited as a reason for not entering the teaching 

profession, one sample of high school seniors reported that no amount of money would 

lead them to consider teaching as a career (Kemper & Mangieri, 1987).   

 Reasons indicated by individuals who are not interested in music education as a 

career choice are similar to reasons cited by individuals not interested in education as a 

career choice (Bergee, 1992). Unlike general education teachers, music teachers have 

the additional stress of starting and maintaining a high caliber performance group (Cox, 
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1999). The constant pressure associated with this type of teaching can be viewed as a 

negative aspect of music teaching.   In a study, which surveyed the perceptions of high 

school honor band students in Nebraska (Davis, 1990), the students commented on the 

long hours involved in running a band program and concluded that band directors 

spend too much time on the job.  They also concluded that while it was fun to be in 

band, it did not seem like much fun to be a band director.  No studies were found that 

asked high school string orchestra students about their perceptions of high school string 

orchestra teaching. 

Demographic Characteristics Affecting a Career Choice in Teaching 

 An important first step in the process of understanding why high school string 

orchestra students are or are not interested in string orchestra teaching as a possible 

career choice is to examine demographic characteristics of high school students as 

these characteristics relate to a career choice in teaching.  The following discussion was 

drawn from education research and included music education research in areas where 

such research was available.  Students in the following studies were either in high 

school at the time of the study or had just entered college as freshmen. 

Gender   

The majority of education research studies have indicated that the traditional 

stereotype of the teaching profession still persists.  In recent studies, the majority of 

students entering teacher education programs were female and caucasian (Book, Byers, 

& Freeman, 1983; Cardina & Roden, 1998; Kemper & Mangieri, 1987; Lyson & Falk, 

1984; Mangieri & Kemper, 1984; NCES, 2001; Opp, 1989; Sanders, 1990; Summerhill, 
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Matranga, Peltier & Hill, 1998).  Lyson and Falk (1984) pointed out that males from 

middle class backgrounds who are exceptionally good students have access to a wider 

range of professional career options and are consequently less likely to pursue a 

teaching career.  Data from the 2000 Profile of College Bound Seniors who took SAT I 

in 2000 reported that of those students who indicated education as a possible major, 

23% were male and 77% were female (The College Board, 2002). 

 Recent studies in music education that also included gender differences, have 

been comparable to the studies in general education with regard to the predominance 

of females interested in the teaching profession (Bates, 1997; Davis, 1990).  The single 

string orchestra study that reported gender data (Hamann, 2002) also cited a higher 

percentage of females interested in teaching string orchestra. 

Ethnicity   

The number of minority students entering the public education system is steadily 

increasing, but the number of minority teachers currently holding teaching positions is 

well below the number of minority students.  In Texas public schools, for example, 

40.8% of the student population is considered White (Caucasian), and 59.2% of the 

student population is considered minority.  The percentage of White (Caucasian) 

teachers in Texas is 72.5% while 27.5% are minority teachers (TEA, 2002). 

 Two string orchestra research studies reported data regarding the ethnic 

breakdown of high school students participating in public school string orchestra 

programs.  Gillespie and Hamann (1998) reported the string orchestra student 

population to be 73% White (Caucasian) and 27% minority.  Hamann (2002) reported 
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similar findings as 72% of the string orchestra sample population were White 

(Caucasian) and 28% were minority.  One study that reported on the orchestra teacher 

population (Gillespie & Hamann, 1997) indicated that 94% were female and White 

(Caucasian).  Both the general education field and music education field would most 

likely benefit from a greater minority teaching force to serve as role models for the 

minority population.  Research into reasons cited by minority string orchestra students 

regarding their interest or lack of interest in string orchestra teaching as a possible 

career choice could assist the profession in understanding how to recruit more minority 

students into string education programs. 

Academic Ability   

The quality of students choosing careers in education is another facet of the 

teacher shortage issue.  The research literature contains many examples of teachers in 

classrooms across the United States who have demonstrated a lack of academic 

competency.  The first report to have an impact on education was the 1983 report, “A 

Nation at Risk.”  The conclusions of this report stated that “not enough of the 

academically able students are being attracted to teaching...Too many teachers are 

being drawn from the bottom quarter of graduating high school and college students” 

(p. 23).  This report prompted research investigations into the academic ability of 

teacher education students and those high school students planning to major in 

education (Clark, 1989; Fisher & Feldman, 1985; Matczynski, Siler, McLaughlin & Smith, 

1988; Savage, 1983; Weaver, 1981).  Reports indicated that students planning to major 

in education were less academically competent than students choosing other majors.  
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Weaver (1981) reported that prospective education majors generally had SAT scores 

below the national mean.  The 2000 Profile of College-Bound Seniors National Report 

published by The College Board listed the 2000-01 national SAT I average to be 1,019.  

In an examination of intended college majors, the highest scoring students listed 

mathematics as an intended major with a mean score of 1,181.  The mean score for 

those students indicating education as a college major was  964.  By dividing the 

intended college majors into four equal quarters, students who listed education as an 

intended college major on the SAT I for 2000-01 placed in the bottom quarter.  These 

figures supported the conclusions of previous researchers. 

 A search of music education research for data regarding the academic ability of 

music students yielded one study.  Of the high school honor band students in Nebraska 

(Davis, 1990), 53% reported an overall GPA of “A- to A”, and 30% reported “B to B+.”  

The 2000 Profile of College-Bound Seniors National Report listed a national SAT I mean 

score of 1,066 for those students who indicated an interest in music performance as an 

intended college major (The College Board, 2002).  Those music students who indicated 

music education as an intended college major were grouped with the students 

indicating an education major so no specific data were available.  Data from Texas All-

State Orchestra students for the years 1992-1999 reported an average SAT I mean 

score of 1,230 for the eight-year time span.  The national average for the same eight-

year time span was a mean score of 959.  Clearly, students involved in music 

performance groups scored well above the national average on SAT I.  There is a need 

to know more about the academic ability of high school string orchestra students who 
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are and are not interested in string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice.  With 

this information, the string education profession can identify and actively recruit more 

of the academically gifted string orchestra students to string orchestra teaching. 

Individuals Assisting in Career Decisions   

Education research regarding those individuals who assist high school students in 

career decisions overwhelmingly name parents as the individuals students turn to the 

most for assistance (Kotrlik & Harrison, 1989; Sebald, 1989; Young & Friesen, 1992).  

Teachers and counselors have been regarded as having far less influence on high 

school students (Kotrlik & Harrison, 1989). 

 Music education research has also indicated that parents are highly influential on 

music education students’ choice of a career; however, in contrast to education 

research, music students also turn to their high school music directors for assistance in 

career decisions (Bates, 1997; Bergee, Coffman, Demorest, Humphreys, & Thornton, 

2002; Burgstahler, 1966; Davis, 1990; Jones, 1964; Ploumis-Devick, 1983).  The 

majority of these studies sampled college music education majors currently enrolled in 

teacher training programs.  Only two studies (Bates, 1997; Davis, 1990) surveyed 

current high school students.  The college students were looking back on their high 

school music experience and the individuals who helped them with career decisions, but 

the high school students were responding to their current band environment and to 

individuals currently assisting them in their career decisions.  It would be beneficial to 

gather high school music students’ perceptions of the individuals who are currently 

assisting them.   
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Intrinsic Characteristics and Motivational Elements of String Orchestra Teaching 

 In an effort to gain a greater understanding of why string orchestra students are 

or are not interested in string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice, it would 

be advantageous to examine the characteristics, which motivate the career decisions of 

11th- and 12th-grade high school string orchestra students.  There is a need to know 

more about career choices and career development decisions of youth today especially 

in light of an ever-changing national economy. 

Work Values   

Work values, as defined by Brown (2002) are “the values that individuals believe 

should be satisfied as a result of their participation in the work role” (p. 49).  Concrete 

examples of work values include financial prosperity, altruism, achievement and 

responsibility.  Each individual will develop work values as they mature and add 

experiences to their lives. 

 Career opportunities that offered money and status became the work values of 

American youth in the 1980’s (Easterlin & Crimmins, 1991).  Private materialism fueled 

a generation of youth who were reflecting the work values of their parents (Wagenaar, 

1984).  The trend of the 1980’s continued into the 1990’s and high school students 

continued to choose college majors that would yield maximum potential earning 

capacity.  Students were not choosing public service opportunities like education 

(Easterlin & Crimmins, 1991).  The work values pendulum has begun to swing back 

toward the altruism side of the continuum as evidenced by a three-year decline in 
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business as a possible career choice and an increase in teaching by incoming American 

freshmen (HERI, 2003). 

 A search of music education research yielded only one study that examined the 

work values of high school music students (Davis, 1990).  It would be beneficial to gain 

an understanding of the perceptions of high school string orchestra students regarding 

which work values were perceived to be of importance to them.  An understanding of 

which work values high school string orchestra students believe will be satisfied in the 

career they choose will help string orchestra educators assist students in career 

decisions which would be aligned with their work values. 

Need for the Study 

 Researchers have given considerable attention to the reasons behind the decline 

in the number of students who entered the teaching field in general up through the 

middle to late 1990’s.  In light of the past three-year increase in the number of students 

interested in the teaching profession, it would be beneficial to the string education 

profession to understand why 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students have 

apparently not shared the increased interest in education with regards to string 

orchestra teaching as a possible career choice.  Due to the current string teacher 

shortage, a study examining the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra 

students regarding their interest or lack of interest in string orchestra teaching as a 

possible career choice is of merit.  Concerning the documented lack of males and 

minorities in the teaching profession, it would be beneficial to gain insights from male 

and minority string orchestra students regarding their interest or lack of interest in 
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string orchestra teaching.  A knowledge of what male and minority students value in 

regards to a career choice could help string music educators draw students’ attention to 

the possibility that those values could be met in the string education profession.  With 

this information, the string education profession will have a more current knowledge 

base to work from when actively recruiting male and minority string orchestra students 

to the string education profession.  The choices made by 11th- and 12th-grade string 

orchestra students regarding their interest or lack of interest in string orchestra 

teaching as a possible career choice and the context in which they make these choices 

are worthy of investigation. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study was to describe 11th- and 12th-grade high school string 

orchestra students in Texas public schools in terms of their decision to enter the field of 

string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice or to pursue another field of study. 

Research Questions 

1.  What are the demographic characteristics of 11th- and 12th-grade high  

school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who either intend to enter 

string education as a possible career choice or to pursue another career field? 

2.  What are the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students 

     in Texas public schools intending to enter string education as a possible 

     career choice or to pursue another career field regarding selected intrinsic 

     and extrinsic work values, selected tangible elements of teaching, selected 

     intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and those individuals  
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     assisting in their career choice? 

3.  For those students intending to pursue another career field outside of string 

    education, what selected elements of teaching did the students cite for their 

    lack of interest in teaching string orchestra? 

Definition of Terms 

1.  Demographic characteristics:  individual characteristics to include gender, grade 

     level, age, ethnicity, self-reported academic ability, orchestra instrument, years 

     of study, private instruction, and career/hobbies of family members. 

2.  Extrinsic work values:  values that come from outside the individual, rather than 

     from within, that have the potential of being satisfied as a result of participation 

     in the work role.  Selected extrinsic work values to include:  (1) earn a good deal 

     of money, (2) high status and prestige, (3) advancement and promotion,  

    (4) an individual people look up to and respect, (5) travel, (6) steady employment,  

    and (7) where the individual can become a leader. 

4.  Honors classes:  high school classes that require a higher level of work and  

     academic ability on the part of the student.  Also includes, Pre-AP and AP classes. 

     Honors classes are graded on a 5.0 academic scale as opposed to a 4.0 scale for 

     regular classes.  Students enrolled in these type of courses may qualify for college 

     credit upon completion and examination. 

3.  Intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching:  the essential elements inherent 

     in string orchestra teaching.  Selected intrinsic characteristics to include:   

     (1) considers string teaching to be a rewarding career, (2) enjoys working with  
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     young children and adults, (3) devoted to music, and (4) serving as a role model 

     for students. 

4.  Intrinsic work values:  values that come from within the individual, rather than 

     from the outside, that have the potential of being satisfied as a result of  

     participation in the work role.  Selected intrinsic work values to include:   

     (1) interesting for the individual to do, (2) allows for the opportunity to be 

     directly helpful to others, (3) contributes to the welfare of society, and 

     (4) is self-rewarding and self-fulfilling. 

5.  Junior:  a high school student who is currently enrolled in the 11th-grade. 

6.  Senior:  a high school student who is currently enrolled in the 12th-grade. 

7.  Tangible elements of teaching:  material aspects of teaching to include  

     compensation through salary, medical benefits, and retirement benefits.  Also 

     to include:  (1) availability of jobs, (2)  professional advancement, (3)  job security,  

     and (4)  scholarship opportunity. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction 

 The basic research construct for this study was drawn from the field of career 

development theory and motivation research.  This chapter is designed to present 

pertinent career development theories and motivation research related to a career 

choice in music education.  The first section presents an overview of germane career 

development theories and motivation research.  Due to the abundance of literature 

related to career choice, only those career development theories, constructs and 

research, which appeared to support this study, were considered integral to the study.    

The second section examines components in the field of education perceived as 

contributing to the quantity and quality of teachers currently in the education profession 

and those individuals interested in entering the education profession.  The literature 

suggested these components to be a need for more male teachers, more ethnically 

diverse teachers and the need to draw students of higher academic ability into the 

teaching profession.  Findings from the education literature will be compared with 

findings from available music education literature.  The third section will investigate 

motivational elements considered important by individuals who expressed an interest in 

education, music education and specifically string music education.  Perceptions related 

to a disinterest in education and music education are also discussed.  The section 

concludes with an overview of current college major selection by high school students.  

The fourth section examines the assistance of others on career decisions of high school 
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students.  All of these theories, constructs, components, and perceptions are related to 

the career choice of 11th- and 12th-grade high school string orchestra students. 

Career Development Theories and Motivation Research 

Tiedmann and O’Hara (1963) stated:  “Career development refers to those 

aspects of the continuous unbroken flow of a person’s experience that are of relevance 

to (personal) fashioning of an identity at work” (p. 2). Career development theories 

encompass the various elements that influence an individual toward a particular place in 

the work force.  Work holds an important place in human behavior.  Career 

development theories attempt an explanation of the interrelationship of individual 

personality and behavior with work careers.   

Trait and Factor Theory   

Parsons (1909) has been credited with “spearheading” the first career 

development theory.  The “vocational guidance movement” arose from the response of 

humanitarians like Parsons, who were concerned about the exploitation of workers by 

the industrial monopolists.  These concerns led Parsons and colleagues to propose 

reforms in business, to prevent exploitation of workers.  Reforms also were instituted in 

education and other social institutions in an effort to help individuals in choosing jobs 

that would match their interests and abilities (Stephens, 1970).  Importance was placed 

on helping an individual come to an understanding of their aptitudes, abilities, interests, 

ambitions, resources, strengths and weaknesses.  Prime consideration was placed on 

understanding the conditions for success in a particular occupation as well as 

information about compensation, advantages and disadvantages and opportunity for 
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advancement.  Over the course of time, these above mentioned factors became the 

foundation for the Trait and Factor theory.  “Trait” refers to a characteristic of an 

individual that can be measured through testing, while “factor” refers to a characteristic 

required for successful job performance (Sharf, 1997). Simply stated, the Trait and 

Factor theory focused on the match between an individual’s aptitudes, achievements, 

interests, values and personality and the requirements and conditions of the 

occupation.  The vocational testing movement grew from the trait and factor point of 

view.  Interest inventories, such as the Strong Interest Inventory and Kuder 

Occupational Interest Survey, and aptitude tests are based on the trait and factor line 

of thinking.  The Trait and Factor theory has been, for the most part, absorbed into the 

many other approaches to career counseling (Osipow & Fitzgerald, 1996). 

Theory of Occupational Choice   

In 1951, an economist, a psychiatrist, a sociologist, and a psychologist conceived 

a career development theory with a psychological foundation.  Ginzberg, Ginzburg, 

Axelrad, and Herma (1951) started from the premise that vocational choice is 

influenced by four factors:  the reality factor, the influence of the educational process, 

the emotional factor, and individual values.  They presented occupational choice as a 

developmental process that occurs throughout the life of the individual.  Key to this 

process is the idea that individuals must balance interests, aptitudes and opportunity, a 

process that can bring about irreversible compromises.  The theorists, in the original 

formulation of the theory, assumed that occupational choice occurred over a number of 

years but was completed by early adulthood.  Ginzberg et al defined the occupational 
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process to occur in three developmental stages.  The fantasy stage, the first stage, 

occurs in childhood and is centered in play.  During this stage, the children are free to 

imagine themselves in any occupation; hence, the name “fantasy” stage.  Children’s 

play during this stage tends to be centered on some favorite or “preferred” activities.   

 The second stage begins in the preteen years and continues through the high 

school years.  This stage, referred to as the tentative stage, is divided into interest, 

capacity, value and transition.  Interest is defined by likes and dislikes and during this 

time the individual begins to realize they may have a much greater interest in one 

occupation over another.  They also become aware that their skill level in certain 

activities is higher compared to other activities they may engage in.  Individuals also 

begin to realize a greater value in some activities over other activities.  The transition 

portion of this stage occurs when the student tentatively begins the career choice 

process.  A realization of the consequences and responsibilities of a career begin to 

become reality as well.   

  The realistic stage, from mid-adolescence to young adulthood, is also 

divided into three sub-stages as exploration, crystallization, and specification.  During 

the exploration phase, the individual may exercise restraint regarding options based on 

likes and dislikes, and skills and abilities.  Crystallization occurs when a vocational 

choice is made based on a pattern of successes and failures that have occurred in the 

exploration stage.  Specification, the final stage, is reached when the individual pursues 

the educational experience required to reach his or her career goal (Osipow & 

Fitzgerald, 1996).   
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 The Theory of Occupational Choice, as set forth by Ginzberg, Ginzburg, Axelrad, 

and Herma, stands upon some interesting assumptions.  First, as with all developmental 

theories, exact age delineations are unrealistic.  Young people may stay in one stage 

past the age range recommended by theorists.  Individuals mature at different rates 

due to life experiences.  The original sample was chosen to specifically represent a 

population unhampered by reality constraints in vocational choice, constraints being the 

limits that personal or environmental situations place on choices.  The intent was to set 

forth the purest possible sample.  With this in mind, the sample was selected from 

white males of upper- and middle-class Protestant or Catholic background.  Both 

parents of the males were alive and living together.  The males were considered 

emotionally stable, considerably above average intellect and college bound (Osipow & 

Fitzgerald, 1996).  Clearly, opportunities, which may be available to the sample 

described above, may not be as readily available to minorities, females and low-income 

individuals.  This theory also proposed that an occupational choice is made by the time 

an individual is in their early twenties and does not make provision for a change of 

career at this time or any other time. 

 The Theory of Occupation Choice opened the door for vocational psychology to 

continue research into the theoretical foundations of career development.  This theory 

is an early attempt at a psychological basis for career development and provided a 

springboard for later theorists in vocational psychology.  Therefore, its purpose has 

been served and the discipline has continued in research, exploring career development 

in terms of occupational theories grounded in individual differences.  
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Developmental Self-Concept Theory   

The work of Super brought together developmental psychology and career 

behavior into a comprehensive theory of career development.  The area of 

developmental psychology contributed understanding for the question of how people 

come to have the abilities and interests that aid or impede behavior.  Personality 

theory, self-concept and personal construct theories of Rogers (1951) explored how 

people become what they are, how they change and how they make decisions.  Social 

learning theory (Bandura, 1977) was built on the earlier works of psychologists and 

theorists such as Thorndike, Hull, Freud, Adler, Murray, Maslow and others.  Maslow ‘s 

Hierarchy of Needs contributed greatly to the understanding of human needs.  The five 

basic human needs, as set forth by Maslow (1970) are physiological, security, 

belonging, esteem and self-actualization.  Physiological needs are the basic 

requirements for survival such as food and shelter.  Basic requirements must be met for 

the individual to move on in the hierarchy.  Security needs center around desire to live 

in a stable and predictable environment, with protection against the loss of food, shelter 

and other basic survival requirements.  Belonging needs are the innate needs of an 

individual for love, affection and belonging.  Included is the need to interact with 

others, to have some social acceptance and approval.  These types of needs are 

generally met by family members, friends, social and work groups.  Esteem needs are 

the human desires to be respected by others and to have a positive self-image.  Needs 

of this type are realized by achieving a good reputation or high status in a group.  Self-

actualization needs are the inner desires of individuals to do the best that they can 
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within possible potential.  The hierarchy is a process which continues step by step as 

the individual works their way through life experiences and, at times, reverting 

backward in the hierarchy due to misfortune, circumstances, illness or loss of job.  

Maslow tempers the rigidity of the hierarchy by explaining that people are partially 

satisfied in all their basic needs and partially unsatisfied in all the basic needs at the 

same time.  The wants and needs are dependent upon the individual (Maslow, 1970). 

 Super (1952) began his lifetime of work on a theory of career development, 

which encompassed life-span and the life-space into one model.  This model was 

originally embodied in ten propositions, briefly summarized: 

 1.  People differ in their abilities, interests, and personalities. 

 2.  They are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics, for a number of  

               occupations. 

 3.  Each of these occupations requires a characteristic pattern of abilities, 

               interests, and personality traits allowing for variety of individuals. 

 4.  Vocational preference and competencies change with time and experience 

               making choice and adjustment a continuous process. 

 5.  This process may be summed up in a series of life stages characterized 

      as growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and decline; these 

      may be further divided into (a) the fantasy, tentative, and realistic stages 

      of the exploratory stage, and (b) the trial and stable phases of the  

      establishment stage. 
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6.  The nature of the career pattern is determined by the individual’s 

       parental socio-economic level, mental ability, and personality 

       characteristics and by the presentation of opportunities. 

 7.  Development through the life stages can be guided and facilitated, by the 

      process of maturation of abilities and interests and development of 

      self-concept. 

 8.  The process of vocational development is essentially that of developing 

      and implementing a self-concept.  Self-concept is the interaction 

      of inherited aptitudes, neural and endocrine make-up, opportunity 

      to play various roles and evaluations of the extent to which the 

               results of role playing meet with approval. 

 9.  The process of compromise between individual and social factors, 

      between self-concept and reality, is one of role playing, whether in 

      fantasy or real life activities. 

 10.  Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend upon the extent to 

        which the individual finds adequate outlets for his abilities, interests,  

        personality traits and values. 

 Super later returned to expand the number of propositions to twelve (Super & 

Bachrach, 1957) and then again (Super, Kowalski, & Gotkin, 1967; Super & Overstreet, 

1960) to account for the results of additional research in career development.  The 

additional four propositions are: 

11.  The process of synthesis of or compromise between individual and social  
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       factors, between self-concepts and reality, is one of role playing and of  

       learning from feedback. 

12.  Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend on the extent to which the 

                individual finds adequate outlets for abilities, needs, values, interests, 

                personality traits and self-concepts.  They depend on establishment in a  

                type of  work and a way of life in which one can play the kind of role that 

                one considers appropriate. 

13.  The degree of satisfaction people attain from work is proportional to the  

       degree to which they have been able to implement self-concepts. 

 14.  Work and occupation provide a focus for personality organization for most 

                men and women, although for some persons this focus is peripheral, 

        incidental or non-existent.   

 “A Life-Span, Life-Space Approach to Career Development” was first written in 

1974 (Super, 1980).  The underlining premise was to bring life-stage and role theory 

together to portray a comprehensive picture of multiple-role careers as well as their 

determinants and interactions.  The graphic device used to visually express life-span, 

life-space career development is the Life-Career Rainbow.  The first dimension is career 

maturity.  This dimension is longitudinal, encompassing the course of a lifetime.  The 

outer band of the rainbow illustrates the major life stages:  Growth (childhood – birth to 

14 years of age), Exploration (adolescence – approximately 15 years to 24 years of 

age), Establishment (young adulthood – approximately 25-44 years of age), 

Maintenance (middle adulthood – approximately 45 years of age to 64 years of age), 
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and Decline (old age – approximately 65 years of age and beyond).  Career maturity is 

defined as “the individual’s readiness to cope with the developmental tasks with which 

he or she is confronted because of his or her biological and social developments and 

because of society’s expectations of people who have reached that state of 

development” (Super, 1990, p. 213).  The second dimension of the Life-Career Rainbow 

is role salience.  As defined by Super (1990), role salience is “latitudinal; it is the life 

space, the constellation of position occupied and roles played by a person” (p. 218).    

 The foundation to Super’s Self-Concept Theory stands on the assumption that 

psychological aspects such as genetic predisposition, along with geographic aspects 

(such as country of origin) have an impact on other aspects of career development.  

Psychological characteristics (needs, interests, intelligence, ability and special aptitudes) 

lead to the development of the personality of an individual and to his or her 

accomplishments, while social-economic factors (community, school, family, peer 

groups, state of the economy and labor market) influence the job structure and 

employment practices – conditions outside the individual with which he or she must 

interact (Sharf, 1997; Super, 1990, 1994).  The development of self is a result of the 

joining of psychological and social-economic factors.  How an individual perceives 

themselves in different situations is a result of various life experiences combined with 

the differing aspects of personality – needs, values and interests.  These aspects of 

personality change over time.   
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Refinement of his theory of life-span, life-space career development has lead  

Super to the following conclusions: 

 1.  Career choices are continuous throughout life. 

 2.  A career development theory should explain the process through which  

               interests, capacities, values, and opportunities are compromised.  A person 

               selects an occupation whose requirements provide a role consistent with his 

      or her self-image. 

 3.  The amount of satisfaction people derive in their career depends on the  

               extent to which they are able to implement their self-concept. 

4.  The theory is based on two concepts:  vocational development is an 

      on-going continuous process and it is an orderly patterned process. 

 The life-span, life-space approach has been the primary interpretation of a 

developmental approach to career development used in the United States (Herr, 1997).  

The theory lends itself to refinement, testing and synthesizing in order that its 

applicability can be extended into cross-cultural and gender studies. 

Personality Theory of Vocational Choice   

The basic premise of Holland’s career development theory is focused on the 

hypothesis that “career choices are representative of an extension of personality and an 

attempt to implement broad personal behavioral styles in the context of one’s life work” 

(Osipow & Fitzgerald, 1996, p. 75).  Holland brought to light the notion that people are 

able to project their views of themselves and the world of work into occupational titles.  

Simply stated, Holland presented individuals with a list of occupational titles and 
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allowed the individual to express feelings for or against the occupation.  Holland then 

assigned people to modal personal styles that have theoretical implications for 

individual personality and vocational choice.  Holland’s “The Vocational Preference 

Inventory” (1985b) came about as a result of research using the popular Strong 

“Vocational Interest Blank” and the Kuder “Vocational Preference Record.”  Holland and 

others have designed a host of development devices derived from the theory’s 

important constructs.  The Self-Directed Search (Holland, 1985c), My Vocational 

Situation (Holland, Daiger, & Power, 1980), and the Vocational Exploration and Insight 

Kit (Holland, 1980a) are some of the career development inventories resulting from the 

research of Holland and many others.  A major contribution is the Dictionary of Holland 

Occupational Codes (Gottfredson, Holland, & Ogawa, 1982). 

Holland’s theory is an attempt to explain everyday questions that people ask 

about their careers, especially in regards to the career decisions they must make.  His 

interest is grounded in helping people come to an understanding of personal and 

environmental characteristics related to stability and career change.  Holland’s theory of 

careers (1973a, 1985a) is based on the assumption that “since vocational interests are 

one aspect of what is commonly called personality, the description of an individual’s 

vocational interests is also a description of the individual’s personality” (Brown, 1990, p. 

39).  Personality traits are seen in preferences for school subjects, recreational 

activities, hobbies and work.  Holland’s work on personality centers in on the study of 

types (typology).  The premise is that individuals resemble one of six basic personality 

types.  Environments are also categorized into six types reflecting certain attributes or 
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characteristics.  The environments are classified and categorized by examining the 

individuals who occupy them. 

Holland (1973a) proposed five key concepts as follows: 

1.  Consistency:  applies to personality and environment.  The idea is to define 

      the degrees of personality consistency between pairs of types that have 

      common ground. 

 2.  Differentiation:  some people or environments are very pure showing 

      great resemblance to a single type and less resemblance to others. 

 3.  Identity:  the possession of a clear and stable picture of one’s goals, 

      interests and talents. 

 4.  Congruence:  “different types require different environments” 

      (Holland, 1985a, p. 5).  Individuals tend to flourish in environments 

      that provides the kind of rewards that are important to them. 

 5.  Calculus:  Holland (1985a, p. 5) states that “the relationships within 

      and between types or environments can be ordered according to a  

      hexagonal model in which the distances between the types or  

      environment is inversely proportional to the theoretical  

      relationships between them.”  The hexagon provides a visual 

      representation of this model. 

Four basic assumptions are at the heart of Holland’s (1985a) theory: 

1.  “In our culture, most persons can be categorized as one of six types: 

     realistic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising, or conventional” (p. 2). 
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2.  “There are six kinds of environments:  realistic, investigative, artistic, social, 

     enterprising, or conventional” (p. 3). 

3.  “People search for environments that will let them exercise their skills and 

abilities, express their attitudes and values, and take on agreeable problems  

and roles” (p. 4). 

4.  “Behavior is determined by an interaction between personality and  

       environment” (p. 4). 

 In the revisions of his theory, Holland (1973a, 1985a) added that while one of 

the six types usually predominates in people, subtypes, or personality patterns aid in a 

more complete description.  The following is a very brief description of the types found 

in Holland’s theory (1985a): 

 1.  Realistic:  prefers activities involving systematic manipulation of machinery  

     tools or animals.  Might possible lack social skills.  A typical realistic 

     occupation is that of a machinist. 

2.  Investigative:  tend to be analytical, curious, methodical and precise. 

    Often lack leadership skills.  A typical investigative occupation is that  

    of biologists. 

3.  Artistic:  tend to be expressive, nonconforming, original and introspective. 

     May lack clerical skills.  Decorators and musicians are artistic types. 

4.  Social:  enjoys working with and helping others but avoid ordered,  

     systematic activities that involve tools and machinery.  Tend to lack 

     mechanical and scientific ability.  Counselors are social types. 
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5.  Enterprising:  enjoys activities that manipulate others for personal 

    attainment or economic gain.  Tend to avoid symbolic and systematic 

    activities.  Often lack scientific ability.  Salespeople, office managers, 

    and lawyers are enterprising types. 

6.  Conventional:  enjoys systematically manipulating data, filing records, or 

     reproducing materials.  Tend to avoid artistic activities.  Secretaries, 

     file clerks, and financial experts are conventional types. 

Holland (1985a) identified additional influential variables as intelligence, gender, 

and social class.  These factors are of key importance in the development of one’s 

personality.  Brown (1990) notes ten changes that have occurred over the history of 

Holland’s theory as summarized below: 

 1.  Constructs have been expanded, more comprehensive and explicit. 

 2.  New concepts have been added to support weaker constructs. 

 3.  Theory remains in differential psychology with ties to measurement 

      and personality typologies. 

 4.  Degrees and patterning of the personalities and environments has  

      been achieved. 

 5.  All major constructs have operational definitions enabling empirical 

      verification of the theory. 

 6.  The two-dimensional hexagonal model has been added. 

 7.  Empirical evidence has been generated both pro and con; subjects are 

      diverse and generalizability has been expanded. 
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 8.  The theory has been advocated for career planning and counseling with 

      the advent of the self-help tools. 

 9.  Precise procedures have been developed for teaching the theory. 

 10.  The theory is open to revision based on empirical evidence and has not 

      succumbed to cultural and political pressures.  

Holland’s theory and the various measurement tools credited to Holland and 

colleagues are widely used by researchers and counselors. 

Life-Role Development   

Brown has commented, “career development theory is inadequate because of its 

individualistic, nonenvironmental focus and its failure to attend to the role of 

psychological deficits in career problems” (Brown, 1990, p. 392).  In response to 

criticisms of various elements of career development theories, Brown has proposed an 

approach that would view people more holistically and recognize interrelationships of 

subsystems such as family and work.  The approach is called “life-role development.”  

The basic premise is that life-roles are interdependent and that to understand 

individuals as workers, there is a need to examine the other components of their lives.  

The need also exists to recognize that a change in one component will necessarily be 

reflected in the other component.  The model for the theory is based on seven 

assumptions (Brown, 1990): 

1.  Life-roles are interdependent (complementary, compensatory or conflicting). 

2.  Individuals strive for balance among life-roles. 

3.  Values are the most influential cognitive structure and given unrestricted  
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     choice, individuals will act on values. 

4.  Career-related problems result from lack of cognitive clarity, imbalance of 

     roles through conflict and barriers in the opportunity structure. 

5.  Each role provides opportunity for satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 

6.  Change occurs due to conflict in the system. 

7.  Interventions into life-roles should consider the cognitive clarity of the 

     individual. 

A primary objective of this career development approach is to address the 

cultural issues which are absent from other career development theories.  The basic 

foundation of this theory is values.  Work values and cultural values influence every 

aspect of career development and career decision-making.  The following definitions are 

set forth by Brown (2002) as operational definitions: 

1.  Values:  beliefs that are experienced by the individual as standards 

that guide how he or she should function; they are cognitive structures, but 

also have behavioral and affective dimensions.  Values develop so that 

individuals can meet their needs in a socially acceptable way.  Values are 

shaped by the cultural context of the individual.  Values are crystallized when 

an individual can identify them and relate how they influence behavior. 

2.  Cultural values:  values identified through research as being those typically 

held by certain cultural groups.  Behaviors considered important  and 

desirable by a group form the basis for group standards and, in essence, 

dictates life-style deemed appropriate for group members.  There is also 
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considerable diversity within the values system of people from the same 

cultural group.   

3.  Work values:  values that individuals believe should be satisfied as a result 

               of their participation in the work role.  Financial prosperity, altruism,  

      achievement, and responsibility are examples of work values. 

 Brown’s theory of career development relies heavily on the assumption that 

cultural and work values are the primary variables that influence an individual toward a 

particular occupation and play a major role in the decision making process.  Whether or 

not an individual experiences success at an occupation can be traced to cultural and 

work values.   

While cultural and work values are the primary variables that influence an 

individual toward a particular occupation, there are also a number of secondary 

variables that influence individuals in the career decision.  Socioeconomic status 

(Hotchkiss & Borow, 1990), and family or group influence (Young & Friesen, 1992; 

Kotrlik & Harrison, 1989; Sebald, 1989) play a role in the careers chosen.  Gender 

(Brooks, 1990; Merrick, 1995; Melamed, 1995) and aptitude (Hearn, 1991; Trusty, 

2002) are two other variables, which are highly influential in the career decision-making 

process. 

Brown (2002) and Brown and Crace (1996) outline eight propositions concerning 

the role of values and other variables in his career development theory.  The following 

is a list of these propositions: 

 1.  Values with high priorities are the most important determinants of choices 
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      made, providing that the individuals have more than one alternative available 

      to satisfy their values. 

 2.  Individuals who hold collective social values and come from families and or 

      groups who hold the same social value will either defer to the wishes of the 

      group or family members or be heavily influenced by them in the career- 

      decision making process.  The decision will correlate less with the individual’s 

      work values than is the case with individuals who value individualism and 

      make their own career choices.  Gender is a major factor in career choice 

      by individuals who hold social values because of stereo-typed perceptions 

      of occupations. 

 3.  Culture, sex, socioeconomic status influence opportunities and social 

      interaction and thus considerable variation in the values of subgroups 

      in our United States society can be expected. 

 4.  Because of differing values systems, men and women and people from 

      differing cultural groups will enter occupations at varying rates. 

 5.  The process of choosing a career involves a series of “estimates.”  These 

      estimates include: 

  a.  estimates regarding one’s ability and values. 

  b.  estimates regarding the skills and abilities required for success. 

  c.  estimates of the work values that alternative occupations will satisfy. 

 6.  Occupational success will be related to job-related skills acquired in all  

      aspects of life experiences. 
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 7.  Success in any role depends on the abilities and aptitudes required to 

      perform the functions in that role.  Job tenure will be partially the  

      result between the cultural and work values of the worker, supervisors, 

      and colleagues. 

 8.  The primary basis for job satisfaction for people with an individualism 

      social value in order of importance will be: 

  a.  congruence between values reinforced on the job and the 

       individual’s work values. 

  b.  conflicts that occur between the career role and other life roles. 

  c.  the approval of the work roles by others such as parents, friends, 

      and spouse.  

The primary bases for job satisfaction for people with a collective social value 

will be:        

  a.  the extent to which the work role is approved by significant others 

          such as parents, spouses and friends. 

b.  conflicts between the career role and other life roles 

c.  the congruence between the values reinforced by the job and 

    individuals’ work values. 

Brown (2002) recommended that future research on the role of values in 

occupational choice should examine the relationship of cultural values with work values.   
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Summary 

An underlying, recurrent theme in all the career development theories is a need 

to understand the individual, the inherent factors and external influences which 

contribute to an occupational choice and the satisfaction or success the individual 

enjoys in this choice.  All of the theories discussed regard the relationship of the 

individual and the occupational choice or career decision.  Each discusses the various 

factors that influence these choices and decisions.  Trait and Factor Theory (Parsons, 

1909) emphasized the need to match an individual’s aptitudes, achievements, interests 

and personality with an occupation and the requirements of that occupation.  The 

“Theory of Occupational Choice” (Ginzberg, Ginzburg, Axelrad & Herma, 1951) factored 

in the psychological aspect and proposed stages that an individual passes through as 

they progress toward an occupational choice.  Gingzberg et al discussed interest and 

aptitude as key influencing factors but also include opportunity.  Values are included as 

an important influencing factor as well.  It is interesting to note that opportunity was 

mentioned as an influencing factor but the sample in the original study included highly 

advantaged, highly intelligent males from middle-and upper-class intact families whose 

opportunities were essentially limitless.  The standard for this theory became the 

perfection of all factors and there is a curious lack of provision for those who do not 

meet the standard.   

Super focused in on how an individual comes to have abilities and interests.  

“Developmental Self-Concept Theory” draws on social learning theories to understand 

the various self-concept factors that influence career development.  Inherent factors 
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such as aptitude, and neural and endocrine make-up are considered.  Personality traits, 

both inherent and those shaped by life experiences, contribute to an understanding of 

career development through a psychological lens.  Unlike the theories which came 

before, Super included the entire life-span and life-space in his theory.  He incorporated 

all aspects of an individual to include psychological characteristics, socio-economic 

factors, self-concepts, personality traits and values as contributing to career-decisions, 

vocational choice, and work and life satisfactions. 

The work of Holland emphasized different aspects of personality as expressed 

through descriptions of vocational interest.  Personality traits were cast into typologies 

as were various environments.  Holland proposed that individuals tend to flourish in 

environments that provide an outlet for an individual’s interests, abilities, aptitudes, 

needs, and values. 

The final career development theory under consideration, by Brown, recognized 

the inability of previous career development theories to adequately address issues of 

gender, socio-economic factors and ethnicity.  The “Life-Role” approach to career 

development considered work values and cultural values as primary factors in the 

selection of a career.  Opportunities for career choice are often limited by societal 

constraints placed on gender and ethnicity. 

All of the theorists included in this literature review have noted the importance of 

the adolescent years as laying the foundation for future career and educational 

pursuits.  Each theorist gives importance to the critical time of adolescents regarding 

development of interests, perception of abilities and knowledge about work.  The high 
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school years are a significant time when critical decisions are made concerning the 

number, type, and difficulty of classes to take and whether or not to continue into 

college directly from high school or enter the work force.  Examining the high school 

students’ career-related perceptions is of great importance.  Career development 

theories provide the knowledge base to understand the influencing factors behind the 

possible career choices of high school students.  Using this career development 

knowledge base, parents, teachers and high school counselors can help students come 

to an understanding of career goals and effectively assist them with decisions that lead 

to a successful and satisfying career choice.  The criteria for decision-making, 

satisfaction and success are directly influenced by the factors under discussion and 

research consideration.  Students have measurable traits related to specific occupations 

and an understanding of these traits, abilities, aptitudes and skills is of great 

importance.  Knowing a students’ potential personality typology can assist them in 

finding a congruent environment where they are more likely to experience satisfaction 

and success in the work place while understanding life-roles can aid in balancing work 

with the other components and with life experiences.  Career development theories can 

help students by providing concrete ways to give meaning and practical strategies to 

impending, future decisions.  The theories lay a foundation of interest, abilities, 

aptitude, needs, personality, socio-economic level, achievements and failures, 

environmental issues, life experiences, life-roles, influence of others, and cultural and 

work values as influencing factors in the choice of a career.  Clearly, one fact that is 

evident in all the career development theories is that vocational choice and career 
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development are influenced by who we are and how we perceive ourselves as fitting 

into our social groups, cultural groups and society as a whole.  This perception is 

influenced by self-concept and personality traits. 

Factors Contributing to Teacher Quantity and Quality 

Gender   

Women seem to be more consistently inclined toward teaching than men.  Data 

regarding public school teacher profiles indicated a higher percentage of females in the 

teaching profession.  For example, data for the 2000-2001 school year from the state of 

Texas reported 77.3% female teachers and 22.7% male teachers (TEA, 2001).  The 

majority of students entering teacher education programs are also female (Book, Byers 

& Freeman , 1983; Cardina & Roden, 1998; Kemper & Mangieri, 1987; Henke, Chen & 

Geis, 2000; Lyson & Falk, 1984; Mangieri & Kemper, 1984; NCES, 2001; Opp, 1989; 

Sanders, 1990; Summerhill, Matranga, Peltier & Hill, 1998).  The 2000 Profile of College 

Bound Seniors who took SAT I in 2000 also indicated a large number of females (77%) 

who were interested in education as a possible major and a much smaller percentage 

(23%) of males who indicated an interest in education. 

There is a lack of male teachers in the public schools.  Research into career 

development and career choice of males who were surveyed concerning a possible 

major in education resulted in some concrete reasons why males are not choosing to 

become educators in the public schools. 

 The cited reasons given by surveyed male high school seniors centered around 

extrinsic work values.  Total compensation packages that included benefits, opportunity 
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for advancement, and salary were cited as negative factors connected with the teaching 

profession according to males in the study (Tincher & Brogdon, 1986).  Female subjects 

in the same study viewed these same factors as attractive and a positive part of the 

teaching profession.  Other concerns listed by male senior high school students 

regarding teaching as a career choice focused on the need for better respect for 

teachers by students and the need for improved prestige and recognition of the 

teaching profession (Summerhill, 1995).  Males in these studies did not hold teaching in 

very high regard and the extrinsic values of teaching did not appear to be high enough 

to attract students, particularly males, to the teaching profession.  Reasons cited by 

males teachers who left the teaching profession for the private sector agree with the 

perceptions of male high school seniors regarding a dissatisfaction with the total 

compensation package offered to teachers (Henke, Chen & Geis, 2000).  Male teachers 

also cited the loss of desire to teach and the need to pursue a career outside education 

as reasons for leaving the teaching profession. 

The literature suggested males are not entering or are leaving the teaching 

profession due to reasons like “salary and benefits,” “need for more opportunity for 

advancement,” “need for prestige and recognition,” “social status,” “need for respect,” 

and “change of interest.”  Brown’s (2002) theory of career development strongly 

supported work values as a primary variable that influences an individual toward a 

particular occupation.  Work values are the values that an individual believes should be 

satisfied as a result of their participation in the work role.  Financial prosperity and 

achievement are work values.  From the reasons listed above, “salary and benefits,” 
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and “more opportunity for advancement” are directly related to financial prosperity and 

achievement.  It is possible that for males, these work values are not viewed as 

satisfied in the teaching profession.  It is also possible that monetary compensation is 

likely not the only reason males are disinterested in teaching as evidenced by the 

statement agreed to by 50% of the Kemper and Mangieri (1987) sample who stated 

that “no amount of money” would cause them to choose teaching as a profession. 

Trait and Factor Theory (Parsons, 1909) focused on the match between an 

individual’s aptitudes, achievements, interests, values and personality and the 

occupational requirements.  Men who left the teaching profession cited “no longer 

interested in teaching” as a reason for leaving.  There appeared to no longer be a 

match between the individual’s interests and the occupation of teaching.  Many factors 

can be jointly responsible for this change of interest.  Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Needs” 

listed esteem as one of the basic needs of an individual.  Another reason for disinterest 

by men in the teaching profession is the need for “more prestige and recognition” and 

“more respect” which is directly related to self-esteem.  Super (1974) proposed that an 

individual would select an occupation whose requirements provide a role consistent with 

his or her self-image and that satisfaction from the career depends on the extent to 

which an individual is able to implement their self-concept.  The old saying “those who 

can, do, and those who can’t, teach” still appears to carry some weight with males.  An 

individual’s self-image and ability to express their self-concept is also tied into the “need 

for more prestige and recognition,” and “more respect.” 
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One of the four basic assumptions of Holland’s (1985a) theory of career 

development is that people search for environments that will let them exercise their 

abilities and values, and take on agreeable problems and roles.  Males who are not 

interested in teaching or who have left the profession might feel the problems and roles 

are not longer agreeable to their self-image and self-concept. 

The Cooperative Institutional Research Program survey of incoming freshmen at 

two- and four-year institutions across the United States asked a field of questions 

regarding objectives that the students might consider to be essential or very important.  

The 2001 survey reported that males considered “being very well off financially” as the 

number one response considered essential.  The second highest response considered to 

be essential was “becoming an authority in my field.”  Both of these listed responses 

are reflective of extrinsic work values. 

 The literature on career development theories and reasons cited by males for 

disinterest in teaching as a career choice suggested that men are more interested in 

extrinsic rewards that are not perceived as adequately provided for in education like 

“salary and benefits”, and “opportunity for advancement”, and intrinsic rewards like 

“prestige and recognition” and “need for respect” which are also perceived as not 

adequately provided for in the teaching profession. 

Ethnicity   

The number of minority students entering the public education system is steadily 

increasing while the number of minority teachers in the teacher education system and 

currently holding teaching positions is not increasing.  The National Center for 
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Education Statistics (1998) reported minority students represented one-third (33%) of 

the public school student population in 1993-94, while minority teachers represented 

13% of the public school teaching faculty.  Of the 13% minority teachers, 9% were 

reported as African-American/Black.  The figures reported for 1987-88 indicate minority 

teachers represented 14% of the public school teaching faculty. The National Center for 

Education Statistics (2002) published public school membership, by race/ethnicity and 

state for the 2000-01 school year.  This report listed that minority students made up 

38.8% of the total student population with 1.2% Native American, 4.1 % Asian-

American/Asian, 17.2% African-American/Black and 16.3% Hispanic.  The number of 

minority students increased from 33% in 1998 to 38.8% in 2000-01.  For the 2000-01 

school year, the state of Texas reported that 26.8% of the public school teaching 

faculty was minority and 48% of the student population was minority (TEA, 2002).   

In the Cooperative Institutional Research Program survey of incoming freshmen 

for 2000, demographic information reported that 80% of incoming freshmen were 

White/Caucasian. The African-American/Black incoming freshman population was 

11.84%, Asian-American/Asian incoming freshman population was 5.71%, 

Hispanic/Latino incoming freshman population was 1.64%, and the Native American 

incoming population was .81% (CIRP, 2002).  

Data indicated that while the number of public school minority students was 

increasing the number of minority high school students continuing on to further 

educational goals was not increasing.  Factors contributing to this decrease include 
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dropping out of high school, personal and psychological characteristics, family 

background, school experiences and race. 

The U.S. Census Bureau (1998) reported that by age 18-19, approximately 82% 

of all young people have completed high school.  By age 22-24, 86.3% have completed 

high school with 10.4% of the individuals in this age group completing through 

equivalency programs.  In the 18-24 year old group, the ethnic breakdown for high 

school completion, either through graduation or equivalency programs, was 90% 

Whites, 94% Asians, 81% African-Americans and 63% Hispanic/Latinos.  About 83% of 

the males in this age group and 87% of the females completed high school either 

through graduation or equivalency programs. 

Aviles, Guerro, Howarth and Thomas (1999) interviewed 72 Chicano/Latinos who 

had dropped out of a Minnesota high school within five years of the study and were 

between the ages of 16 and 24.  The sample consisted of 33 females and 39 males.  

Participants were asked to give reasons why they dropped out of school, what could 

have prevented them from dropping out of school and what they would say to a sibling, 

relative or friend who was considering dropping out of school.  Participants reported a 

difficulty in getting enough credits to graduate and absenteeism due to migrant family 

travel, work and responsibilities at home.  Many reported unwilling and inflexible 

teachers and administrators.  The task of simply graduating seemed impossible.  

Participants reported that the teachers had much lower expectations of them than they 

did for White or Asian students.  Some of the females in the study indicated they 

consciously got pregnant to escape the school system.  A related study by Merrick 
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(1995) suggested that African American female students also used adolescent 

childbearing as a career choice instead of graduating from high school and continuing 

on to further educational goals.  Some of the female participants indicated that 

childbearing was the best option among their limited alternatives. 

Phinney, Baumann and Blanton (2001) conducted a study of adolescents from 

five ethnic groups regarding their expected life goals.  The sample included 371 

students ranging in age from 12 years to 18 years.  The ethnic groups represented 

were Armenian, Vietnamese, Mexican, European American, and African American with 

various economic backgrounds.  Students were asked “what they would want to do with 

their life if they could do anything” and then “why they would or would not attain their 

goal.”  The category “Professional – doctor, lawyer, teacher, counselor, business 

person” received 28.2% of the sample.  The category “Lifestyle – marriage, rich, help 

others, spread religion, acceptance, be important” received 25.8% of the sample.  The 

category “Arts and Sports – musician, fashion designer, photographer, football player, 

basketball player” received 20.5% of the sample.  Attributions for expected outcomes 

(why will you attain/not attain your goal?) were listed as “Positive effort – I can do 

anything if I try hard and have a positive attitude,” “Positive ability – because I know I 

am good,” and “Positive external factors – my family and friends will help me.”  All of 

the students in all ethnic groups indicated they could succeed at a goal with positive 

effort.  This particular sample, regardless of ethnicity, held high aspirations and were 

optimistic about attaining their goals recognizing the need for effort and a positive 

attitude. 
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In an analysis of data from a nationwide survey “Monitoring the Future, a 

Continuing Study of the Lifestyles and Values of Youth, 1989” Dai (1996) reported some 

distinct differences between ethnic groups concerning seniors’ educational plans after 

high school.  The sample included 11,668 Caucasians and 1,862 African-Americans.  

Plans were found to be significantly different.  African-American high school seniors 

were more likely to attend a vocational school or a junior college.  African-American 

females were more likely than African-American males to make plans for higher 

education.  According to the students’ perceptions, African-American mothers usually 

had higher expectations for their daughters than their sons.  Overall, African-Americans 

had lower educational aspirations compared with Caucasians in the sample. 

 Ethnic minority students appear to face various obstacles in school and at home, 

which contribute to a lack of any educational goals beyond graduating from high school.  

A select few minority students are encouraged to enroll in college-prep courses in high 

school.  Lopez (2001) reported that when Latino students were encouraged to enter the 

“mathematics pipeline” early on in high school and were given all the necessary help 

they needed, they succeeded in attaining good grades, which fostered a desire to 

continue their education once out of high school.  Valencia (2000) examined the 

inequalities in schooling of minority students in Texas.  Valencia reported that African-

American and Hispanic/Latino students continue to attend highly segregated schools 

with a disproportionate number of non-certified teachers, poor academic achievement, 

less challenging classes, greater grade retention, higher dropout rates and lower rates 

of students entering college. 
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 Mau and Bikos (2000) studied the educational and vocational aspirations of 

minority and female students using data from the National Educational Longitudinal 

Study for 1988-1994.  The NELS provided data from students as they progressed from 

elementary school through high school, and on to college or into the work force.  

Results from Mau and Bikos indicated that Asian-Americans demonstrated consistently 

higher education aspirations and Hispanic-Americans consistently lower educational 

aspirations.  Factors reported for these findings note experiential, learning and cultural 

factors unique to each ethnic group.  For example, for Asian-American students, 

academic success is considered a source of pride for the family.  In contrast, many 

Hispanic students may be recent immigrants with financial pressure and language 

difficulties that lead to escalating dropout rates.  Data from the CIRP (2000) supported 

these conclusions by reporting Asian-American freshman enrollment to be 5.97% and 

Hispanic/Latino freshman enrollment to be 1.60%.  A study of occupational values of 

Asian American college students concluded that Asian Americans placed great emphasis 

on extrinsic rewards and security (Leong, 1991).  The road to achieving extrinsic 

rewards is through setting and achieving high educational aspirations. 

Academic Ability   

The “High School and Beyond Study” (1980) done by the National Center for 

Educational Statistics reported data which suggested that students in their senior year 

of high school who desired to enter teaching were lower in academic achievement than 

their college bound peers.  In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in 

Education reported in “A Nation at Risk” that “not enough academically able students 
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were being attracted to teaching ...Too many teachers are being drawn from the 

bottom quarter of graduating high school and college students” (p. 23).  The findings of 

this report prompted research into the academic achievement of high school students 

who indicated a desire to become teachers and academic achievement of teachers 

currently in the profession.  The studies reported on several variables connected with 

academic achievement that yielded a mixture of results. 

 Research conducted in the area of academic achievement among students 

currently in teacher education courses reported both findings in support of and contrary 

to the conclusions of the 1983 “Nation at Risk” findings.  Several studies have been 

done comparing the mean SAT scores of students who indicated a desire to pursue a 

career in education and other areas.  The results of these studies reported that 

education majors placed in the bottom one-third to one-quarter of the graduating class 

(Savage, 1983; Weaver, 1981).  SAT scores are not the only standard that has been 

studied regarding the reported lower academic ability of students who are interested in 

teacher education programs.  Laman and Reeves (1983) conducted a study into the 

status of admission to teacher programs.  Results of a survey from each state indicated 

that students were most generally admitted to teacher education programs by means of 

a committee who used the grade point average as one criterion for admission.  The 

most frequently cited GPA requirement was a 2.50 on a 4.00 grading scale.  One of the 

most frequently cited reasons for denial of admission into teacher education programs 

was failure to meet the 2.50 GPA requirement.  Therefore, students who were admitted 

to teacher education programs started out with a minimum of 2.50 GPA.  However, 
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there were students who were interested in and applied to teacher education programs 

with less than the required 2.50 GPA. 

 While some research findings supported the conclusions of the 1983 “Nation at 

Risk” report, other research reported contrary findings.  Some researchers suggested 

that the emphasis of academic qualifications for students in the teacher education 

system would be better directed toward college students who have been admitted to 

the final two years of teacher preparation.  Fisher and Feldmann (1985) compared the 

records of teacher education graduates to non-teacher education graduates.  The 

measures of academic ability under investigation were ACT scores (English, 

Mathematics, Social Science, Natural Science, Composite), school percentile rank, 

cumulative grade point average, grade point average on selected general studies 

courses and selected major courses.  Results of the investigation indicated that for each 

of the three years examined, the teacher education graduates recorded a slightly higher 

mean English ACT score than non-teacher graduates.  The scores for mathematics were 

slightly lower for teacher education graduates than for non-teacher education 

graduates.  The overall, average cumulative grade point average of teacher education 

graduates was higher than non-teacher education graduates for all three years.  

Teacher education graduates also gained a higher overall mean grade point average in 

the composite of courses and in individual courses than non-teacher education 

graduates.  Similar findings were reported in studies of academic quality of education 

graduates by Fallon (1984), Olsen (1985), and Matcznski, Siler, McLaughlin and Smith 
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(1988).  These studies concluded that teacher education graduates were equal to, and 

in some respects superior to, the average graduates in other fields of study. 

 The studies of high school students who indicated an interest in education as a 

career choice are also in support of and contrary to the 1983 “Nation at Risk” findings. 

Cardina and Roden (1998) reported on the academic proficiency of students who 

indicated education as a possible college major.  The data source was the National 

Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 that included information from 24,599 students in 

the 8th grade, and two follow-up surveys in the 10th-grade and 12th-grade.  Results 

indicated that females were most generally in the lowest two levels of mathematics 

proficiency whereas males were in the highest two proficiency levels of mathematics.  

Almost 35% of females indicating an interest in Education scored in the highest two 

levels of mathematics while 65% of the females indicating an interest in Education 

scored in the lowest two levels.  Females interested in Education also scored below the 

lowest level for science proficiency.  Males indicating an interest in Education were 

stronger than females in science proficiency.  In the area of reading proficiency, 

females interested in Education scored in the highest level of proficiency while the 

males interested in Education were almost three times as likely to score in the lowest 

level of reading proficiency.  Overall, the academic quality of students interested in 

Education as a possible career choice were similar to those entering other majors such 

as Psychology, Business, or Health Professions.  In a comparison of aggregate scores 

for all academic majors, seniors choosing Education had a similar range of academic 

abilities.  The researchers also concluded that females intending to major in Education 
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were more likely to have weaknesses in mathematics and science when compared with 

other majors, whereas males interested in education were more likely to be poor 

readers.  

 An examination of the data from the 1993 Baccalaureate and Beyond 

Longitudinal Study provided an overview of the teacher education system from 

preparation to employment (Henke, Chen & Geis, 2000; Henke, Geis & Giambattista, 

1996).  Data findings reported that the college entrance examination scores of the 

1992-1993 college graduates in the teacher education system were lower than those 

students who were not in the teacher education system.  Henke et al (1996) concluded 

that during every juncture in the teacher education system, those individuals who 

indicated an interest in teaching scored less well than those individuals not interested in 

teaching.   

  The strength of an individual’s verbal, mathematical and analytic skills is 

considered to be a strong sign of an individual’s ability or aptitude (NCES, 1999).  

Weaver (1981) reported that prospective education majors generally have SAT scores 

below the national mean.  The 2000 Profile of College-Bound Seniors National Report 

published by The College Board lists the 2000-01 national SAT I average to be 1,019.  

Those individuals who indicated a possible major in mathematics scored the highest 

with a mean score of 1,181.  Those individuals who indicated a possible education 

major scored a mean score of 964.  Analysis of mean scores indicated that students 

who are interested in education as a possible college major scored in the bottom third 
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of the sample.  Researchers reported similar data in 1981 and 1983 regarding students 

who indicated a possible major in education.  

Summary 

Three components have been examined which contribute to the quantity and 

quality of teachers in the public school system.  Data revealed a high percentage of 

females in the teaching profession.  In 1981, 67% of the teaching faculty was female, 

in 1991, 72% of the teaching faculty was female (NCES, 1995) and data for 1996 

indicated a 74.4% female teaching faculty (NCES, 2001).  A review of literature into 

cited reasons why males are choosing other professions can be summarized as follows: 

 *  Need for improved salaries and benefits (Mangieri & Kemper, 1984; Kemper 

     & Mangieri, 1987; Tincher & Brogdon, 1986; Summerhill, Matranga, 

     Peltier & Hill, 1998; Henke, Chen, & Geis (2000). 

 *  Need for more opportunity for advancement (Mangieri & Kemper, 1984;  

     Tincher & Brogdon, 1986; Henke, Chen, & Geis, 2000). 

 *  Lack of job autonomy (Tincher & Brogdon, 1986). 

 *  Lack of perceived social status (Tincher & Brogdon, 1986). 

 *  Need for improved work conditions (Tincher & Brogdon, 1986; Summerhill, 

     Matranga, Peltier & Hill, 1998). 

 *  Need for better student respect for teachers (Summerhill, Matranga, Peltier 

     & Hill, 1998). 

 *  No longer interested in teaching (Henke, Chen, & Geis, 2000). 
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 When viewed through the lens of career development theories, it would appear 

that work values (Brown, 1990, 2002) such as financial prosperity and achievement are 

not perceived as being met in the teaching profession.  For those males who left the 

profession, it would appear that teaching no longer matched the needs they perceived 

as important occupational requirements (Parsons, 1909).  Perhaps their self-image and 

need for satisfaction from a career was in conflict and they no longer found the 

problems and roles associated with the teaching profession to be acceptable (Holland, 

1985a).  The extrinsic rewards offered in the teaching profession are perceived as not 

high enough to attract and keep males in the teaching profession.  Intrinsic rewards, 

such as prestige and recognition and need for respect, are also perceived by males to 

be lacking in the teaching profession (Brown, 1990, 2002). 

 Research indicated a conspicuous lack of ethnic diversity in the public school 

teaching faculty.  White/Caucasian teachers far outnumber minority teachers.  While 

the factors contributing to a lack of minority teachers is varied by minority and cultural 

values within the ethnic group, an underlying theme is perceived to be a lack of quality 

in their high school education.  Minority students indicated a lack of access to college-

prep classes, an inflexibility and indifference of teachers and administrators, in some 

areas segregation was an issue regarding the quality of teachers in schools 

characterized by poverty, family/social problems, crime and violence.  Many of these 

obstacles were viewed as insurmountable leading to high minority dropout rates.  

Minority students did not see credible, minority teacher role models in the education 

system.  
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 Research on academic ability of individuals who expressed an interest in 

education and individuals already teaching reported findings that are both favorable and 

unfavorable.  SAT scores are low and continue to be low for the individuals who express 

an interest in education.  SAT scores are arguably a test of an individual’s verbal, 

mathematic and analytic skills that are considered to be an indication of an individual’s 

ability or aptitude.  Research, which examined academic ability of those interested in 

education and individuals in non-education majors, indicated that education majors 

perform just as well if not better than their peers in a composite of common liberal arts 

and science courses.  A study of what college students said regarding their high school 

education (Thompson & Joshua-Shearer, 2002) reported that 31% of the students said 

they had more than one of the “worst high school teachers.”  Math and science 

teachers were most frequently cited as providing poor quality instruction.  However, 

52% said they had more than one of the “best high school teachers” and cited English 

teachers as providing high quality education.  Ingersoll (1997, 2000) attributed much of 

the lack of quality instruction in the public school system to teachers who are teaching 

out-of-field and are not certified or qualified to teach the classes they are teaching.  

Many of these teachers are secondary math and science teachers. 

 The academic quality of students who enter the teacher education system is 

directly dependent on the quality of instruction received in the public school system and 

the education received at colleges and universities.  When the academic quality of the 

teachers giving the instruction is low, the academic quality of students may also be low.  
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All students would benefit from a greater diversity of gender and ethnicity in teacher 

role models who are themselves of high academic quality and character.  

Interest in Teaching as a Career Choice 

 Why do individuals choose to become teachers?  According to Brown (2002), 

work values are critical variables in the career development process.  Work values, as 

previously discussed and defined, are the values that individuals believe should be 

satisfied as a result of their participation in the work role.  Financial prosperity, altruism, 

achievement, and responsibility are examples of work values.  Super (1990) suggested 

that an individual selects an occupation that will allow for fulfilling needs consistent with 

self-image.  Holland (1959) indicated that the choice of an occupation is not a random 

event but rather an expression of personality.   

 The education literature is replete with studies that examined the motivation 

supporting teaching as a career choice.  Researchers have surveyed college bound high 

school students who have indicated an interest in teaching as a career choice.  Cited 

reasons for their interest in teaching included “the desire to work with children or young 

adult” and “the desire to help or work with others” (Clark, 1987; Mangieri & Kemper, 

1984).  High school students interested in teaching stated that they were searching for 

“meaningful work” that they considered would make a difference in the lives of 

children, especially disadvantaged, at-risk children (Tabor, 1999) and would make a 

difference in their local community (HERI, 1999). 

 College students who were currently in the teacher education system also 

reported altruistic reasons as motivation for teaching as a career choice (Fox, 1961; 
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Jantzen, 1981).  Education students who had the opportunity to spend time in the 

classroom in a “hands-on” teaching environment cited that experience as solidifying 

their decision to become a teacher (Wood, 1978).  Education students continually cited 

the desire to work with children and young adults as the number one motivational 

teaching characteristic (Book, Freeman & Brousseau, 1985; Fox, 1961; Hansen & 

Wentworth, 2002; Jantzen, 1981; O’Brien & Schillaci, 2002; Wood, 1978).   

A sample of pre-service and in-service teachers were asked to write a mini- 

autobiography to answer questions regarding why they wanted to teach, when and how 

they knew they wanted to teach, and what they thought the future held for them as 

educators (O’Brien & Schillaci, 2002).  O’Brien collected these mini-autobiographies 

from the Fall 1999 through Fall 2000.  A recurrence of themes surfaced as listed below: 

 1.  Teachers teach because they want to make a positive difference in the lives  

      of students. 

 2.  Teachers desire to work with children, adolescents, and young adults. 

 3.  Teachers receive an inner reward for helping children learn and grow. 

 4.  Teachers desire to establish relationships with young people in a  

      learning environment. 

The teachers in this sample expressed a deep commitment to making a difference in 

the lives of children and society.  Answers to the question of “when and how individuals 

knew they wanted to be teachers” generated three general themes: 

 1.  “I just always knew I wanted to be a teacher.” 

 2.  After experience working with young children. 
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 3.  After working in another job and “discovering something was missing.” 

The literature on interest in teaching as a career choice focused on elements 

such as the “desire to work with children” and “the desire to make a difference in one’s 

career.”  The work value in place with most individuals in the teacher education system 

is altruistic in nature.  Extrinsic elements such as “prestige and recognition,” “chance for 

advancement,” “need for better student respect for teachers,” and concerns over 

“salary and benefits” were not as important to individuals who expressed an interest in 

education as a career choice.  Individuals within the teacher education system appeared 

to have discovered a match between their aptitudes, interests, values and personality 

and the requirements and conditions of the occupation as suggested by the Trait and 

Factor Theory (Parsons, 1909).  These individuals appeared to have found a way to 

satisfy the need of “belonging” through teaching; “belonging” is one of the five basic 

human needs as set forth by Maslow (1970).  Super (1990) concluded that work and 

life satisfactions are dependent upon the extent to which the individual finds adequate 

outlets for their abilities, needs, values, interests, personality traits and self-concepts.  

Teachers appear to have found such an outlet in the classroom. 

Music Education and String Music Education 

The literature regarding factors considered to be important by individuals 

expressing an interest in music teaching are similar to those expressed by individuals 

interested in teaching.  As with general education research, music education research 

has examined the motivation supporting interest in music teaching as a career choice 
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from the perspective of high school students, college music education students and in-

service teachers. 

 High school students who have expressed an interest in music education as a 

career choice cited reasons for their interest as first and foremost the love of music and 

how music has enriched their life.  The second most cited reason was the desire to 

become a music teacher and help young people learn music (Davis, 1990). 

 A deep devotion to music and the desire to discover talent and work with young 

people was a recurrent cited reason given by college music education students to 

support their decision to become a music teacher (Bergee, 1992; Bergee, Coffmann, 

Demorest, Humphreys, & Thornton, 2001).  String music education students also cited 

teaching as a rewarding profession and one that was thought to be secure due to the 

string teacher shortage (Gillespie & Hamann, 1999).   

 In-service music teachers offered perceptions and perspectives tempered by 

years of experience.  Secondary music teachers explained how music provided a special 

opportunity in teaching because it combined their love of music with the desire to work 

with children.  Teachers expressed satisfaction over the excitement felt by children as 

they learned to play their instruments well.  Teachers also commented on the desire to 

be a part of a group and contribute to something larger than themselves in terms of 

impacting children’s lives and the school community.  In-service teachers communicated 

that taking part in helping a child to understand and accomplish something musically 

makes teaching a very worthwhile profession (Cox, 1999; Krueger, 2000). 
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The underlying foundation of the research literature concerning an individual’s 

interest in music education and string orchestra teaching is the love and devotion to 

music and the desire to work with children through the medium of music.  Music 

teachers most generally start out as musicians themselves and have an inner desire to 

share music with children and young people in a group setting.  Teaching strings in a 

group setting offers an individual the opportunity to share their aptitudes, abilities and 

interests with like-minded students.  String orchestra is an elective in the public school 

system and students are given the opportunity to choose an elective that is of interest 

to them.  Orchestra teachers and orchestra students are like-minded in their desire to 

experience music in a group setting.  “Trait and Factor Theory” (Parsons, 1909) 

indicates one condition for success in an occupation is the match of aptitudes, interests 

and values to the requirements and conditions of the occupation.  The orchestra setting 

provides both the teacher and student an outlet to express aptitudes, interests and 

values in a group setting.   

Orchestra teachers also appear to be able to meet the needs (Maslow, 1970) of 

belonging, esteem and self-actualization through orchestra teaching.  An orchestra is 

unique in that it is a group of individuals working toward the same goal – making 

music.  The orchestra teacher, as the leader of this group, has the potential to 

experience belonging, esteem and self-actualization. 
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Disinterest in Music Education as a Career Choice 

 Reasons indicated by individuals who are not interested in music education as a 

career choice mirror those of individuals not interested in education as a career choice 

in areas regarding salary and lack of respect by students. 

Students frequently expressed concern over discipline, unmotivated students and 

uncooperative administrators on a questionnaire by Bergee (1992).  Other concerns 

listed by students in this study included amount of time and energy required to teach 

music successfully, low salaries, lack of budget, paperwork and uncooperative parents.   

The study by Davis (1990) regarding factors related to career choices of honor 

band students in Nebraska listed four categories of reasons given by students for their 

disinterest in music education as follows: 

1.  General interest factors:   

Strengths/interests are in another area. 

Not enough patience. 

I just don’t like kids. 

Kids are hard to motivate. 

I could not discipline kids. 

I am not sure about my career choice. 

2.  Factors regarding disinterest in music education: 

Lack of interest in teaching music. 

Band directors receive less respect than other teachers. 

Band directors have too much stress, pressure and responsibility. 
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Being a band director does not seem much fun for an occupation. 

Band directors have long hours and too much time on the job. 

Students don’t take music seriously enough for me to teach. 

I have never even considered music as a career. 

3.  Music related factors: 

Music is only a hobby. 

Not interested in music as a career choice. 

I would rather concentrate on my own playing. 

Not enough talent/ability in music. 

I would like to be a music therapist. 

4.  Extrinsic factors: 

Not enough pay (salary) 

No advancement possible 

I don’t like working in a school atmosphere 

Low recognition and not enough credit for all the hard work 

The most frequently cited response was “strengths or interest in another other fields.”  

Other reasons related to work values indicate a lack of financial reward, lack of prestige 

and poor advancement possibilities which mirror the reasons given by individuals not 

interested in education as a possible career choice.  

The study by Cox (1999) concerning ten secondary music teachers’ opinions on 

various aspects of secondary music teaching reported that more than half of the 

teachers had reservations about recommending teaching to any of their students.  The 
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teachers listed one of the problem areas to be promotions within the school system; 

when a teacher was promoted, they were taken further away from teaching and placed 

in a supervisory role that they considered to be a drawback.  Other concerns were the 

“wear and tear of classroom discipline,” “constant pressure to keep high caliber 

performance groups which takes time after school hours,” “balancing one’s own musical 

performance with teaching.”  Cox concluded that there was little evidence that these 

teachers longed to pursue a career outside of teaching music. 

Reasons given by students and teachers, regarding a lack of interest in general 

education or music education, are similar.  Extrinsic rewards are perceived as not met 

by the teacher role and the school environment.  Intrinsic rewards such as “prestige 

and recognition” and “need for respect” are also perceived as lacking in the teaching 

profession.  The students in the Davis (1990) study expressed that the band directors 

worked long hours, were under stress and pressure due to responsibilities associated 

with teaching band and that band directors received less respect than other teachers.  

Students concluded that “being a band director does not seem like much fun” and 

“students don’t take music seriously enough for me to make teaching my occupation.”  

These students may have perceived that participating in the band may be fun but the 

work required by the band director to provide the environment for them to “have fun” is 

not worth the trade off; they enjoyed participating but were not interested in becoming 

a band director and providing the same kind of environment for other students to “have 

fun” and learn.  Extrinsic rewards were not perceived as adequate enough for them to 

be interested in teaching as a career choice.   
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Overview of College Major Selection 

The decision of a college major is a decision of great importance in a high school 

student’s life.  The scope of future opportunities can be defined in the selection of a 

college major and the choice to further one’s knowledge and skills in a specific area can 

increase freedom or impose restrictions in the ability to take advantage of those future 

opportunities.  The average student will invest four to five years of their lives in 

education beyond high school; some careers require additional years of focused, in-field 

study.  Maximizing payback from this time and money investment is of importance.  

This is a time when it is in the student’s best interests to conduct an accurate, self-

assessment of their interests, abilities and values. 

Ginzberg, Ginzburg, Axelrad, and Herma (1951) identified three developmental 

stages regarding occupational choice.  As defined by Ginzberg et al, high school 

students are in the “tentative stage.”  This stage is separated into four categories:  

interest, capacity, value and transition.  Individuals in these categories are involved in 

defining their likes and dislikes and beginning to realize that they have more interest in 

one occupation over another.  They also begin to realize that they have a certain skill 

level in some activities over other activities.  Individuals begin to see value in some of 

these activities as well.  The transition stage begins when the individual takes steps 

toward the career choice process. 

 Super (1980) defined the high school age as the “exploration” phase of his “life-

span, life-space” approach to career development illustrated in the “life-career 

rainbow.”  This phase begins in the adolescent years and continues until approximately 
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24 years of age.  As the name implies, the phase is characterized by assessing personal 

interests and abilities, reality about the requirements of certain careers and the possible 

work appropriateness for the individual, and self-concepts that will help the individual in 

their tentative vocational choice.  With this awareness comes formulation and planning 

of concepts to use in determining actions toward a possible vocational choice.   

One of the five key concepts concerning career development proposed by 

Holland (1973a) is congruence.  Congruence is achieved when an individual finds the 

type of environment that provides the kind of rewards that are important to them.  

During this phase of the high school student’s life, they are exploring different 

occupational avenues that will, hopefully, lead to congruence. 

Brown and Crace (1996) outlined eight propositions concerning the role of values 

and other variables in Brown’s career development theory.  The first proposition is in 

regards to acknowledging that values with high priorities are the most important 

determinants of choices made, provided the individual has more than one alternative 

available to satisfy their values.  Many high school students are learning about their 

own values and how the values of their parents influence their choice of values.  The 

choice of a college major can be a reflection of what high school students consider their 

values to be during the decision-making process. 

Easterlin and Crimmins (1991) examined private materialism, personal self-

fulfillment, family life and public interest as factors influencing the values of American 

youth.  Data for this report were taken from the Cooperative Institutional Research 

Program survey of incoming freshmen by the Higher Education Research Institute out 
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of the University of California, Los Angeles, and from “Monitoring the Future” which is a 

survey of high school seniors by the University of Michigan Survey Research Center.  

The time period selected for study of the CIRP survey was 1974-86 and 1976-1986 for 

“Monitoring the Future.”  The life goals under investigation by the researchers through 

the two surveys were private materialism (being well off financially; being successful in 

my line of work; being able to find steady work), family goals (raising a family; having a 

good marriage and family life; living close to parents and relatives; the ability to give 

my children better opportunities than I had), personal self-fulfillment (developing a 

meaningful philosophy of life; finding a purpose and meaning in my life), and public 

interest (helping others who are in difficulty; influencing political structure; influencing 

social values; participating in community action programs; making a contribution to 

society; being a leader in my community).   

A trend across the years under investigation indicated an increase in private 

materialism as a life goal and a decline in importance of self-fulfillment.  Data supported 

this trend that occurred in the middle to late 1970’s.  The life goals of public interest 

and family remain fairly constant.  This trend of making money continued to 

dramatically increase through 1986 while public interest and personal self-fulfillment 

decline the most.    

If private materialism has increased in importance and public interest has 

declined among youth, it might be logical to observe a shift toward college majors that 

are likely to lead to the higher-paying careers and away from those occupations related 

to public service.  Trends in possible career choices, the environment chosen, and 
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values considered important generally reflect life goals.  Data had indicated that high 

school seniors have increasingly chosen to work in large corporations with a steady 

downturn away from social service agencies.  Job characteristics identified as important 

to those desiring to work in a large corporation included “money and status,” and 

characteristics identified as least desirable were “helping others” and “personal 

fulfillment.”  

Researchers have concluded that young people mirrored the shift of values 

toward private materialism modeled by their parents, in their homes, in the workplace, 

on their playing fields, and through the media and changed their behavior, goals and 

aspirations toward occupations that would increase their earning capacity.  College 

majors chosen by youth between 1974 and 1986 reflected aspirations to step into 

higher paying jobs after graduation from college.  The trend was toward business and 

away from education.  The desirability of working in a large corporation grew by leaps 

and bounds while the desire to work in social service agencies declined.  Money and 

status rose in importance to a primary position while public interest and personal self-

fulfillment fell to very low levels. 

Shelley (1994) reported that of the college graduates entering the work force in 

1992, one in ten worked in marketing and sales occupations.  Real estate and insurance 

agents also were among this group.   

The 2000 Profile of College-Bound Seniors who took SAT I in 2000 were asked to 

indicate a possible major in the “Student Descriptive Questionnaire.”  The intended 

college majors indicated were in rank order were (1) Health and Allied Services, (2) 
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Business and Commerce, (3) Social Sciences and History, (4) Education, and (5) 

Engineering (The College Board, 2002).  The organization “Junior Achievement” surveys 

high school students on possible career choices.  The sample size for 2002 included 

1,436 junior and senior high school students.  The four most popular career choices for 

2002 were listed as (1) Doctor, (2) Businessperson or Executive, (3) Computer/Internet 

professional, and (4) Teacher (Junior Achievement, 2002).   

The Cooperative Institutional Research Program freshman survey investigates 

degree goals and career plans, attitudes, values and life goals of incoming freshmen 

across the country every year.  The top four answers to the question pertaining to 

“objectives considered to be essential or very important” for 1999, 2000 and 2001 were 

(1) being very well off financially, (2) raising a family, (3) becoming an authority in my 

field, and (4) helping others who are in difficulty.  The top four probable majors listed 

for 1999 were (1) engineer, (2) business executive, (3) physician, and (4) computer 

programmer or analyst.  The top four probable majors list for 2000 and 2001 were (1) 

engineer, (2) business executive, (3) physician, and (4) teacher or administrator (CIRP, 

2002).       

A review of literature on college major selection has identified a trend toward 

occupations that have the potential for high pay and increased earning capacity.  

College majors that exemplify personal self-fulfillment and public interest are chosen 

much less frequently.  A look at college majors chosen in recent years continued to 

reflect this trend.  The number one probable college major chosen by high school 

juniors and seniors in two national surveys is that of Health and Allied Services (The 
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College Board, 2002; Junior Achievement, 2002).  High school juniors and seniors 

perceived the occupation of Physician as one that received high pay with high social 

status and recognition within the work force.  Physicians appeared to be well respected 

and held in high esteem by high school students.  The second choice by students was a 

business executive thus reflecting the desirability to work in corporations and big 

business.  The computer/internet professional is regarded as desirable, once again 

reflecting high pay, prestige and recognition in society.  The public interest occupation 

of education (teacher or administrator) was the fourth highest choice among high 

school juniors and seniors.  The National Center for Education Statistics (2001) reported 

of the 1,238,000 bachelor’s degrees conferred in 1999-2000, the largest numbers of 

degrees were conferred in business (258,000), social sciences (127,000) and education 

(108,000) that was reflective of the choices being made by incoming high school 

students.  

Assistance of Others on Students’ Career Decisions 

An important component in understanding the possible career choices of high 

school juniors and seniors regards those individuals who are assisting them in career 

decisions.  Research studies in education and music education regarding those 

individuals assisting students in career decisions can be categorized into parents, peers 

and teachers. 

 Parents are cited as the most influential individuals assisting high school and 

college students in their career decisions (Jacobs, Finken, Griffin & Wright, 1998; Kotrlik 

& Harrison, 1989; Otto, 2000; Sebald, 1989; Young & Friesen, 1992).  When parents 
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are considered separately, the mother is cited more often than the father as assisting 

students in career decisions (Jacobs et al, 1998; Otto, 2000).  Parents expressed the 

belief that they can lay a suitable groundwork for career development of their children 

by assisting them broadly to become responsible and capable human beings (Young & 

Friesen, 1992).   Research, which investigated amount of parental involvement and 

academic achievement of high school students, supported the belief that parents lay 

groundwork, which fosters academic responsibility in teens (Hickman, Greenwood & 

Miller, 1995; Trusty, 1996). 

 Research has also been conducted which identified a best friend as exerting a 

strong influence on individuals and their choices (Berndt, Laychak & Park, 1990; Ide, 

Parkerson, Haertel & Walberg, 1981).  Researchers concluded that the process of peer 

influence normally leads to an increase in friends’ similarity of decisions. 

 Student’s perception of the degree of assistance they received from teachers and 

counselors, regarding career decisions, is both positive (Fox, 1961) and negative 

(Reynolds, 1986; Kotrlik & Harrison, 1989).  Students indicated that the guidance they 

received from high school or college counselors was not influential in their career 

decisions.  Former teachers significantly influenced some students in their decision to 

become a teacher (Fox, 1961). 

 Parents and music teachers were identified as an influence on music education 

students’ choice of a career (Jones, 1964).  High school music teachers, band directors, 

private music teachers and high school counselors were identified as influential by 

music education students in Nebraska (Davis, 1990). Students who choose performance 
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as a college major were more influenced by music teachers and band directors and less 

by high school counselors.  Students who chose performance as a major also were 

more likely to have a relative who was a professional musician.  

Students who were asked to indicate the most influential person in their decision 

to become a music education major selected parents, high school band, orchestra or 

choir director, and their private music instructor (Bergee, Coffman, Demorest, 

Humphreys, and Thornton, 2002). 

The literature concerning the assistance of others on high school students’ career 

development decisions focuses in on a small circle of individuals.  Studies indicated that 

high school teachers and friends/peers are both an influencing and a non-influencing 

factor.  The greatest influence on career development decisions identified by high 

school students is parents.  When considering parents separately, mothers are the 

number one choice for students seeking counsel.  Music students also consider parents 

to be very influential.  Unlike students who are not interested in music as a career 

choice, music students consider their high school band, orchestra or choir director to be 

of very important influence.  Music students consider their private music instructor to 

also be of high influence in their decision to pursue music as a career choice.  Music 

performance majors also were greatly influenced by a relative that was a professional 

musician. 

Summary 

This review of literature has examined areas of concern regarding career choice 

and development as it related to occupational choices of high school students.  The 
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occupation currently under investigation is that of string music teaching.  The area of 

career development theory has provided a framework for how and why an individual 

makes an occupational choice or career decision.  Such choices and decisions are 

influenced by who we are (self-concept) and how we perceive ourselves (personality 

traits) as fitting into our social groups, cultural groups and society as a whole. 

The components, which contributed to the quantity and quality of the public 

school teaching faculty, are gender, ethnicity and academic ability.  The public school 

teacher population is comprised of almost 75% females and there is a definite lack of 

male and minority teachers.  Reasons for a lack of male teachers include extrinsic 

factors such as need for more salary, opportunity for advancement, and most student 

respect of teachers.  The extrinsic rewards offered by the teaching occupation are 

perceived as inadequate when weighed against other career opportunities in other 

occupational areas.  Minority students have indicated several reasons for the low 

numbers of minority college freshmen.  One cited reason was a perceived lack of the 

quality of high school education they received.  Students also pointed to a lack of 

minority teacher role models as discouraging them from pursuing a possible career in 

teaching.  Research also indicated that the academic ability of teachers may not be as 

high as other professions thus contributing to the circular problem of quality of students 

being a reflection of the quality of instruction given by possibly less academically able 

teachers.   

Numerous factors contributed to an individual’s desire to become a teacher.  The 

desire to work with children and make a difference in their lives in an educational 
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environment was one of the primary altruistic reasons individuals give for choosing to 

teach. 

Research indicated that individuals interested in music education are also 

altruistically motivated.  The one added important element in music education is a deep 

devotion and love of music.  Music teachers most generally start out as musicians 

themselves and have a desire to share the gift of music through teaching.  High school 

music programs are elective courses and the opportunity exists for like-minded music 

teachers and music students to share in the experience of making music in a group 

setting.  This type of opportunity is mutually beneficial to the needs of both students 

and the teacher. 

The trend in choice of college majors in reflective of the life goals of students 

and the influence of their parents.  The rise of private materialism as a life goal 

encouraged a choice of college major which would allow an individual the best 

opportunity to step into a high paying job that would maximize their earning capacity.  

High school students listed career choices such as physician, business executive and 

computer/internet professional as the most desirable occupations. 

The literature has identified parents as most influential in a high school students’ 

life.  When considering parents separately, mothers are identified as the most influential 

person in a high school students’ life.  Music students also include high school band, 

orchestra and choir directors as highly influential in their decision to pursue music as a 

career whether in education or in performance. 
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CHAPTER III 
 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to describe 11th- and 12th- grade high school 

string orchestra students in Texas public schools in terms of their decision to enter the 

field of string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice or to pursue another field 

of study.  Perceptions were gathered from students who indicated an interest in string 

orchestra teaching as well as those students who did not indicate an interest in string 

orchestra teaching as a possible career choice.  This study is based, in part, upon 

previous studies that were done by Mangieri and Kemper (1984),  Reynolds (1986), 

Jordan (1988), Davis (1990) and Summerhill (1995). Mangieri and Kemper (1984) 

developed three questionnaires used for collection of data regarding high school 

students’ interest in teaching as a career choice.   Reynolds (1986) used the 

questionnaires developed by Mangieri and Kemper (1984), with slight modifications that 

were more conducive to the research questions, and surveyed high school seniors in St. 

Louis County, Missouri, to determine the level of interest and the factors influencing 

interest in teaching as a career choice among selected college-bound, high school 

seniors.  Summerhill (1995) used the Reynolds’ (1986) instrument, with modifications,  

to determine the perceptions of the entire population of high school seniors enrolled in 

regular and advanced placement classes in Washoe County, Nevada.  Davis (1990) 

used a researcher-designed instrument to identify and assess the relative importance of 

factors that may influence the career choices of honor band seniors in Nebraska.  This 
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researcher modified parts of these instruments to reflect the intrinsic and extrinsic 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching.  The section on work values is a modified 

version of an ongoing, national survey of incoming college freshmen, conducted since 

1965, by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP).  Modifications are 

discussed in the Survey Development section of this chapter.      

Subjects 

The subjects in this study were 11th- and 12th-grade high school students who 

were currently enrolled in public school string orchestra programs in Texas.  The age 

range of 11th- and 12th-grade high school students was 15 years of age to 18 years of 

age.  All of the public schools in the Texas public education system with string orchestra 

listed in the school curriculum were included as the target population.  It was 

determined that a total of 171 public high schools representing 58 independent school 

districts offered string orchestra as a part of the school curriculum.  Texas public 

schools use the University Interscholastic League (UIL) ranking system based on 

enrollment figures to divide schools into categories.  The UIL ranking for 2001-2002 is 

as follows: 

5A high school: 1,865 students and above 

4A high school: 845-1,864 students 

3A high school: 345-844 students 

2A high school: 170-344 students  

1A high school: 169 students and below 
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The target population included 116 5A-high schools, 45 4A-high schools, and 6 3A-high 

schools. The average 5A-high school population was 2,629 students; the average 4A-

high school population was 1,534 students; and the average 3A-high school population 

was 608 students.  The majority of these schools are located in and around the large 

Texas cities of Houston, Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas, Fort Worth, El Paso, San Antonio, 

Amarillo and Lubbock.  The two schools used in the pilot study were both 4A-high 

schools. 

Procedure for Conducting the Survey 

 A request was made to the University of North Texas Institutional Review Board 

for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research for permission to conduct the survey 

in Texas public high schools.  All procedures were followed and after several revisions 

of the survey and revisions and corrections to the letters to be sent to the school district 

superintendents and high school principals, permission to conduct the survey was 

granted.  A copy of the letter from the Institutional Review Board granting permission 

to survey 11th- and 12th-grade high students is included in Appendix B.   

 Convenience sampling techniques were used to secure the study population.  

High school 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students were drawn from all the high 

schools in the state of Texas, which included string orchestra in their curriculum.  The 

request for participation in the study necessarily started out with the superintendents, 

assistant superintendents, fine arts directors/coordinators, principals and orchestra 

directors (see Appendix C).  The sample included all schools where permission was 

granted to conduct the investigation.  Convenience sampling limits generalizability.  
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Generalization can only be made to those 11th- and 12th-grade high school string 

orchestra students who participated in the study from the state of Texas. 

 Procedures for securing permission for research varied from school district to 

school district across the state of Texas.  Several school districts required the 

researcher to fill out school district request for research forms and provide specific 

information regarding the approval of the study by the IRB, school databases that 

would need to be accessed, as well as results of the pilot study before approval was 

granted.  All forms were completed and the requested information was returned to the 

school district for consideration.  Two school districts required that the researcher 

personally administer the survey to ensure confidentiality.  It was not possible for the 

researcher to travel to these schools and permission for research was denied.  Some 

districts required a signed active parent permission consent form and active student 

permission consent form prior to student participation (see Appendix D and E).  The 

forms were kept in the students’ permanent files at the school.  In the school districts 

where the majority of the student body was Spanish speaking, the permission forms 

were required to be in English and Spanish (see Appendix F).   Many school districts 

practiced passive parent permission.  Parent information letters (see Appendix G) were 

sent home prior to the administration of the survey and if the parent did not want the 

student to participate, the student related this information to the orchestra director and 

the student did not participate.    
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Survey Development 

The measurement instrument used to gather data was the Junior and Senior 

High School String Orchestra Student Survey designed by the researcher.  The 

instrument was based on research from the literature review and previous survey 

instruments used to measure similar characteristics.  The survey investigated nine areas 

as follows:  (1) gender, (2) age, (3) grade level, (4) ethnicity, (5) self-reported 

academic ability (6) orchestra instrument, (7) years of study on orchestra instrument, 

(8) private instruction on orchestra instrument, (9) careers/hobbies of family members, 

(10) perceptions on individuals assisting in career choice, (11) perceptions on selected 

intrinsic and extrinsic work values, (12) possible college major, (13) perceptions on 

selected tangible elements of teaching, (14) perceptions on selected characteristics 

regarding interest/disinterest in music as a possible career choice, and (15) perceptions 

on selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching.  The survey consisted 

of seven parts designed to examine the fifteen areas under investigation; part one 

investigated the demographic information which encompassed gender, age, grade level, 

ethnicity, self-reported academic ability, orchestra instrument, years of study on 

orchestra instrument, private instruction on orchestra instrument, and careers/hobbies 

of family members and each of the other areas were investigated in separate sections 

of the survey.  Each survey was reviewed and placed in one of the two possible career 

groups (String Orchestra Teaching and Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching) 

based on responses to survey questions regarding plans to pursue music as a career 

choice (item #23, response of “yes, as a string orchestra teacher”), the desire to make 
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teaching music their life’s work (item #60, response of “4 – somewhat agree” or “5 – 

strongly agree”) and consideration of a career as a high school string orchestra teacher 

(item #69, response of “4 – somewhat agree” or “5 – strongly agree).   

The first part (General Information) was divided into three sections, which 

requested demographic information such as gender, age, current grade level, ethnicity, 

orchestra instrument, years of study on that instrument and whether or not the student 

had private instruction on their instrument.  Students were asked to provide a profile of 

self-reported academic ability through average class grades, number/type of classes, 

and SAT or ACT scores.  Students also were asked to provide a profile of relatives who 

were teachers, music teachers, professional musicians or who played an instrument as 

a hobby.  The students were asked to state their possible plans of pursuing music as a 

career choice by indicating “yes, as a string orchestra teacher,” “yes, in music 

performance,” “no,” or “I am undecided about my career choice.”   

The second part (Job Characteristics) was based on the literature review and on 

content from the Cooperative Institute Research Program (CIRP) survey instrument 

which questions incoming freshmen on attitudes, work values, and life goals.  The 

survey asked students to respond using a five-point Likert-style scale from “1 – not 

important” to “5 – highly important” regarding their perceptions of money, prestige, 

advancement, promotion, respect, interest, travel, helpfulness to others, steady 

employment, welfare to society, self-rewards and self-fulfillment, and leadership.  The 

CIRP survey instrument included perceptions regarding work setting, opportunity to 

establish roots in the community, and personal characteristics, which were deemed as 
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irrelevant to the current investigation, and were not included in this survey.   This 

section provided the first opportunity to separate the college or technical trade school 

students from the non-college or technical trade school bound students.  If a student 

placed an ‘X” in a box indicating they did not have plans to attend a college, university 

or technical trade school, his/her survey was deleted from the sample.   

The third part (Possible Choice of College Major) was a list of 22 career fields 

and the college majors under the rubric of the career field as listed by the SAT I.  

Students were asked to indicate their possible level of interest as “1 – not interested,” 

“2 – somewhat interested,” or “3 – highly interested” in the career fields and possible 

college majors. 

The fourth part (Possible Interest in Education as a College Major and Teaching 

as a Possible Career Choice) was based on the literature review and on content from 

the survey conducted by Mangieri and Kemper (1984).  Mangieri and Kemper developed 

three questionnaires for a study they conducted to survey high school students’ interest 

in teaching as a career choice.   Reynolds (1986), Jordan (1988) and Summerhill (1995) 

all made modifications to the Mangieri and Kemper (1984) questionnaires that reflected 

relevance to their respective areas of investigation.  This researcher also made 

modifications to the Mangieri and Kemper (1984) questionnaires and included portions 

in the current survey.  Mangieri and Kemper requested information that was found to 

be irrelevant to the present study and was, thereby, not included.  Factors related to 

interest and disinterest in teaching as a profession for students expressing an interest in 

teaching as developed by Mangieri and Kemper which were excluded from the present 
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study were: (1) knowledge and skill in the chosen subject area, (2) perceptions of 

prestige and recognition associated with the teaching profession, (3) need for more 

rapid salary increases for teachers, (4) stricter requirements for beginning and 

completing college preparation for teaching, (5) better opportunities to get a teaching 

position in a subject area of interest to you, and (6) teacher salaries based on 

performance instead of seniority.   

Students were asked to rate their interest level as “1 – not important,” “2 – 

important,” or “3 – very important” to the possible subject area they would teach, 

working conditions, salary, medical/retirement benefits, availability of jobs, 

opportunities for advancement, job security, desire to work with children or young 

adults, and scholarship/financial aid.  Students were instructed to complete this section 

of the survey if they had indicated an interest level of “2 – somewhat interested” or “3 

– highly interested” in the area of Education in the third part (Possible Choice of College 

Major) of the survey.  Those students who indicated an interest level of “1 – not 

interested” were instructed to skip the fourth part (Possible Interest in Education as a 

College Major and Teaching as a Possible Career Choice) and continue to the fifth part 

(Not Interested in Becoming a Teacher Because...”). 

The fifth part (Not Interested in Becoming a Teacher Because...) was a 

compilation of the findings from the literature review concerning cited reasons given by 

individuals who were not interested in education/teaching as a possible career choice.  

Students were asked to “1 – Disagree” or “2 – Agree” to their perceptions of statements 

pertaining to lack of enjoyment of teaching, lack of perceived ability to teach, lack of 
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patience, lack of respect for teachers/teaching, too many discipline problems, low 

salary, dislike of the school environment, had already made another career choice, and 

violence in the schools.  Students also were asked to identify one cited reason from the 

non-interest list, which would most exemplify their reason for not considering teaching 

as a possible choice. 

The sixth part (Teaching String Orchestra as a Possible Career Choice) was 

based on the literature review of interest in music education as a career choice and 

content from surveys of string music education students by Gillespie and Hamann 

(1999) and Bergee, Coffman, Demorest, Humphreys and Thornton (2001).  Students 

were asked to indicate a level of agreement (“1 – strongly disagree’ to “5 – strongly 

agree”) to statements regarding high school string orchestra teaching as a rewarding 

career, whether they would enjoy working with children, the desire to have their life’s 

work be about teaching music, teaching responsibilities such as leading sectionals, 

conducting and mentoring, the chance to be a positive role model, orchestra director’s 

encouragement toward teaching as a career, teaching as a secure position, and possibly 

considering high school string orchestra teaching as a career choice. 

The seventh part (Influence of Others on Career Decision) was based on the 

literature review and content from the survey by Bergee, Coffman, Demorest, 

Humphreys and Thornton (2001).  Students were asked to indicate the level of 

assistance (“1 – none” to “4 – greatly”) of parents, siblings, relatives, high school 

friends, orchestra director, other high school teachers, high school counselors, private 

music instructor and youth group leader. 
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Analysis of Data 

 The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics available in the SPSS 

Graduate Pack 11.5 for Windows software.   

 The research questions answered with descriptive statistics were as follows: 

1.  What are the demographic characteristics of 11th- and 12th-grade high school 

string orchestra students in Texas public schools who either intend to enter string 

education as a possible career choice or to pursue another career field?  

 Demographic questions were designed using a nominal scale and data were 

analyzed according to crosstabulation procedures, and reported frequencies and 

percentages.  These descriptive procedures were used for gender, ethnicity, grade 

level, career group, upper range of class grades, types of high school classes, orchestra 

instrument played, private instruction and careers/hobbies of family members.  Data 

analyzed from the self-reported academic ability profile, which included self-reported 

class grades, self-reported class types, SAT and ACT scores, used crosstabulation, 

frequencies and percentages, and measures of central tendency.  The demographic 

information regarding age and years of orchestra instrument study were reported using 

crosstabulation procedures and mean, frequencies and percentages. 

2.  What are the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students in 

Texas public schools intending to enter string education as a possible career choice or 

to pursue another career field regarding selected intrinsic and extrinsic work values, 

selected tangible elements of teaching, selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching and those individuals assisting in their career decisions?   
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The perceptions of the students regarding selected intrinsic and extrinsic work 

values, selected tangible elements of teaching, selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching and individuals assisting in career decisions were gathered using a 

3-point, 4-point and 5-point Likert-style scale.  Data were reported using 

crosstabulation procedures and mean, frequencies and percentages. 

3.  For those students intending to pursue another career field outside of string 

education, what selected elements of teaching did students cite for their lack of interest 

in teaching string orchestra? 

Selected elements of teaching cited by students who did not express an interest 

in teaching string orchestra were gathered using a 4-point Likert-style scale with 

responses ranging from “1-none” to “4-greatly.”  Data were reported using 

crosstabulation procedures, mean, frequencies and percentages.  Students indicated 

the number one reason why they would not consider string orchestra teaching as a 

career choice from a list of ten cited reasons.  Data were reported using crosstabulation 

procedures, frequencies and percentages. 

Field Test and Pilot Study 

 In November 2002, the survey was given to three 12th-grade high school string 

orchestra students who were unable to enroll in orchestra during the current school 

term due to scheduling conflicts.  Students were requested to fill out a survey 

evaluation and report any difficulty in directions or survey format.  Several comments 

yielded a need for clarification in directions in one part of the survey.  Changes were 

made to the survey regarding these comments.  Every effort was made to ensure clarity 
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of questions and instructions throughout the survey.  In as much as possible, the 

questions were worded in such a way as to ensure the same meaning to all 

participants.  The survey was prepared for dissemination to the two high schools 

selected for the pilot study. 

In December 2002, two high schools (both 4A-high schools) with string orchestra 

listed in the school curriculum were identified and a request for research was submitted 

to the superintendent of the school district.  Both schools were in the same 

independent school district.  The superintendent gave permission for the research and 

the requests were forwarded to the principals of the two high schools.  The principals 

discussed the survey with the orchestra directors and the orchestra directors agreed to 

allow the 11th- and 12th-grade students in their orchestras to participate in the survey.  

Students were given letters of information to be taken home to their parent/guardian 

prior to participation in the survey.  This school district elected to grant passive parent 

permission for student participation and no signed parent consent form was required.  

If a parent objected to their student’s participation, the student was requested to 

inform the orchestra director and the student did not participate in the study.  Each 

student received a manila envelope containing a survey, an information letter, a survey 

evaluation form and a sharpened pencil.  The students were instructed not to write 

their name on the survey, to complete the survey and survey evaluation form and seal 

them in the envelope upon completion.  This procedure ensured student confidentiality.  

Surveys were returned to the orchestra director during the orchestra period.  The 

sealed surveys were returned to the researcher.  Students were requested to fill out an 
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evaluation of the survey for clarity and understandability.  The survey evaluation asked 

students the following two “yes/no” type questions and one question which asked for 

their opinion in their own words: 

1.  Were the instructions clearly worded?  

2.  Were the questions easy to understand? 

3.  Can you think of ways this survey could be improved?  (Please be specific). 

If the response to either question one or two was “ yes,” the student was requested to 

specifically indicate the instructions or questions, which may have been the source of 

confusion.  Three blank lines to accommodate the students’ response followed question 

three.  All 47 students indicated that the survey was easy to read and understand, and 

that the instructions were clear and concise.  No recommendations were made 

regarding these issues. Steps were taken to ensure confidentiality and anonymity of the 

students in an effort to gain honest answers.  The students received the survey in a 

manila envelope and returned the survey to the manila envelope upon completion and 

were requested to seal the completed survey inside thus ensuring confidentiality.   

Results of the Pilot Study 

 Research question #1.  What are the demographic characteristics of 11th- and 

12th-grade high school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who either 

intend to enter string education as a possible career choice or to pursue another career 

field? 
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 The following discussion examined the demographic characteristics of the 11th- 

and 12th-grade high school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who took 

part in the pilot study.   

 Population surveyed.  In December 2002, 47 students from two 4-A public high 

schools from the same independent school district in Texas who were currently enrolled 

in orchestra were given the survey as part of the pilot study for this research.  A total of 

47 surveys were returned.  The student population for school A was 1,802 and the 

student population for school B was 1,831 students.  The two schools were considered 

to be approximately equal in student population with school B enrollment of 29 students 

more than school A.  The schools’ mean 2001-02 SAT score for school A was 1019 and 

the schools’ mean score for school B was 1025.  The schools’ mean 2001-02 ACT score 

for school A was 20.6 and the schools’ mean ACT score for school B was 21.3.  The two 

schools also were considered approximately equal in regard to SAT and ACT mean 

scores.  The 2001-02 SAT mean score for the state of Texas was 987 and the state ACT 

mean score was 20.2.  Both schools scored well above the state mean SAT score and 

scored slightly higher than the state mean ACT score. 

Description of the pilot study population.  The pilot study population was 

composed of 27 males (57.4%) and 20 females (42.6%) for a total of 47 participating 

students.  Of the 47 surveys used in the data analysis, 10.64% were African-American, 

6.38% were Asian-American, 10.64% were Hispanic-Latino, 68.09% were White 

(Caucasian) and 4.25% were “Other.”  The total number of 11th-grade students was 22 
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(46.81%) and the total number of 12th-grade students was 25 (53.19%).  The mean 

student age was 17 years (SD = .751), which constituted 44.68% of the sample. 

Career group.  Each survey was reviewed and placed in one of the two possible 

career groups (String Orchestra Teaching and Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching) based on responses to survey questions regarding plans to pursue music as a 

career choice (item #23, response of “yes, as a string orchestra teacher”), the desire to 

make teaching music their life’s work (item #60, response of “4 – somewhat agree” or 

“5 – strongly agree”) and consideration of a career as a high school string orchestra 

teacher (item #69, response of “4 – somewhat agree” or “5 – strongly agree).  A total 

of 3 female students or 6.38% expressed an interest in teaching string orchestra and a 

total of 44 students or 93.62% were not interested in teaching string orchestra as a 

possible career choice.  With regards to ethnicity and gender, the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group was comprised of 1 Hispanic-Latino female and 2 White 

(Caucasian) female students.  Ethnicity within the  Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group was 11.4% (5) African-American students, 6.8% (3) Asian-

American students, 9.1% (4) Hispanic-Latino students, 68.2% (30) White (Caucasian) 

students and 4.5% (2) “Other. 

Self-reported class grades.  An analysis of the self-reported class grades revealed 

that the sample mean (N = 47) score was 5.45 (SD = 1.080), which corresponded to 

the “85 - 89” and tending toward “90 - 94” average grades range.  The String Orchestra 

Teaching career groups’ average class grades mean score was 5.33 (SD = .577) and 

the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ average class grades 
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mean score was 5.45 (SD = 1.109).  The average class grades for the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group was higher than the sample mean and but lower than the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching mean. 

Self-reported class types.  An analysis of the student reported types of classes 

(“honors and advanced” or “regular”), indicated that the sample (N = 47) mean was 

1.60 (SD = .742), which corresponded to “1 – regular classes” and tending toward “2 – 

honors classes.”  The String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ mean score was 1.33 

(SD = .577) and the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ mean 

score was 1.61 (SD = .754).  The String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ mean score 

was lower than the sample mean score and the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching mean score. 

Self-reported SAT/ACT scores.   A total of 29 students (61.7%) in the sample 

had taken the SAT or ACT at the time of the survey and had provided their scores for 

analysis.  A total of 18 students (38.3%) indicated they had not taken the SAT or ACT 

at the time of the survey.  The mean SAT score for the sample was 1196.67 (SD = 

144.934).  The mean SAT score for the String Orchestra Teaching career group was 

1055.00 (SD = 247.487) and the mean SAT score for the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group was 1209.55 (SD = 134.181).  The String Orchestra 

Teaching career groups’ mean SAT score was lower than the sample mean score and 

the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching mean score.  No students in the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group had taken the ACT at the time of the survey.  The 
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mean ACT score for the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching was 26.40 (SD = 

5.128). 

Private instruction and orchestra instrument.  A total of 24 students (51.06%) in 

the sample reported enrollment in private instruction on their orchestra instrument at 

the time of the survey.  All of the students in the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group reported taking private instruction on their orchestra instrument at the time of 

the survey.  In the Fields Outside of String Orchestra career group, 21 students 

(44.7%) reported taking private instruction on their orchestra instrument and 23 

students (48.9%) reported they were not taking private instrument on their orchestra 

instrument at the time of the survey.  Students reported an average of seven years (SD 

= .925) spent playing their orchestra instrument.  The violin was reported to be the 

instrument most often played by students in both career groups.  The viola was 

reported to be the instrument least often played by students in both career groups. 

Careers/hobbies of family members.  In the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group, the top three individuals who were reported to have careers/hobbies in music 

were “brothers/sisters” (n = 3, 100%), “relative who was a teacher” (n = 2, 66.7%), 

and “relative as a professional musician” (n = 2, 66.7%).  None of the other individuals 

were reported to have careers/hobbies in music as reported by the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group.  In the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group, the top three individuals reported to have careers/hobbies in music were 

“brothers/sisters” (n = 25, 56.8%), “relative who was a teacher” (n = 18, 40.9%), and 

“mother as a teacher” (n = 12, 27.3%).   
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Research question #2.  What are the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string 

orchestra students in Texas public schools intending to enter string education as a 

possible career choice or to pursue another career field regarding selected intrinsic and 

extrinsic work values, selected tangible elements of teaching, selected intrinsic 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and those individuals assisting in their 

career choice? 

Selected intrinsic work values.  An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected 

intrinsic work values mean scores revealed that the sample mean scores for all the 

selected intrinsic work values were between 2.85 and 5.00, which corresponded to “2 – 

somewhat important,” “3 – important,” “4 – very important” and “5 – highly important” 

survey response choices.  The String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for 

“interesting for me to do” (4.67), “opportunity to be directly helpful to others” (4.33), 

“contribute to the welfare of society” (4.00) and “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” 

(4.33) were all 4.00 or higher.  The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ 

mean scores for “interesting for me to do” (4.86) and “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” 

(4.48) were higher than those reported by the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  

The Fields Outside of String Orchestra teaching groups’ mean scores for “opportunity to 

be directly helpful to others” (3.98), and “contribute to the welfare of society” (3.73) 

were below those reported by the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  It appeared 

that the intrinsic work values of “interesting for me to do,” and “self-rewarding and self-

fulfilling” were of more importance to the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group and “opportunity to be directly helpful to others,” and “contribute to the 
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welfare of society” to be of greater importance to the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group.   

Selected extrinsic work values.   An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected 

extrinsic work values mean scores revealed that the sample mean scores for all the 

selected extrinsic work values were between 2.82 and 5.00, which corresponded to “2 – 

somewhat important,” “3 – important,” “4 – very important” and “5 – highly important” 

survey response choices.  The String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for the 

extrinsic work values of “chance to earn a good deal of money” (3.33), “status and 

prestige” (3.67), “travel” (3.67), and “become a leader” (3.33) were all below 4.00.  

The groups’ mean scores for “advancement and promotion” (4.00), “look up to and 

respect” (4.33), and “steady employment” (4.33) were less than 5.00.  The Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for “chance to earn a good 

deal of money” (3.89), “provides steady employment” (4.39), and “become a leader” 

(3.59) were higher than the group mean scores for the String Orchestra Teaching 

career group. It appeared that the extrinsic work values of “change to earn a good deal 

of money,” “steady employment,” and “opportunity to become a leader” were perceived 

as more important to the students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group.   The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for 

“status and prestige” (3.48), “advancement and promotion” (3.95), “look up to and 

respect” (3.89), and “travel” (2.82) were lower than the group mean scores for the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group.  It appeared that the extrinsic work values of 

“status and prestige,” “advancement and promotion,” “look to and respect,” and 
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“travel” were perceived to be of more importance to the students in the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group.  

Selected tangible elements of teaching.  Only those students who indicated an 

interest level of “2 – somewhat interested” or “3 – highly interested” in the 

Education/Teaching section of the list of possible college majors completed this section 

of the survey.  All of the students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 3) 

and 20 students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

completed this section.   

An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected tangible elements of teaching 

mean scores revealed the sample groups’ mean scores for all selected tangible 

elements of teaching were between 2.00 and 3.00, which corresponded to the “2 – 

important” and “3 – very important” survey response choices.  Nine of the ten selected 

tangible elements of teaching were found to be of greater importance to the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (subject you would teach, working 

conditions, salary, medical benefits, retirement benefits, availability of jobs, opportunity 

for professional advancement and scholarship).  The only selected tangible element of 

teaching which appeared to be of greater important to the String Orchestra Teaching 

career group was “desire to work with children or young adults,” which had a career 

group mean score of 3.00 as compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career groups’ mean score of 2.41. 
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Selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching.  Students from both 

career groups completed this section of the survey; therefore, N = 47 students for the 

selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching data set. 

An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching mean scores revealed the sample groups’ mean scores for all 

selected tangible elements of teaching were between 1.25 and 4.67, which 

corresponded to the “1 – strongly disagree,” “2 – somewhat disagree,” “3 – neither 

agree or disagree,” and “4 – somewhat agree” survey response choices.  The String 

Orchestra Teaching career groups’ mean scores were higher on all twelve selected 

intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching.  The greatest differences were 

found in the career group mean scores for “I am considering a career as a high school 

string orchestra teacher,” (SOT mean score = 3.67, FOSOT mean score = 1.25) “my 

high school orchestra teacher has encouraged me to pursue a career in music” (SOT 

mean score = 4.00, FOSOT mean score = 2.36) and “string orchestra teaching would 

be a secure teaching position” (SOT mean score = 4.00, FOSOT mean score = 2.36).  

The smallest differences in mean scores were found for “opportunity to be a positive 

role model” (SOT mean score = 4.33, FOSOT mean score = 3.59), “opportunity to 

conduct the orchestra” (SOT mean score = 3.33, FOSOT mean score = 2.57), and “I 

have a deep devotion to music” (SOT mean score = 4.67, FOSOT mean score = 3.86). 

Individuals assisting in the career decisions of students.  Students from both 

career groups completed this section of the survey; therefore, the analysis of the data 

set were based on N = 47 students.  
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An analysis of students’ perceptions of individuals assisting them in their career 

decisions mean scores revealed the sample groups’ mean scores for all selected 

individuals were between 1.00 and 3.67, which corresponded to the “1 – none,” “2 – a 

little,” “3 – some.”  The String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for the ten 

individuals, in rank order of highest mean score to lowest mean score were  

(1) “mother” (3.67),  (2) “father” (3.67), (3) “relatives” (2.67), (4) “high school 

orchestra director” (2.67), (5) “high school teachers” (2.33), (6) “youth group leader” 

(2.33), (7) “high school friends” (1.67), (8) “sisters or brothers” (1.67), (9) “private 

music instructor” (1.33), and (10) “high school counselor” (1.00).  The Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching groups’ rank mean scores were (1) “father” (2.95),  (2) 

“mother” (2.91), (3) “high school teachers” (2.59), (4) “relatives” (2.52), (5) “high 

school friends” (2.48), (6) “sisters or brothers” (2.00), (7) “private music instructor” 

(1.84), (8) “high school orchestra director” (1.67), (9) “youth group leader” (1.57), and 

(10) “high school counselor” (1.39).  The largest difference between the two career 

groups with regards to the individuals assisting them in their career decisions was with 

the high school orchestra director who was perceived to be of much more help to the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group (mean score = 2.67) than to the Fields Outside 

of String Orchestra Teaching career group (mean score = 1.67). 

 Research question #3.  For those students intending to pursue another career 

field outside of string education, what selected elements of teaching did the students 

cite for their lack of interest in teaching string orchestra? 
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 Cited lack of interest in string orchestra teaching.  The data set for students’ 

perceptions of selected elements of teaching cited for lack of interest in string orchestra 

teaching were based on the “1 – not interested” student responses regarding their 

interest level in Education/Teaching section of the list of possible college majors portion 

of the survey.  A total of 27 students completed this section of the survey and the data 

set were based on this number. 

An analysis of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group data 

set for the ten selected elements of teaching cited by students for their lack of interest 

in string orchestra teaching indicated that the “agree” responses for the ten cited 

reasons for a lack of interest teaching, in rank order of highest frequency and 

percentage to lowest frequency and percentage were (1) “salaries are too low” (n = 23, 

85.2%),  (2) “I do not think I have enough patience to be a teacher” (n = 21, 77.8%), 

(3) “I have already made another career choice” (n = 18, 66,7%), (4) “too many 

discipline problems to deal with” (n = 17, 63%), (5) “I just do not like the school 

environment” (n = 17, 63%), (6) “I do not enjoy teaching” (n = 16, 59.3%), (7) “I do 

not think I am good at teaching” (n = 15, 55.6%), (8) “students do not respect 

teachers/teaching” (n = 11, 40.7%), (9) “violence in the schools would keep me from 

considering teaching as a career” (n = 4, 14.8%), and (10) “my parents would not 

support a decision to be a teacher” (n = 3, 11.1%).  The three cited reasons, which 

received the strongest “agreement” responses for lack of interest in teaching, were 

found to be that students perceived teacher salaries to be too low, they perceived 

themselves to be lacking in patience, which was perceived to be an important 
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characteristic needed to be a teacher and they had already made another career choice.  

The number one cited reason for a lack of interest in a teaching career was “I do not 

enjoy teaching,” which received 29.6% (n = 8 students) of the responses. 

Main Study Data Collection 

 Appropriate procedures, as discussed earlier, were followed in securing the 

sample.  Contact with the orchestra director was made only after receiving clearance 

from the school district and the school principal to conduct research in the high school.  

Contact was maintained through e-mail and telephone calls throughout the study.  Each 

orchestra director was asked to provide the correct number of 11th- and 12th-grade 

students in their orchestras.  Once this information was received, the correct number of 

survey packets and an orchestra director information folder were prepared and mailed 

priority mail.  Return priority postage was provided for each sample as determined by 

the United States Postal Service.   

The administration of the survey was entrusted to the orchestra directors at the 

various high schools.  Each orchestra director received a folder of information, which 

contained a letter of instructions (required and approved by the Institutional Review 

Board; see Appendix H), parent information letter/consent form, student information 

letter/consent form, and a copy of the survey.  The appropriate number of copies of 

parent information/consent forms was included in the information folder.  The 

Institutional Review Board approved instructions were highlighted in yellow and the 

director was requested to read the directions exactly as written prior to the 

administration of the survey.  In order to ensure confidentiality, each student packet 
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included a manila envelope in which to seal the survey upon completion as well as a 

student information letter or a student consent letter (depending upon the 

requirements of the school district and individual school policy; see Appendix E), a 

sharpened pencil, with the phrase “I love orchestra”, which was intended as a gift to 

the student for their participation in the survey, and a copy of the survey (see Appendix 

J).  The director was asked to remind the students to seal their results in the manila 

envelope upon completion thereby ensuring the confidentiality of the survey responses.  

These directions also were given in the student information letter (see Appendix I) and 

in the instructions at the end of the survey.  Due to the challenges of block scheduling, 

the teachers were asked to have the students complete the surveys within a one-week 

time span.  All surveys were administered to the students between January and May, 

2003.  The five-month time span for completion of the surveys was due to the various 

UIL Concert and Sight Reading Competitions that took place between January and April 

in Texas.  Most directors requested permission for administration of the surveys to be 

after the students participated in this event as the directors did not feel comfortable 

giving up any rehearsal time prior to the event.   The assumption was made that 

appropriate survey administrative procedures would be followed.  The orchestra 

directors were instructed to seal all the completed surveys in the return priority 

postage-paid envelope and mail them back to the researcher.  Of the 171 public high 

schools in Texas identified as listing orchestra in the curriculum, 30 schools did not 

respond to three written requests and a minimum of two telephone calls to the 

orchestra director for participation, 29 schools would not allow research in the schools 
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as mandated by the superintendents of the school districts, 4 schools were new schools 

and did not have an 11th- and 12th-grade student population at the time of the study, 

12 schools mailed completed surveys via the United States Postal Service but due to 

new “Homeland Security” issues and the weight of the surveys, the envelopes were 

held in transit and, as such, were unavailable for analysis, 1 school inadvertently threw 

the survey information away, and 95 schools returned surveys for a response rate of 

55.55% which yielded 1,683 usable surveys that represented 45 of the targeted 58 

independent school districts that had high school string orchestra for a 77.59% 

coverage of the 58 independent school districts in Texas.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Introduction 

 A growing concern within the field of music education is the critical need for 

trained, qualified music teachers in all areas of public school music education.  The 

string music education profession has expressed concern regarding the number of 

orchestra students who do not choose to enter string orchestra teaching as a career 

choice.  The diminishing number of students entering and successfully completing music 

education training programs has implications for the future recruitment of string 

orchestra teachers to public school string education positions.  There is also a 

documented lack of males and minorities in the teaching profession.  Therefore, an 

understanding of high school string orchestra students’ perceptions concerning which 

work values were perceived to be important to them could help string music educators 

draw students’ attention to the possibility that those values could be met in the string 

education profession, which could help in future recruitment of string orchestra 

students to string music education programs.  The insights of male and minority string 

orchestra students would be beneficial in actively recruiting male and minority string 

orchestra students to the string education profession.  To better understand the 

demographic characteristics of Texas high school string orchestra students and the 

interest or lack of interest expressed by high school string orchestra students, a survey 

of 11th- and 12th-grade high school string orchestra students who were currently 

enrolled in Texas public school string orchestra programs was conducted in the spring 
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of 2003.  The purpose of this study was to describe 11th- and 12th-grade high school 

string orchestra students in Texas public schools in terms of their decision to enter the 

field of string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice or to pursue another field 

of study. The research questions that motivated this study were: 

1.  What are the demographic characteristics of 11th- and 12th-grade high  

school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who either intend to enter 

string education as a possible career choice or to pursue another career field? 

2.  What are the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students 

     in Texas public schools intending to enter string education as a possible 

     career choice or to pursue another career field regarding selected intrinsic 

     and extrinsic work values, selected tangible elements of teaching, selected 

     intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and those individuals  

     assisting in their career choice? 

3.  For those students intending to pursue another career field outside of string 

    education, what selected elements of teaching did the students cite for their 

    lack of interest in teaching string orchestra? 

 The descriptive data generated by the survey were analyzed using SPSS Graduate Pack 

11.5 for Windows software. 

Research Question #1 

 What are the demographic characteristics of 11th- and 12th-grade high school 

string orchestra students in Texas public schools who either intend to enter string 

education as a possible career choice or to pursue another career field? 
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 The following discussion examined the demographic characteristics of the 11th- 

and 12th-grade high school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who took 

part in this survey. 

Population Surveyed   

Between January and May 2003, 1,732 students from 95 public high schools 

representing 45 independent school districts in Texas who were currently enrolled in 

orchestra were given a survey that questioned the students about their perceptions of a 

possible career in string orchestra teaching.  Of the 1,732 surveys returned, 20 of the 

surveys were unusable with more than 50% of the survey left blank and 29 of the 

surveys had an “X” placed in the box that indicated the student did not have current 

plans to attend a college, university, technical or vocational trade school after high 

school graduation.  The remaining 1,683 surveys represented 95 schools that comprised 

55.55% of the target public school population of 171 high schools.  The 95 schools 

represented 45 of the targeted 58 independent school districts for a 77.59% 

participation by independent school district.   All the data presented in this chapter were 

based upon the 1,683 usable surveys. 

Description of the Sample Population    

A crosstabulation of ethnicity and gender frequencies and percentages of the 

students who completed the survey are shown in Table 1.  Males totaled 38.8% or 653 

of the surveyed 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students and 61.2% or 1,030 

were females.  Of the 1,683 total surveys being used in the analysis of data, 5.8% were 

African-American, 22.8% were Asian-American, 20.4% were Hispanic-Latino, .7% were 
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Native American, 44.3% were White (Caucasian) and 6.1% were reported as Other.  A 

comparison of the sample ethnic distribution with the state ethnic distribution, for the 

2001-02 school year (the latest for which statistical accounting was available), revealed 

a comparable ethnic distribution (TEA, 2002).  The sample distribution was 55.7% 

minority and 44.3% white and the state ethnic distribution (TEA, 2002) was 59.2% 

minority and 40.8% white.   

Table 1 
 
Population Surveyed by Ethnicity and Gender 

_______________________________________________________________________

                                                   Gender 
Ethnicity          Male         Female 
   n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
African-American           31   1.8%  66  3.9%  97  5.8% 

Asian-American           169      10.0%           214       12.7%           383        22.8% 

Hispanic-Latino           122  7.2%           222       13.2%           344  20.4%  

Native American    6    .4%    5    .3%  11    .7% 

White (Caucasian)       287        17.1%           458        27.2%           745        44.3% 

Other              38  2.3%  65  3.9%           103   6.1% 

Total            653       38.8%         1,030      61.2%         1,683      100.0% 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  N = 1,683 students. 

 In an effort to gain insight into the Texas high school population from which the 

sample for this study was drawn, an examination of basic population statistics were 

reviewed and a comparison of populations was made.  A crosstabulation of the 
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population surveyed by gender and grade level frequencies and percentages is shown 

in Table 2. 

Table 2 
 
Population Surveyed by Gender and Grade Level 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
      Population of the  Population in state 
         Sample Population 95 participating HS     of Texas public schools 
Grade Level   n    % of Total        n    % of TX total      n         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Junior (11th-grade) 

Male  355  38.0%      
Female          579  62.0% 
Total  934 100.0%  53,467 (20.55%)               260,106 

 
Senior (12th-grade) 

Male  298  39.8% 
Female  451  60.2% 
Total  749 100.0%  41,974 (18.59%)               225,756 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Note.    Sample population total, N = 1,683 students.   

The 11th-grade student population, for the ninety-five participating high schools, 

represented 20.55% of the 11th-grade student population for the state of Texas and the 

12th-grade student population represented 18.59% of the 12th-grade student population 

for the state of Texas (TEA, 2002).  The 11th-grade string orchestra student population 

represented 55.50% of the sample population and 1.75% of the ninety-five 

participating high school population.  The 12th-grade string orchestra student population 

represented 44.50% of the sample population and 1.78% of the ninety-five 

participating high school population.  Therefore, just less than 2% of the 11th- and 12th-
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grade students in the ninety-five participating high schools were involved in the string 

orchestra program at the time of the study.   

The total number of juniors (n = 934) outnumbered the total number of seniors 

(n = 749) by 11% (185) students.  There were 377 more female students (22.40%)  

than male students.  The mean age for the 1,683 students surveyed was listed as 17 

years (SD = .761), which constituted 48.9% of the sample.  The 18 year-old students 

made up 26.7% (n = 449 students).  A total of 38 students listed their age as 15 years 

(2.3%) and the 16 year-old students were 22.2% (n = 373) of the total sample 

surveyed.  

Analysis of Data   

Each survey was reviewed and placed in one of the two possible career groups 

(String Orchestra Teaching and Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching) based on 

responses to survey questions regarding plans to pursue music as a career choice (item 

#23, response of “yes, as a string orchestra teacher”), the desire to make teaching 

music their life’s work (item #60, response of “4 – somewhat agree” or “5 – strongly 

agree”) and consideration of a career as a high school string orchestra teacher (item 

#69, response of “4 – somewhat agree” or “5 – strongly agree).  A reliability analysis 

was completed on the above three-item criterion for placement in one of the two career 

groups.  A covariance matrix for inter-item correlation with N = 1,683 cases yielded an 

alpha=.7498. 

 A crosstabulation of career group, ethnicity and gender is shown in Table 3.  A 

total of 180 students or 10.7% of the 1,683 students surveyed expressed an interest in 
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teaching string orchestra as a possible career choice and 1,503 students or 89.3% were 

not interested in teaching string orchestra as a possible career choice.  An analysis of 

data from Table 3 regarding the gender distribution of the males and females in each 

ethnic group interested in string orchestra teaching as a career choice revealed that the 

female students (n = 105 or 58.3%) outnumbered male students (n = 75 or 41.7%) by 

16.6% (30 students) and that within three of the ethnic groups (African-American, 

Asian-American, and White), two-thirds were female and one-third were male.  The 

Hispanic-Latino ethnic group reported an exact split of 50% female and 50% male.  

Only one ethnic group, those who identified themselves ethnically as “Other” than the 

five listed ethnic groups, reported over 50% male and fewer than 50% female.  Of the 

1,503 students who did not express an interest in string orchestra teaching as a career 

choice, the female students (n = 925 or 61.5%) outnumbered the male students (n = 

578 or 38.5%) by 23% (347 students). 

 The largest ethnic group within the sample population was White (Caucasian), 

with 745 students who represented 44.3% of the total sample population.  The White 

(Caucasian) ethnic group also represented the largest number of students interested in 

string orchestra teaching with 99 students (55% of the total 180 students interested in 

string orchestra teaching).  The second largest ethnic group within the sample 

population was Asian-American, with 383 students, who represented 22.8% of the total 

sample population.  However, the Hispanic-Latino ethnic group represented the second 

largest number of students interested in string orchestra teaching with 44 students 
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(24.4% of the 180 students interested in string orchestra teaching).  The Asian-

American ethnic group ranked third as far as the number of students interested in string 

Table 3 

Population Surveyed by Career Group, Ethnicity and Gender 

_______________________________________________________________________
         

                                              Career Group 
 String Orchestra    Other Fields         Total 

Ethnicity               Teaching        
   n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
African-American 
    Male   3   3.1%   28  28.9%   31  32.0%   

Female   6   6.2%   60  61.9%   66  68.0% 
  
Asian-American 
 Male    5  1.3%  164  42.8%  169  44.1%  
 Female  10  2.6%  204  53.3%  214  55.9% 
  
Hispanic-Latino 
 Male   22  6.4%  100  29.1%  122  35.5% 
 Female    22  6.4%  200  58.1%  222  64.5% 
  
Native American 
 Male   0   .0%     6  54.5%         6  54.5% 
 Female    1 9.1%     4  36.4%        5  45.5% 
  
White (Caucasian) 
 Male  38  5.1%  249  33.4%  287  38.5% 
 Female  61  8.2%  398  53.3%  458  61.5% 
  
Other 
 Male   7  6.8%   31  30.1%    38  36.9% 
 Female    5  4.9%   60  58.3%    65  63.1% 
  
_______________________________________________________________________  

Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 180 students.  Fields Outside 
of String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 1,503.  Percentage values represent percentage of total 
males and females within ethnic group across career group.  African-American:  SOT n = 9, FOSOT n = 
88, total n = 97.  Asian-American: SOT n = 15, FOSOT n = 368, total n = 383.  Hispanic-Latino: SOT n = 
44, FOSOT n = 300, total n = 344.  Native American:  SOT n = 1, FOSOT n = 10, total n = 11.  White 
(Caucasian): SOT n = 99, FOSOT n = 646, total n = 745.  Other: SOT n = 12, FOSOT n = 91, total n = 
103.   
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orchestra teaching with 15 students (8.3% of the 180 students interested in string 

orchestra teaching).  The Hispanic-Latino ethnic group had the third largest student 

population, within the total sample population, with a total of 344 students (20.4%). 

Self-reported class grades   

An analysis of the self-reported average class grades revealed that the sample 

mean scores were between 5.00 and 7.00, which corresponded to the survey response 

choices of  “5 – 85% - 89%,” “6 – 90% - 94%,” and “7 – 95% - 100%.”  The sample 

(N = 1,683 students) mean was 5.40 (SD = 1.135).  The String Orchestra Teaching 

career group (n = 180 students) mean was 5.23 (SD = 1.068) and the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 1,503) was 5.42 (SD = 1.142).  The 

students from the String Orchestra Teaching career group indicated a lower mean score 

(5.23) for self-reported average class grades in comparison with the sample mean 

(5.40) and with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (5.42).  

 A summary crosstabulation of the upper range (85% - 100%) of the average 

class grades by career group and ethnicity is reported in Table 4 (see Appendix A for 

complete data tables).  A comparison within ethnic groups across both career groups 

indicated that Native-American (100%), “Other” (91.67%), and Hispanic-Latino 

(86.36%) students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group reported a higher 

frequency and percentage of class grades in the “85% - 100%” grade range when 

compared with their ethnic peers in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group (Native-American, 80%, “Other” 81.32%, and Hispanic-Latino, 71.0%).  

The Asian-American (89.40%), White (Caucasian) (83.13%), and African-American 
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(71.59%) students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

reported a higher frequency and percentage of class grades in the “85% - 100%” grade 

range relative to their ethnic counterparts in the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group (Asian-American, 86.67%, White (Caucasian), 74.75%, and African American, 

55.55%). 

Table 4 

Summary and Ranked Order of Upper Range Class Grades by Career Group and 

Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

        Grade Range of “85% - 100% 
                                
                String Orchestra       Fields Outside of  Total Within 
   Teaching         String Orchestra Teaching           Ethnic Group 
Rank Order                                      
           Ethnicity n     %         Ethnicity           n     %    Ethnicity         n     %       
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
1        Native American   1   100%      Asian-American      329   89.40%    Asian-American   342  89.29% 
 
2        “Other”              11   91.67%   White (Caucasian)  537   83.13%    “Other”                85  82.52% 
 
3        Asian-American   13   86.67%    “Other”                 74    81.32%   White (Caucasian) 611 82.01% 
 
4        Hispanic-Latino    38  86.36%     Native American     8    80.00%    Native American      9  81.82% 
 
5       White (Caucasian) 74  74.75%     African-American  63    71.59%    Hispanic-Latino     251 72.96% 
 
6       African-American    5  55.55%     Hispanic-Latino    213    71.0%     African-American   68  71.10% 
 
Total students             142             1,244      1,366 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group = SOT (n = 180 students):  Fields Outside of String 
Orchestra Teaching = FOSOT (n = 1,503 students).  African-American:  SOT n = 9, FOSOT n = 88, total 
n = 97.  Asian-American: SOT n = 15, FOSOT n = 368, total n = 383.  Hispanic-Latino: SOT n = 44, 
FOSOT n = 300, total n = 344.  Native American:  SOT n = 1, FOSOT n = 10, total n = 11.  White 
(Caucasian): SOT n = 99, FOSOT n = 646, total n = 745.  Other: SOT n = 12, FOSOT n = 91, total n = 
103. 
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Overall, a comparison of data from both career groups, as reported in Table 4, 

revealed that 142 students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group reported their 

average class grades to be between the survey categories of “85% - 89%,” “90% - 

94%,” and “95% - 100%.”  These 142 students constituted 78.89% of the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group and  8.44% of the total sample.  A total of 1,244 

students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra teaching career group reported 

their average class grades to be between the grade range categories of “85% - 89%,” 

“90% - 94%,” and “95% - 100 %.”  These 1,224 students comprised 81.44% of the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching and 72.73% of the total sample.  A total of 

1,366 students in the sample reported average class grades to be between “85% - 89,”  

“90% - 94%,” and “95% - 100%” which represents 81.16% of the sample population. 

Self-reported class types   

An analysis of the class types (“honors and advanced” or “regular”), reported by 

students indicated that the sample (N = 1,683 students) mean was 1.63 (SD = .620).  

The String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 180 students) mean was reported as 

1.44 (SD = .662) and the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 

1,503) mean was 1.66 (SD = .611).  The mean scores were based on the survey 

response choices of “1 – regular classes,” and  “2 – honors or advanced classes.”  The 

mean score for the students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group (1.66) was slightly higher than the sample mean (1.63) and considerably higher 

than the mean for the students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group (1.44).  

The results of this analysis indicated that the students in the Fields Outside of String 
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Orchestra Teaching career group reported class types closer to the “2 - honors and 

advanced” survey response choice and the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

reported class types closer to the “1 - regular” survey response choice.  A 

crosstabulation summary of class types by career group and ethnicity is presented in 

Table 5 (see Appendix A for complete data tables). 

A total of 44.39% (n = 747) of the sample reported enrollment in “regular” 

classes, 48.01% (n = 808) reported enrollment in “honors and advanced” classes, and 

7.60% (n = 128) reported enrollment in an equal number of “regular” and “honors and 

advanced” classes.  An examination of the total number of types of courses revealed 

that a higher percentage of students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group (50.77%) were enrolled in “honors and advanced” classes when compared 

with the String Orchestra Teaching career group (25.00%).  The String Orchestra 

Teaching career group reported a much higher percentage of “regular” classes 

(65.56%) when compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group (41.84%). 

An analysis of the types of classes reported by ethnic groups indicated that the 

African-American (63.92%) and Hispanic-Latino (56.98%) students from both career 

groups reported a higher percentage of “regular” classes compared with “honors and 

advanced” classes.  The Asian-American (75.20%) and “Other” (51.46%) students from 

both career groups reported a higher percentage of “honors and advanced” classes 

compared with “regular” classes.  The White (Caucasian) students from the String  
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Table 5 

Summary of Class Type by Career Group and Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

      Class Type 
Ethnicity                  Total Within 
   Career Group      Regular            Honor        Equal                 Ethnicity 
        n     %          n  %    n        %   n        % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
African-American 
  SOT      5     55.55%        3          33.33%       1           11.11%          9     100% 
  FOSOT      57       64.77%       24         27.27%       7             7.95%      88     100% 
 Total    62  63.92%       27         27.84%       8             8.25%        97     100% 
 
Asian-American 
 SOT      5       33.33%         8         53.33%        2           13.33%        15    100% 
 FOSOT       66      17.93%      280         76.09%       22            5.98%      368    100% 
 Total     71      18.54%      288         75.20%       24            6.27%      383    100%   
 
Hispanic-Latino  
 SOT     27       61.36%       14        31.82%         3            6.82%        44    100% 
 FOSOT            169       56.33%      107        35.67%       24            8.00%      300    100% 
 Total   196       56.98%      121        35.17%       27            7.85%      344    100% 
 
Native American 
  SOT     -    -            1        100%       -                -              1    100% 
  FOSOT         7   70.00%         2      20.00%          1           10.00%        10    100% 
  Total                   7        63.64%         3      27.27%          1            9.09%         11   100% 
 
White (Caucasian) 
  SOT    77       77.78%       14       14.14%         8            8.08%        99    100% 
  FOSOT             291        45.05%      302       46.75%       53            8.20%      646    100% 
  Total               368         49.40%      316       42.42%       61            8.19%      745    100% 
Other 
 SOT     4    33.34% 5       41.70%        3             25.00%   12     100% 
 FOSOT   39          42.86%       48       52.75%         4              4.40%      91     100% 
 Total   43          41.75%       53       51.46%         7              6.80%    103     100%        
 
Total 
 SOT   118          65.56%      45       25.00%     17         9.44% 180     100% 
 FOSOT              629          41.84%     763      50.77%     111             7.39%   1,503     100%      
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group = SOT (n = 180 students):  Fields Outside of String 
Orchestra Teaching = FOSOT (n = 1,503 students).   
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Orchestra Teaching career group (77.78%) reported a higher percentage of “regular” 

classes over “honors and advanced” classes and the White (Caucasian) students from 

the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (46.75%) reported a 

higher percentage of “honors and advanced” classes over “regular” classes. 

Self-reported SAT/ACT scores   

Table 6 is a summary of the mean SAT and ACT scores for the state of Texas 

(2001-02), the ninety-five schools that comprised the sample, the sample population 

and the two career groups. There were three possible responses for survey item #9 in 

reference to SAT and ACT scores.  If the student had taken the SAT or ACT, they were  

Table 6 

SAT and ACT Mean Score Summary 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          SAT       ACT            

Population             n    Mean     SD             n     Mean     SD          
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
State of Texas (2001-02)            -       987           -                 -        20.2              - 
 
95 Texas Schools in sample population           -     1004           -                 -     20.6              - 
 
Sample (N=1,683)          800    1225       184.713       202     24.8             5.099           
 
String Orchestra Teaching career group          76    1125.72   140.316       22      22.95 4.111 
 
Fields Outside String Orchestra Teaching 
    career group           724    1235.55   185.784     182      24.78 5.180 
_______________________________________________________________________  

instructed to indicate the scores on the appropriate spaces provided for scores.  A third 

response was provided for those students who had not taken the SAT or ACT at the 

time of the survey.  A total of 1,004 students (59.65%) in the sample had taken the 
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SAT or ACT at the time of the survey and had provided their scores for analysis.  A total 

of 679 students (40.35%) indicated they had not taken the SAT or ACT at the time of 

the survey. 

The mean SAT score for the students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group was 109.83 points higher than the mean SAT score for the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The mean ACT score for the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group was 1.83 points higher than the mean ACT 

score for the String Orchestra Teaching career group.   

Private instruction and orchestra instrument   

A review of the number of students who were taking private lessons on their 

orchestra instrument at the time of the survey denoted 48.9% (n = 88 students) of the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 180 students) were involved in private 

lessons.  Of the 1,503 students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group, 38.0% (n = 571 students) were taking private instruction.  Students 

reported investing an average of seven years,  six months (SD = 1.142) playing their 

orchestra instrument.  The violin was reported to be the instrument most often played 

by students in both career groups.  Students who played upper stringed instruments 

(violin and viola) represented 62.22% (n = 112 students) of the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group and 76.25% (n = 1,146 students) of the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group. 
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Careers/hobbies of family members   

The career/hobbies of family members are presented in Table 7.  A comparison 

of the ranked order of the top five individuals who had careers/hobbies in music 

indicated that the full sample and both career groups had the same ranked order.  A 

summary of the top five individuals who had careers/hobbies in music were: 

             Full sample    FOSOT      SOT 

1.  “brothers/sisters”                  n = 1,017(60.4%)    n = 908 (60.4%)    n = 109  (60.6%)  

2.  “relative who was teacher,”           n =  537 (31.9%)     n = 469 (31.2%)    n =  68  (37.8%) 

3.  “father who played instr. hobby,”    n =  315 (18.7%)    n = 274 (18.2%)    n =  41  (22.8%) 

4.  “mother who played instr. hobby,”  n =  276 (16.4%)    n = 241 (16.0%)    n =  35  (19.4%) 

5.  “mother who was a teacher,”          n =  250 (19.9%)    n = 218 (14.5%)    n =  32  (17.8%) 

Generally speaking, students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

reported higher percentages of family members who were teachers, music teachers and 

professional musicians when compared with the full sample responses and with the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  Students in both career 

groups reported a higher percentage of relatives who were teachers, music teachers, 

and professional musicians when compared with mothers and fathers.  A higher 

percentage of mothers and fathers played musical instruments as a hobby when 

compared with the full sample and with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group.  An almost equal percentage of students in both career groups reported 

that their brothers and/or sisters played musical instruments. 

A comparison was made using the ranked order top five individuals who had 

careers/hobbies in music and students’ perceptions of assistance they received from 
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those five individuals.  Of the 180 students from the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group, 109 students reported that their brothers/sisters had careers/hobbies in music.  

A total of 28 of the 109 students, or 25.7%, chose the “5 – greatly influenced” survey 

response in regard to the assistance of their brothers/sisters in their career choice.  A 

total of 68 students reported that they had a “relative who was a teacher” and 25 of 

those students (37.8%) indicated that they were “5 – greatly influenced” by this 

relative.  A total of 41 students indicated that they had a “father who played an 

instrument as a hobby” and 21 of those students (51.2%) were “5 – greatly influenced” 

by their father.  A total of 35 students reported that they had a “mother who played an 

instrument as a hobby” and 22 of those students (68.9%) indicated that they were “5 – 

greatly influenced” by their mother.  A total of 32 students selected “mother who was a 

teacher” and 24 of those students (75%) indicated that they were “5 – greatly 

influenced” by their mother.  When viewed in its entirety, the comparison for the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group indicated that while a relatively high percentage of 

string orchestra students had brothers/sisters who had careers/hobbies in music, a 

relatively low percentage of these string orchestra students received career assistance 

from their brothers/sisters.  Of the String Orchestra Teaching career group students 

who indicated that their mothers “played an instrument as a hobby,” and “who were 

teachers,” a relatively high percentage perceived their mothers as greatly assisting 

them with their career decision.  The “mother who was a teacher” received the highest 

percentage (75%) with regard to greatly assisting String Orchestra Teaching career 

group students in their career decision to pursue music as a possible career choice. 
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Table 7 

Careers/Hobbies Family Members by Career Group 

______________________________________________________________________ 
          
                                      Career Group 
  String Orchestra        Fields Outside of                    Sample 
Individual     Teaching               String Orchestra Teaching            Total                         

       yes  %       no   %    yes   %    no %           yes  %       no     % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mother as teacher  

       32 (17.8%) 148 (82.8%)    218  (14.5%)   1,285 (85.5%)      250 (14.9%)  1,433  (85.1%)  
 

Father as teacher 
        19 (10.6%)  161 (89.4%)   91  (6.1%) 1,412 (93.9%)    110 (6.5%) 1,573  (93.5%)   
   
Relative as  teacher 
        68 (37.8%) 112 (62.7%) 469  (31.2%) 1,034 (68.8%)    537 (31.9%)  1,146  (68.1%) 
 
Mother as music teacher 
        11 (6.1%)   169 (93.9%)   32  (2.1%) 1,471 (97.9%)     43  (2.6%)    1,640  (97.4%) 
 
Father as music teacher 
        14 (7.8%)    166 (92.2%)   11  (  .7%) 1,492 (99.3%)     25  ( 1.5%)   1,658  (98.5%) 
 
Relative as music teacher 
        19 (10.5%)  161 (89.5%)     113 ( 7.5%)    1,390 (92.5%)      132 (7.8%)    1,551 (92.2%) 
 
 Mother as professional musician 
          6 (3.3%)    174 (96.7%)     26 ( 1.7%) 1,477 (98.3%)      32 ( 1.9%)    1,651 (98.1%) 
 
Father as professional musician 
        12 (6.6%)     168 (93.3%)    32 ( 2.1%) 1,471 (97.9%)      44 ( 2.6%)    1,639 (97.4%) 
 
Relative as professional musician 
                  28 (15.6%)    152 (84.4%)    172 (11.4%)   1,331 (88.6%)     200 (11.9%)   1,482 (88.1%) 
 
Mother plays instrument as hobby 
                   35 (19.4%)   145 (80.6%)     241 (16.0%)   1,262 (84.0%)     276 (16.4%)   1,407 (83.6%) 
 
Father plays instrument as hobby 
        41 (22.8%)   139 (77.2%)   274 (18.2%)   1,229 (81.8%)     315 (18.7%)   1,368 (81.3%) 
 
Brother/sister plays instrument as hobby 
       109 (60.6%)    71 (39.4%)   908 (60.4%)    595 (39.6%)     1,017 (60.4%)  666 (39.6%) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  N = 1,683.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of String 
Orchestra Teaching n = 1,503.  Percent values represent percentage within career group or sample total.                     
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Research Question #2 

 What are the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students in 

Texas public schools intending to enter string education as a possible career choice or 

to pursue another career field regarding selected intrinsic and extrinsic work values, 

selected tangible elements of teaching, selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching, and individuals assisting in the students’ career decisions? 

 The following discussion examined the perceptions of the 11th- and 12th-grade 

high school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who took part in this 

survey regarding selected intrinsic and extrinsic work values, selected tangible elements 

of teaching, selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and 

individuals assisting in students’ career decisions.  

Selected intrinsic work values   

Intrinsic work values were defined as values that come from within the 

individual, rather than from the outside, that have the potential of being satisfied as a 

result of participation in the work role.  Selected intrinsic work values included:  

“interesting for the individual to do,” “opportunity to be directly helpful to others,” 

“opportunity to contribute to the welfare of society,” and “is self-rewarding and self-

fulfilling.”   

A summary of the means and standard deviations for the selected intrinsic work 

values are presented in Table 8.  With respect to the subcategory of ethnicity, the data 

presented were discussed in an effort to describe students’ perceptions of selected 

intrinsic work values (see Appendix A for complete data tables).    
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 An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected intrinsic work values mean scores 

revealed that the full sample mean score for all the selected intrinsic work values were 

between 4.00 and 5.00, which corresponded to the “4 - very important” to “5 - highly 

important” survey response choices.  The full sample group mean scores for selected 

intrinsic work values, in order of highest mean score to lowest mean score were: 

(1) “which is interesting for me to do” (4.75)  

(2) “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” (4.51)  

(3) “opportunity to be directly helpful to others” (3.93)   

(4) “opportunity to contribute to the welfare of society” (3.82)   

The mean scores for the String Orchestra Teaching career group were found to 

be in the same rank order as the full sample mean scores.  In a further comparison of 

career group means, the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

mean scores on the selected intrinsic work values also were found to be in the same 

rank order as the full sample group mean and the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group mean.  Results from an analysis of the individual selected intrinsic work values 

between the two career groups suggested that on the intrinsic work value of 

“interesting for me to do,” the two career group means were relatively close (SOT mean 

score = 4.70 and FOSOT mean score = 4.75).   The intrinsic work value “opportunity to 

be directly helpful to others” was perceived to be of greater importance to the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group (mean score = 4.19) as compared with the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (mean score = 3.90).  With regard 

to the “opportunity to contribute to the welfare of society,” the String Orchestra   
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Table 8 

Summary of  Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Intrinsic Work Values by 

Career Group 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
    
                           String Orchestra Fields Outside of String      Sample 
       Teaching              Orchestra Teaching      Group 
Work Value  Mean      SD     Mean  SD  Mean      SD 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Interesting to do 4.70      .668     4.75  .624  4.75      .629 
 
Helpful to others 4.19      .944     3.90           1.060  3.93     1.052 
 
Contribute to society 4.11      .951     3.78           1.083  3.82     1.074 
 
Self-rewarding  4.65      .656     4.49  .824  4.51      .809 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of 
String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 1,503. 
 
 
Teaching career group mean score (4.11) was much higher than the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group mean score (3.78) which appeared to reflect a 

greater importance by the String Orchestra Teaching career group for this intrinsic work 

value.  The perceived need for a job to be “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” appeared 

to be more important to the String Orchestra Teaching career group (mean score = 

4.65) when compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group (mean score = 4.49). 

 A further comparison of the selected intrinsic work values between the two 

career groups was made in order to gain additional insight into the interconnection 

between the students’ perceived needs as expressed in the level of importance placed 
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on the selected intrinsic work values and the students’ level of interest in a possible 

college major, which was perceived as the way the students would be able to meet 

their expressed intrinsic work values needs through their participation in the work role.  

A comparison of the top three selected possible college majors and the selected intrinsic 

work values were made.  The comparison was made using the “5 – highly 

important” survey response choice from the selected intrinsic work values section and 

the “3 – highly interested” survey response choice from the possible college major 

selection.  A summary of the results of this comparison is presented in Table 9. 

Results from the analysis of the individual selected intrinsic work values between 

the two career groups suggested that on the intrinsic work value “interesting to do,” the 

two career group mean scores were relatively close (SOT mean score = 4.70 and 

FOSOT mean score = 4.75).  An examination of the intrinsic work value “interesting to 

do” and the three top student selected possible college majors for the two career 

groups also suggested that the percentage of students who perceived that this intrinsic 

work value would be met through a career choice in selected college major was also 

relatively close.  Over 82% of the students from both career groups selected college 

majors that they perceived would fulfill the intrinsic work value of “interesting for me to 

do.”  The intrinsic work value “opportunity to be directly helpful to others” was 

perceived to be of greater importance to the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

(mean score = 4.19) as compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group (mean score = 3.90).  The comparison supported this conclusion with 

the exception of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group college 
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Table 9 

Comparison of Selected Intrinsic Work Values and Top Three Selected College Majors 

by Career Group 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

         String Orchestra Teaching         Fields Outside of String 
College major               Orchestra Teaching 
  Intrinsic work value     n within college major   %       n within college major  %    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 #1 Arts:  Visual/Performing   n = 121   Health Professions             n = 476 
      Interesting to do       103    85.12%                 Interesting to do        400    84.03% 
      Helpful to others       56    46.28%       Helpful to others        241    50.63% 
      Contribute to society  57    47.11%       Contribute to society  209    43.91% 
      Self-rewarding  95    78.51%       Self-rewarding   346    72.69% 
 
 #2 Education/Teaching        n = 108   Arts:  Visual/Performing     n = 416 
      Interesting to do     90    83.33%                 Interesting to do        368    88.46% 
      Helpful to others       59    54.63%       Helpful to others        248    59.60% 
      Contribute to society  50    46.30%       Contribute to society    99    23.80% 
      Self-rewarding  84    77.78%       Self-rewarding   296    71.15% 
 
 #3 Social Sciences               n =  39   Biological (Life) Sciences    n = 415 
      Interesting to do     32    82.05%                 Interesting to do        362    87.23% 
      Helpful to others       19    48.72%       Helpful to others        196    47.23% 
      Contribute to society  18    46.15%       Contribute to society  181    43.61% 
      Self-rewarding  32    82.05%       Self-rewarding   306    73.73% 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra 
Teaching career group n = 1,503 students. 
 
major selection “Arts:  Visual/Performing” where 59.60% of the 416 students indicated 

that the desire to be “directly helpful to others” was perceived to be highly important.  

The String Orchestra Teaching career group percentages were higher on this intrinsic 

work value for the other two student selected college majors.  The selected intrinsic 

work value “opportunity to contribute to the welfare of society” received a much higher 

mean score (4.11) for the String Orchestra Teaching career group when compared with 

the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group mean score (3.78).  The 
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comparison supported this conclusion as a higher percentage of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group students rated this intrinsic work value to be highly important in 

all three student selected possible college majors when compared with the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra career group student selected possible college majors.  A 

total of 46.30% of the String Orchestra Teaching career group students who selected 

the possible college major “Education/Teaching” rated this intrinsic work value to be 

highly important and perceived this intrinsic work value would be met in the 

“Education/Teaching” career field.  The perceived need for a job to be “self-rewarding 

and self-fulfilling” appeared to be more important to the String Orchestra Teaching 

career group (mean score = 4.65) when compared with Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group (mean score = 4.49).  The comparison supported this 

conclusion as a higher percentage of students in the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group from all three student selected possible college majors indicated that the need for 

a job to be “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” was highly important and perceived this 

intrinsic work value would be met in the student selected college majors. 

A review of the ethnic groups’ mean scores compared with the sample group 

mean scores (see Appendix A) indicated that all of the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching ethnic groups’ mean scores regarding the selected intrinsic work 

values were distributed within + one standard deviation of the sample group mean 

scores.  The String Orchestra Teaching ethnic groups’ mean scores were slightly more 

varied around the sample group mean scores.  The reason for the greater variability of 

the String Orchestra Teaching ethnic groups’ mean scores rested with the Native 
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American ethnic group.  The group is comprised of a single individual who exclusively 

choose the “5 – highly important” survey response which caused the Native American 

ethnic group mean score to be outside + one standard deviation of the sample mean 

(an outlier) on the desire “to be directly helpful to others,” and “contribute to the 

welfare of society.”  In reference to the desire “to contribute to the welfare of society,” 

the ethnic groups’ mean scores were all exclusively higher than the sample group mean 

of 3.82.  The desire to be “directly helpful to others” ethnic groups’ mean scores also 

were all higher than the sample group mean of 3.93. 

Selected extrinsic work values   

Extrinsic work values were defined as values that come from outside the 

individual, rather than from within, that have the potential of being satisfied as a result 

of participation in the work role.  The selected intrinsic work values included “chance to 

earn a good deal of money,” “high status and prestige,” “advancement and promotion,” 

“respect,” “travel,” “steady employment,” and “opportunity to become a leader.”   

A summary of the means and standard deviations for the selected extrinsic work 

values are presented in Table 10.  With respect to the subcategory of ethnicity, the data 

presented were discussed in an effort to describe the various students’ perceptions of 

selected extrinsic work values (see Appendix A for full data tables). 
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Table 10 

Summary of  Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Extrinsic Work Values by 

Career Group 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
    
                           String Orchestra Fields Outside of String      Sample 
       Teaching              Orchestra Teaching      Group 
Work Value  Mean      SD     Mean  SD  Mean      SD 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Money   3.90      .928     3.95  .940  3.95      .938 
 
Status & prestige 3.61     1.160    3.61           1.124  3.61     1.127 
 
Adv. & promotion 4.05      .959     4.11             .934  4.10       .937 
 
Respect   4.13      .975     3.98  .997  4.00      .995 
 
Travel   3.21     1.228    3.07           1.233  3.08    1.233 
 
Steady employment 4.58      .676     4.49  .758  4.50      .750 
 
Become leader  4.02     1.138    3.76           1.131  3.79    1.134 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of 
String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 1,503. 
 

An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected extrinsic work values mean 

scores revealed that the full sample mean score for all the selected extrinsic work 

values were between 3.31 and 5.00, which corresponded to the three survey response 

choices of “3 - important,” “4 - very important,” and “5 - highly important.”   The 

sample mean scores for selected extrinsic work values, in order of highest mean score 

to lowest mean score, were: 

(1) “steady employment” (4.50)  

(2) “advancement and promotion” (4.10)  

(3) “respect” (4.00)  
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(4) “earn a good deal of money” (3.95)  

(5) “become a leader” (3.79)  

(6) “status and prestige” (3.61)  

(7) “travel” (3.08)  

The String Orchestra Teaching group mean scores, from highest mean score to 

lowest mean score were:  

(1) “steady employment” (4.58)  

(2) “respect” (4.13)  

(3) “advancement and promotion” (4.05)  

(4) “become a leader” (4.02)  

(5) “earn a good deal of money” (3.90)  

(6) “status and prestige” (3.61)  

(7) “travel” (3.21)   

The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching group mean scores, from 

highest mean score to lowest mean score were: 

 (1) “steady employment” (4.49)  

 (2) “advancement and promotion” (4.11)  

  (3) “respect” (3.98)  

(4) “earn a good deal of money” (3.95)  

(5) “opportunity to become a leader” (3.76)  

(6) “status and prestige” (3.61)   

(7) “travel” (3.07)    

The String Orchestra Teaching career group students’ perceptions of the extrinsic 

work value “steady employment,” as determined by the groups’ mean score of 4.58, 

were found to be closer to the “5 - highly important” survey response. The three 
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extrinsic work values of “respect” (4.00),  “advancement and promotion”  (4.10), and 

“opportunity to become a leader” (4.02) were found to be closer to the “4 – very 

important” survey response and the three extrinsic work values of “earn a good deal of 

money,” (3.90), “status and prestige,” (3.61) and “opportunity to travel” (3.21) were 

found to be closer to the “3 – important” survey response.  

In a further comparison of career groups’ mean scores, the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group mean scores on the selected extrinsic work 

values were found to be in the same rank order as the full sample mean scores and the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group mean scores.  Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group students’ perceptions of the extrinsic work value 

“steady employment” (4.49) was found to be closer to the “5 - highly important” survey 

response.  The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching group mean scores 

regarding the four extrinsic work values of “advancement and promotion” (4.11),  

“respect” (3.98),  “chance to earn a good deal of money” (3.95), “opportunity to 

become a leader”(3.76), and “status and prestige” (3.61) were found to be closer to the 

“4 – very important” survey response.  The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group mean score for the extrinsic work value “opportunity to travel” (3.07) was 

found to be closer to the “3 – important” survey response.  Results from an analysis of 

the individual selected extrinsic work values between the two career groups indicated 

that the String Orchestra Teaching career group mean scores were higher than the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group mean scores on four of the  
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seven work values.  The four extrinsic work values and their mean scores were: 

“respect”     SOT mean score = 4.13 FOSOT mean score = 3.98 

“travel”      SOT mean score = 3.21 FOSOT mean score = 3.07 

“steady employment”    SOT mean score = 4.58 FOSOT mean score = 4.49 

“leader”      SOT mean score = 4.02 FOSOT mean score = 3.76 

These four extrinsic work values appeared to be of more importance to the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group when compared with the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group.  The perceptions of students from the Fields Outside 

of String Orchestra Teaching career group were higher on two of the work values when 

compared with the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The two extrinsic work 

values and their mean scores were:  

 “money”                FOSOT mean score = 3.95   SOT mean score = 3.90 

 “advancement/promotion”   FOSOT mean score = 4.11   SOT mean score = 4.05  

The perceptions of students from both career groups appeared to be the same on the 

extrinsic work value “status and prestige” (mean score for both career groups = 3.40).  

 An additional comparison between the two career groups was done to examine 

students’ perceived needs on the selected extrinsic work values with the top three 

student selected possible college majors as a way of further exploring how students 

intended to meet the selected extrinsic needs in the occupational work role.  A 

comparison of the top three selected possible college majors and the selected extrinsic 

work values is presented in Table 11.  The data for the comparison were taken from the 

“5 – highly important” survey response choices of the selected extrinsic work values 
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section and the “3 – highly interested” survey response choice from the possible college 

majors selection section. 

Table 11 

Comparison of Selected Extrinsic Work Values and Top Three Selected College Majors 

by Career Group 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

         String Orchestra Teaching         Fields Outside of String 
College major               Orchestra Teaching 
  Extrinsic work value     n within college major   %       n within college major  %    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 #1 Arts:  Visual/Performing    n = 121   Health Professions              n = 476 
      Money      33    27.27%                 Money    169    35.50% 
      Status/prestige       32    26.45%       Status/prestige           147    30.88% 
      Adv/promotion  50    41.32%       Adv/promotion   219    46.01% 
      Respect   58    47.93%       Respect    213    44.75% 
      Travel   24    19.83%       Travel      75 15.76% 
      Steady employment    83    65.59%       Steady employment   345 72.48% 
      Leader   54    44.63%       Leader    173    36.34% 
 
 #2 Education/Teaching         n = 108   Arts:  Visual/Performing      n = 416 
      Money      32    29.63%                  Money    120    28.85% 
      Status/prestige       30    27.78%       Status/prestige             90    21.63% 
      Adv/promotion  44    40.74%       Adv/promotion   152    36.54% 
      Respect   55    50.92%       Respect    150    36.06% 
      Travel   26    24.07%       Travel      86 20.67% 
      Steady employment    77    71.30%       Steady employment   248 59.61% 
      Leader   53    49.07%       Leader    134    32.21% 
 
 #3 Social Sciences                n =  39   Biological (Life) Sciences     n = 415 
      Money      10    25.64%                  Money    160    38.55% 
      Status/prestige       10    25.64%       Status/prestige           125    30.12% 
      Adv/promotion  13    33.33%       Adv/promotion   179    43.13% 
      Respect   20    51.28%       Respect    173    41.69% 
      Travel   10    25.64%       Travel      76 18.31% 
      Steady employment    28    71.79%       Steady employment   300 72.29% 
      Leader   17    43.59%       Leader    142    34.22% 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra 
Teaching career group n = 1,503 students. 
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An examination of the comparison data supported the ranked order of mean 

scores for both career groups within each of the top three student selected possible 

college majors.  The highest percentage of “5 – highly important” survey response 

choices in regard to an individual selected extrinsic work value were found in the Health 

Professions.  A total of 476 students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group selected the Health Professions as a major that was of “3 – high 

interested.”  Of these 476 students, a total of 345 students (72.48%) indicated that the 

extrinsic work value “steady employment” was “5 – highly important” to them and 

therefore, perceived this extrinsic work value would be met in the Health Professions.  

In an effort to gain further insight into the possible similarities and differences 

between the two career groups, a comparison was made between the 

“Education/Teaching” college major from the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

and the “Health Professions” college major from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group on students’ perceptions of the selected extrinsic work values.  

The results of the comparison revealed that students’ perceptions on the high 

importance of “steady employment” were relatively close (Health Professions = 72.48% 

and Education/Teaching = 71.30%) and each group of students perceived their need 

for steady employment would be met in the selected college major.  The second 

highest percentage of “5 – highly important” responses by the Education/Teaching 

students were with regard to “respect.”  A total of 55 students (50.92%), out of the 108 

students who selected this college major as “3 – highly interesting,” perceived that their 

need for “respect” would be met in the Education/Teaching work role.  The Health 
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Profession students ranked the need for “advancement/promotion” as second with a 

total of 219 students (46.01%) out of 476 students who rated this extrinsic work value 

as “5 – highly important” and perceived this need would be met in the Health 

Profession.  The third highest percentage of “5 – highly important” responses by the 

Education/Teaching students were in regard to the opportunity to become a “leader” 

with a total of 53 students (49.07%) who perceived that their need to become a 

“leader” would be met in the Education/Teaching work role.  The third highest 

percentage of “5 – highly important” survey responses by the Health Profession 

students were in regard to “respect.”  When viewed collectively, the students from the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group who chose the Health 

Profession as a college major that was of “3 – high interest,” ranked the selected 

extrinsic work values “steady employment,” “advancement/promotion,” and “need for 

respect” as “5 – highly important.”  Students from the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group who chose Education/Teaching as a college major that was of “3 – high interest,” 

ranked the selected intrinsic work values “steady employment,” “need for respect,” and 

“opportunity to become a leader” as “5 – highly important.”  While students from both 

college majors ranked “steady employment” as the number one extrinsic work value 

they perceived would be met in their respective possible college majors, the students in 

the Health Professions (FOSOT career group) ranked their need for 

“advancement/promotion” higher than their “need for respect,” and perceived that both 

of these extrinsic work values would be met in the Health Professions.  The students in 

the Education/Teaching college major (SOT career group) ranked their “need for 
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respect” to be higher than their need for “opportunity to become a leader,” and 

perceived that these extrinsic work values would be met in the Education/Teaching 

career field.   

A comparison of the ethnic groups’ mean scores between the two career groups 

indicated several response patterns within ethnic and career groups (see Appendix A for 

complete data tables).  The three ethnic groups from the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group who reported higher ethnic mean scores than their 

peers in the String Orchestra Teaching career group were: 

“chance to earn a good deal of money:” 

 African-American  FOSOT mean score = 4.22 
         SOT mean score = 3.89 
 
 Hispanic-Latino   FOSOT mean score = 4.06 
         SOT mean score = 3.98 
 
 Native-American  FOSOT mean score = 3.80 
         SOT mean score = 3.00 
 
“advancement and promotion”  
 

African-American  FOSOT mean score = 4.36 
         SOT mean score = 4.11  
 
 Hispanic-Latino   FOSOT mean score = 4.29 
         SOT mean score = 4.11 
 
 Native-American  FOSOT mean score = 3.90 
         SOT mean score = 3.00 

This result appeared to indicate that African-American, Hispanic-Latino, and 

Native American students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group placed a greater importance on the two extrinsic work values of “chance to earn 

a good deal of money,” and “advancement and promotion.”  The extrinsic work values 

“respect” and “steady employment” received higher mean scores from three of the 
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ethnic groups in the String Orchestra Teacher career group when compared with the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The three ethnic groups 

were: 

“respect” 

 African-American  SOT mean score = 4.33 
            FOSOT mean score = 4.17 

 
 Asian-American   SOT mean score = 4.20 
            FOSOT mean score = 4.08 
 
 Hispanic-Latino   SOT mean score = 4.30 
            FOSOT mean score = 4.14 
 

 “steady employment” 
 
  African-American  SOT mean score = 4.78 
             FOSOT mean score = 4.58 
 
  Asian-American   SOT mean score = 4.67 
             FOSOT mean score = 4.53 
 
  Hispanic-Latino   SOT mean score = 4.68 
             FOSOT mean score = 4.50    

It appeared that the African-American, Asian-American and Hispanic-Latino 

students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group placed a greater importance on 

the two extrinsic work values of “respect” and “steady employment.”  Only one ethnic 

group in the String Orchestra Teaching career group reported all seven extrinsic work 

value mean scores to be higher than their Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group peers.  The White (Caucasian) students in the String Orchestra Teaching 

career group appeared to place greater importance on all of the extrinsic work values 

when compared with White (Caucasian) students in the Fields Outside of String  
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Orchestra Teaching career group: 

“money”      “respect”    
      SOT mean score = 3.98             SOT mean score = 4.05     

            FOSOT mean score = 3.77        FOSOT mean score = 3.83 
 
  

“status and prestige”   “travel” 
      SOT mean score = 3.51         SOT mean score = 3.14 
   FOSOT mean score = 3.32     FOSOT mean score = 2.92 
 

“advancement and promotion”  “steady employment” 
     SOT mean score = 4.08      SOT mean score = 4.56 
 FOSOT mean score = 3.95  FOSOT mean score = 4.47  
 
“become a leader” 
     SOT mean score = 3.95 
 FOSOT mean score = 3.67 

   
Selected tangible elements of teaching   

Tangible elements of teaching were defined as the material aspects of teaching 

to include compensation through salary, medical benefits, and retirement benefits.  

Selected tangible elements also included availability of jobs, professional advancement, 

job security and scholarship opportunity. 

Only those students who indicated an interest level of “2 - somewhat interested” 

or “3 - highly interested” in the Education/Teaching section of the list of possible college 

majors completed this section of the survey.  All the students in the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group (n = 180) and 588 students from the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group completed this section of the survey.  A summary of 

the means and standard deviations between the two career groups with regard to 

selected tangible elements of teaching are based on n = 768 completed sections of the 

survey and are presented in Table 12. 
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An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected tangible elements of teaching 

mean scores revealed the full sample groups’ mean scores for all selected tangible 

elements of teaching were between 2.00 and 3.00, which corresponded to the “2 – 

important” and “3 – very important” survey response choices.  The full sample groups’ 

Table 12 

Summary of  Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Elements of Teaching by 

Career Group 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
    
                           String Orchestra Fields Outside of String      Sample 
Tangible     Teaching              Orchestra Teaching            Group 
Element  Mean      SD     Mean  SD  Mean      SD 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Subject    2.88      .376     2.72  .542  2.76      .512 
 
Working conditions 3.32      .602     2.32             .592  3.32      .549 
 
Salary   2.34      .592     2.32             .590  2.33      .590 
 
Medical benefits  2.44      .627     2.47  .582  2.46      .592 
 
Retirement benefits 2.45      .628        2.46             .598  2.46      .605 
 
Availability of jobs 2.57      .560     2.52  .561  2.53      .561 
 
Opportunity pro. adv. 2.46      .619                2.48            .599  2.47      .604 
 
Job security  2.63      .550                2.67            .491  2.66      .505 
 
Work with children 2.63      .578                2.58            .594  2.59      .591 
 
Scholarship  2.68      .595                2.47            .663  2.52      .654 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of 
String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 588 students who completed this portion of the survey. 
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mean scores for the ten selected tangible elements of teaching indicated that five of the 

selected tangible elements “subject you would teach” (2.76), “job security” (2.66), 

“working with children” (2.59), “availability of jobs” (2.53), and “opportunity to receive 

a scholarship” (2.52) were found to be more toward the “3 – very important” survey 

response choice and five tangible elements, which included “opportunity for 

professional advancement” (2.47) “medical benefits” (2.46), “retirement benefits” 

(2.46), “salary” (2.33), and “working conditions” (2.32) were found to be more toward 

the “2 – important” survey response choice.  A ranked order of highest sample mean 

score to lowest sample mean score regarding students’ perceptions of the ten selected 

tangible elements of teaching were determined to be: 

(1) “subject you would teach” (2.76)  

(2) “job security” (2.66)  

(3) “work with children” (2.59)  

(4) “availability of jobs” (2.53)  

(5) “opportunity to receive a scholarship” (2.52)  

(6) “opportunity for professional advancement,” (2.47)  

(7) “retirement benefits” (2.46)  

(8) “medical benefits” (2.46)  

(9) “salary” (2.33)  

(10) “working conditions” (2.32) 

 A ranked order of highest mean score to lowest mean score for the students’ 

perceptions from the String Orchestra Teaching career group regarding the ten selected  
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tangible elements of teaching were determined to be:  

(1) “subject you would teach” (2.88)  

(2) “opportunity to receive a scholarship” (2.68)  

(3)  “job security” (2.63)  

(4) “work with children,” (2.63)  

(5) “availability of jobs” (2.57)  

(6) “opportunity for professional advancement” (2.46) 

(7) “retirement benefits” (2.45)  

(8) “medical benefits” (2.44)  

(9) “salary”, (2.34)  

(10) “working conditions” (2.32)   

A comparison of the ranked tangible elements of teaching between the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group mean scores and the full sample group mean scores 

showed that “subject you would teach” was ranked the highest by the full sample and 

the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The String Orchestra Teaching career 

groups’ mean score was higher (2.88) than the full sample groups’ mean score (2.76).  

The other nine selected tangible elements of teaching received approximately the same 

ranked order with regard to full sample groups’ mean scores and the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group mean scores, with slight variations.  Students in the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group appeared to place a greater importance on the 

“opportunity to receive a scholarship” (2.68) when compared with the full sample group 

(2.52). 
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 A ranked order of highest mean score to lowest mean score for the students’ 

perceptions from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

regarding the ten selected tangible elements of teaching was determined to be: 

 (1) “subject you would teach” (2.72) 

 (2) “job security” (2.67) 

 (3) “work with children” (2.58) 

 (4) “availability of jobs” (2.52) 

 (5) “opportunity for professional advancement” (2.48) 

 (6) “medical benefits” (2.47) 

 (7) “opportunity to receive a scholarship” (2.47) 

 (8) “retirement benefits” (2.46) 

 (9) “working conditions” (2.32) 

 (10) “salary” (2.32) 

  A comparison of the ranked tangible elements of teaching between the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching group mean scores and the full sample group 

mean scores indicated that “subject you would teach” was ranked the highest by the 

sample and the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups mean score was slightly lower (2.72) than 

the sample groups mean score (2.76).  The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

group mean scores for the other nine selected tangible elements of teaching were 

found to be in very close proximity to the full sample group mean scores.  

 There were two noticeable differences found between the String Orchestra 

Teaching groups’ mean scores and the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

groups’ mean scores.  The students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group 
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appeared to place a greater importance on the “subject you would teach” (2.88) when 

compared with the students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group (2.72). The String Orchestra Teaching career group also appeared to place a 

greater importance on the “opportunity to receive a scholarship” (2.68) when compared 

with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (2.47). 

 To further delineate between the two career groups, a comparison was made to 

reflect the students’ perceptions of the selected tangible elements of teaching and the 

top three student selected college majors.  The comparison was based on the “3 – very 

important” survey response choice regarding selected tangible elements of teaching and 

the “3 – highly interested” survey response choice to the possible college major 

selection section.  This side-by-side view was chosen in an effort to make a meaningful 

comparison between the selected tangible elements of teaching perceived by students 

to be “very important” and the possible college major and ensuing occupation that 

students’ perceived would meet these tangible elements.  To reiterate, this portion of 

the survey was completed by those students who indicated an interest level of “2 – 

somewhat interested” or “3 – highly interested” in the Education/Teaching section of 

the possible college major selection portion of the survey.  All the students in the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 180 students) and 588 students from the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group completed this section of the survey.  

This data set was based on n = 768 students.   
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 The results of the comparison are presented in Table 13.  The comparison 

between selected tangible elements of teaching and possible college majors revealed 

the top three college majors for this subgroup of students to be: 

 String Orchestra Teaching career group:          #1 Arts:  Visual and Performing 
           #2 Education/Teaching 
           #3  Social Sciences 
 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group: 
 
           #1     Health Professions 
           #2     Education/Teaching 
           #3  Arts:  Visual and Performing 

As was also found through an examination of the mean group scores (SOT = 

2.88 and FOSOT = 2.72), “the subject you would teach” received the highest 

percentage of “3 – very important” survey response choices from this subgroup of 

students throughout the three top student selected college majors for both career 

groups.  A total of 76% of all students in this subgroup indicated that the “subject you 

would teach” was “3 – very important.”   

Students from the String Orchestra Teaching career group across all three top 

student selected college majors appeared to place a higher importance on the “need to 

receive a scholarship” when compared with the top three student selected college 

majors chosen by the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  A total 

of 74% of students from this subgroup of the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

indicated the “need to receive a scholarship” to be “3 – highly important.”  These data 

were consistent with the mean scores for both career groups on this selected tangible 

element of teaching (SOT mean score= 2.68 and FOSOT mean score = 2.47). 
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Table 13 

Comparison of Selected Tangible Elements of Teaching and Top Three Selected College 

Majors by Career Group 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

         String Orchestra Teaching         Fields Outside of String 
College major               Orchestra Teaching 
  Tangible Element        n within college major   %       n within college major  %    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 #1 Arts:  Visual/Performing    n = 121   Health Professions              n = 204 
      Subject     114    94.21%                 Subject    164    80.39% 
      Working conditions     50    41.32%       Working conditions      93    45.59% 
      Salary   52    42.97%       Salary      94    46.08% 
      Medical   67    55.37%       Medical    122    59.80% 
      Retirement   67    55.37%       Retirement    122 59.80% 
      Job availability  76    62.81%       Job availability   125 61.27% 
      Professional adv.  66    54.54%       Professional adv.   173    36.34% 
      Job security   80    66.11%       Job security    145 71.08% 
      Work w/children  85    70.25%       Work w/children         138    67.65% 
      Scholarship                97   80.16%       Scholarship                126    61.76% 
 
 #2 Education/Teaching         n = 108   Education/Teaching       n = 196 
      Subject     100    92.59%                 Subject    150    76.53% 
      Working conditions     46    42.59%       Working conditions      71    36.22% 
      Salary   42    38.39%       Salary     70     35.71% 
      Medical   56    51.85%       Medical     98     50.00% 
      Retirement   56    51.85%       Retirement     97 49.49% 
      Job availability  73    67.59%       Job availability   113 57.65% 
      Professional adv.  60    55.55%       Professional adv.   101    51.53% 
      Job security   72    66.67%       Job security    132 67.35% 
      Work w/children  77    71.30%       Work w/children         145    73.98% 
      Scholarship                88   81.48%       Scholarship                131    66.84% 
 
 #3 Social Sciences                n =  39   Arts:  Visual/Performing       n = 189 
      Subject      35    89.74%                 Subject    155    82.01% 
      Working conditions     12    30.77%       Working conditions      68    35.98% 
      Salary   14    35.90%       Salary      76    40.21% 
      Medical   21    53.85%       Medical      90    47.62% 
      Retirement   21    53.85%       Retirement      86 45.50% 
      Job availability  24    61.54%       Job availability   111 58.73% 
      Professional adv.  19    48.72%       Professional adv.   100    52.91% 
      Job security   26    66.67%       Job security    124 65.61% 
      Work w/children  27    69.23%       Work w/children         124    65.61% 
      Scholarship                29   74.36%       Scholarship                116    61.37% 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra 
Teaching career group n = 588 students completed this portion of the survey. 
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By design, the purpose of this section of the survey was to gain the insights and 

perceptions of students who were interested specifically in string orchestra teaching and 

those students outside the field of string orchestra teaching who were interested in 

Education/Teaching.  The second highest student selected college major for this 

subgroup of students in both career groups was Education/Teaching.  An analysis of 

this pair wise subgroup was completed to further describe the comparison of students’ 

perceptions of selected tangible elements of teaching. 

The ranked order of highest percentage to lowest percentage of “3 – very 

important” response choices from the ten selected tangible elements of teaching for the 

two career group were determined to be: 

String Orchestra Teaching  n = 108       Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching  n = 196 
 
(1)  “subject”   92.59%  (1)  “subject”    76.53% 
(2)  “scholarship”  81.48%  (2)  “work w/children”   73.98% 
(3)  “work w/children”  71.30%  (3)  “job security”   67.35% 
(4)  “job availability”  67.59%  (4)  “scholarship”   66.84% 
(5)  “job security”  66.67%  (5)  “job availability”   57.56% 
(6)  “professional adv.”  55.55%  (6)  “professional adv.”   51.53% 
(7)  “medical”   51.85%  (7)  “medical”    50.00% 
(8)  “retirement”  51.85%  (8)  “retirement”   49.49% 
(9)  “working conditions” 42.59%  (9)  “working conditions”  36.22% 
(10) “salary”   38.39%  (10) “salary”    35.71% 
 
 
As the data in the ranked order of the two career groups demonstrated, the 

selected tangible elements of “subject you would teach” and “opportunity to receive a 

scholarship” were clearly of greater importance to a larger percentage of students in 

the String Orchestra Teaching career group when compared with this subgroup of 

students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  In other 

words, 92.59% of the students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group perceived 

“the subject they would teach” to be highly important and also perceived this need 
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would be met in teaching string orchestra.  A smaller percentage of students from the 

subgroup of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (76.53%) 

rated the “subject you would teach” as highly important and perceived this need would 

be met in Education/Teaching.  The same can be said for the tangible element 

“opportunity to receive a scholarship.”  A total of 81.84% of the students from the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group perceived the scholarship element to be highly 

important as compared with 66.84% of the subgroup of students from the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group. 

The tangible elements, which make up the benefits package (medical and 

retirement), were ranked in the lowest quarter of the tangible elements list for both 

career groups.  The lowest ranked selected tangible element for both career groups was 

“salary.” 

A comparison of the ethnic groups’ mean scores between the two career groups 

on the ten selected tangible elements of teaching indicated a pattern of responses in 

three of the ethnic groups (see Appendix A for complete data tables).  The African-

American groups’ mean scores on eight of the ten selected tangible elements of 

teaching were higher for the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

when compared with the String Orchestra Teaching career group: 

African-American   FOSOT  SOT 
 
 “subject”   2.79  2.67 
 “working conditions”  2.62  2.33 
 “salary”    2.62  2.33 
 “medical benefits”  2.66  2.33 
 “retirement benefits”  2.59  2.56 
 “availability of jobs”  2.62  2.33 
 “job security”   2.76  2.56 
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The African-American students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

appeared to give greater importance to the selected tangible elements of “working with 

children” (2.78), and “opportunity to receive a scholarship” (2.78) when compared with 

their peers in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching group (“working with 

children” FOSOT mean score  = 2.52, “opportunity to receive a scholarship” FOSOT 

mean score = 2.62).   

The String Orchestra Teaching Hispanic-Latino ethnic groups’ mean scores were 

higher than the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores on 

nine of the selected tangible elements of teaching: 

Hispanic-Latino    SOT  FOSOT 

 “subject”   2.95  2.67 
 “working conditions”  2.39  2.30 
 “salary”    2.48  2.40 
 “medical benefits”  2.57  2.54 
 “availability of jobs”  2.66  2.64 
 “job security”   2.70  2.69 
 “working w/children”  2.70  2.69 
 “scholarship”   2.77  2.65 
 

The one selected tangible element of teaching, which appeared to be of a slightly 

greater importance to the Hispanic-Latino Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group, was “opportunity for professional advancement”  (FOSOT mean score = 

2.53, SOT mean score = 2.52).   

The White (Caucasian) ethnic groups’ mean scores on eight of the ten selected 

tangible elements of teaching for the String Orchestra Teaching career group were 

found to be higher than the White (Caucasian) ethnic group’s means scores for the  
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Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group: 

White (Caucasian)   SOT  FOSOT 

 “subject”   2.90  2.74 
 “working conditions”  2.90  2.22 
 “salary”    2.29  2.19 
 “medical”   2.41  2.39 
 “availability of jobs”  2.53  2.46 
 “professional adv.”  2.41  2.39 
 “working w/children”  2.56  2.55 
 “scholarship”   2.65  2.34 
 

The two selected tangible elements of teaching, which appeared to be of slightly 

greater importance to the White (Caucasian) ethnic group from the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group, were found to be “ retirement benefits” 

(FOSOT mean score = 2.40, SOT mean score = 2.39), and “job security” (FOSOT mean 

score = 2.65, SOT mean Score = 2.64). 

Selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching   

Students from the String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 180) and 

students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 1,503) 

completed this portion of the survey; therefore, the analysis of the data set were based 

on N = 1,683 student responses.  A summary of means and standard deviations 

between the two career groups with regards to selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching are presented in Table 14.  With respect to the subcategory of 

ethnicity, the data sets presented were discussed in an effort to describe the various 

students’ perceptions of selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching 

(see Appendix A for complete data tables). 
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An analysis of students’ perceptions of selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching, as expressed through the sample groups’ mean scores, revealed 

that the sample groups’ mean scores for all twelve of the selected intrinsic 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching were between 1.82 and 3.54, which 

corresponded to the “1 – strongly disagree,” to “3 – neither agree or disagree” survey 

response choices.  The sample groups’ mean scores for the twelve selected intrinsic 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching, in order of highest mean score to lowest 

mean score were:  

(1) “opportunity to be a role model” (3.81)  

(2) “deep devotion to music” (3.54)  

(3) “enjoy working with children” (3.23)  

(4) “string orchestra teaching would be a rewarding career” (3.22)  

(5) “mentor beginning orchestra students” (3.04) 

(6) “conduct the orchestra” (2.81)  

(7) “high school orchestra director has encouraged me to pursue music” (2.77)  

(8) “string orchestra teaching would be a secure teaching position” (2.69)  

(9) “opportunity to conduct/teach young children” (2.65)  

(10) “lead sectionals” (2.62)  

(11) “life’s work be about teaching music” (2.20)  

           (12) “I am considering a career as a high school string orchestra teacher” (1.82) 
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Table 14 

Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Intrinsic Characteristics of String Orchestra 

Teaching by Career Group  

_____________________________________________________________________ 
    
                           String Orchestra Fields Outside of String      Sample 
Intrinsic     Teaching              Orchestra Teaching            Group 
Characteristic  Mean      SD     Mean  SD  Mean      SD 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
SOT rewarding career  4.28      .866     3.10  1.176  3.22     1.203 
 
Enjoy working children 4.03    1.093     3.31            1.380  3.23     1.308 
 
Life’s work music 3.86      .967     2.00            1.026  2.20     1.170 
 
Lead sectionals  4.01      .939     2.45            1.224  2.62     1.290 
 
Deep devotion music 4.58      .709        3.42            1.320  3.54     1.318 
 
Conduct orchestra 4.30      .930     2.63            1.252  2.81     1.324 
 
Mentor   4.28      .867                2.89            1.299  3.04     1.332 
 
Role model  4.47      .842                3.73            1.288  3.81     1.269 
 
Conduct/teach   4.32      .882                2.45            1.202  2.65     1.308 
 
HS director encouraged 4.12    1.112                2.61            1.259  2.77     1.329 
 
SOT secure position 3.98     .894                2.54            1.136  2.69     1.198 
 
Considering career SOT 4.38     .580                1.51            .767  1.82     1.161 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Fields Outside of 
String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 1,503. 

 

An analysis of the String Orchestra Teaching career group data set on the 

selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching indicated that the group 

mean scores were between 3.86 and 4.58, which corresponded to “3 – neither agree or 

disagree,” and “4 – somewhat agree” survey response choices.   The String Orchestra 
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Teaching groups’ mean scores for the twelve selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching, in order of highest mean score to lowest mean score were:  

(1) “deep devotion to music” (4.58)  

(2) “opportunity to be a role model” (4.47)  

(3) “I am considering a career as a high school string orchestra teacher” (4.38) 

(4) “opportunity to conduct/teach young children” (4.32)  

(5) “opportunity to conduct the orchestra” (4.30)  

(6) “mentor beginning orchestra students” (4.28)  

(7) “string orchestra teaching would be a rewarding career” (4.28)  

(8) “high school orchestra director has encouraged me to pursue a career in 

      music” (4.12) 

 (9) “enjoy working with children” (4.03)  

(10) “lead sectionals” (4.01)  

(11) “string orchestra teaching would be a secure teaching position” (3.98)  

(12) “life’s work to be about teaching music” (3.86)   

The most noticeable differences between the String Orchestra Teaching career 

groups’ mean scores and the sample groups’ mean scores were found in regard to the 

intrinsic characteristics “considering a career as a high school string orchestra teacher” 

(SOT career group mean score = 4.11 and the sample group mean score = 1.82), 

“conduct/teach younger children” (SOT career group mean score = 4.32 and the 

sample group mean score = 1.82), and “life’s work be about teaching music” (SOT 

career group mean score 3.86 and the sample group mean score = 2.20). 

An analysis of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group data 

set on the selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching indicated that 

the group mean scores were between 1.51 and 3.75, which corresponded to “1 – 
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strongly disagree,” and “3 – neither agree or disagree” survey response choices.   The 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for the twelve selected 

intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, in order of highest mean score to 

lowest mean score were:  

(1) “opportunity to be a role model” (3.75) 

(2) “deep devotion to music” (3.42)  

(3) “enjoy working with children” (3.13)  

(4) “string orchestra teaching would be a rewarding career” (3.10)  

(5) “mentor beginning orchestra students” (2.89) 

(6) “conduct the orchestra” (2.63)  

(7) “high school orchestra director has encouraged me to pursue music” (2.61) 

(8) “string orchestra teaching would be a secure teaching position” (2.54)  

(9) “opportunity to lead sectionals” (2.45)  

(10) “opportunity to conduct/teach young children” (2.45)  

(11) “life’s work be about teaching music” (2.00)  

(12) “I am considering a career as a high school string orchestra teacher” (1.51)   

The rank order of students’ perceptions of the twelve selected intrinsic 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching for the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group and the sample group were approximately the same.  All but one 

of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores were slightly 

lower than the full sample group mean scores.  The full group mean score for the 

intrinsic characteristic “enjoys working with children” was slightly higher for the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (3.31) when compared with the full 

sample group mean score (3.23). 
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There were noticeable differences between the two career groups on every 

selected intrinsic characteristic of string orchestra teaching.  The most extreme 

differences, as reflected in the career groups’ mean scores, were with regard to: 

“considering a career as a high school string orchestra teacher”           
SOT mean score = 4.38 

        FOSOT mean score = 1.51 
  
 “opportunity to conduct/teach young children” 
     SOT mean score = 4.38 
            FOSOT mean score = 2.63 
 
 “life’s work to be about teaching music” 
     SOT mean score = 3.86 
            FOSOT mean score = 2.00 
 
 “opportunity to conduct the orchestra” 
     SOT mean score = 4.30 
            FOSOT mean score = 2.63 
 
 “opportunity to lead sectionals”   
     SOT mean score = 4.30 
            FOSOT mean score = 2.45 
 

Examinations of ethnic groups’ mean scores for both career groups revealed 

differences that were perceived to be more reflective of a difference in career choice.  

All of the individual ethnic groups’ mean scores for the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group were higher than the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ 

mean scores on all twelve intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching. 

Within the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group was a 

subgroup of 205 students who indicated that they were highly interested in 

Education/Teaching but were not interested in teaching string orchestra.  An effort was 

made to make meaningful comparisons between a subgroup of the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group who indicated they were highly interested in Education/Teaching 

and this subgroup of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 
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regarding the elements and characteristics used in the study to describe the sample 

population.  The reason for the comparison was to further examine the perceptions of 

this subgroup of students with the purpose of describing any differences, which might 

characterize the college major decisions of the students who chose Education/Teaching 

over String Orchestra Teaching. 

The first comparison was made to examine the area of private instruction.  The 

data for the two career subgroups were drawn from the “3 – highly interested” survey 

response choice regarding Education/Teaching from the possible college major selection 

section compared with the “yes” survey response choice in reference to whether or not 

the student received private instruction on their orchestra instrument.   

The results of this comparison were: 

   SOT career subgroup     n = 108     private lessons:  n = 55  50.92% 

          FOSOT career subgroup     n = 205     private lessons:  n = 69  33.66% 

These figures indicated that while a higher percentage of the String Orchestra Teaching 

career subgroup received private instruction, 33.66% of the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career subgroup were serious enough about learning to play their 

orchestra instrument to be engaged in private instruction. 

 The second comparison was made to provide additional data regarding the 

careers/hobbies of family members.  The data for the two career subgroups were 

drawn from the “3 – highly interested” survey response choice in reference to 

Education/Teaching from the possible college major selection section compared with 

the “yes” survey response choice from the careers/hobbies of family members, which 

was also compared with the “4 – greatly influenced” survey response choice from the 
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individuals assisting in the career decisions of students.  The ranked order of the top 

five individuals who had careers/hobbies in music were consistent throughout the full 

sample, the full String Orchestra Teaching career group and the full Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The comparison for this data set yielded: 

 FOSOT career subgroup  n = 205 

      1.  “Brothers/sisters play instruments”   “yes” = 126  (61.40%)     influence of bro/sis.  33  (26.19%)  
      2.  “Relative was a teacher”       “yes” =   75  (26.58%)     influence of relative  21  (28.00%) 
      3.  “Father/instrument as hobby”          “yes” =   41  (20.00%)     influence of father    21  (51.22%) 
      4.  “Mother/instrument as hobby”         “yes” =   38  (18.54%)     influence of mother  22  (57.89%) 
      5.  “Mother was a teacher”                   “yes” =   26  (12.68%)     influence of mother  18  (69.23%) 
 

SOT career subgroup  n = 108 
 
      1.  “Brothers/sisters play instruments”   “yes” =   65  (61.90%)     influence of bro/sis.  17  (26.15%)  
      2.  “Relative was a teacher”       “yes” =   44  (40.74%)     influence of relative  19  (43.18%) 
      3.  “Father/instrument as hobby”          “yes” =   24  (22.22%)     influence of father    12  (50.00%) 
      4.  “Mother/instrument as hobby”         “yes” =   23  (21.30%)     influence of mother  15  (65.22%) 
      5.  “Mother was a teacher”                   “yes” =   22  (21.30%)     influence of mother  17  (73.91%) 
 
 An analysis of this data set indicated that the percentage of brothers/sisters who 

played an instrument were approximately equal in both career subgroups as were the 

percentage of students who perceived they were greatly assisted by their 

brothers/sisters in their career decisions.  The same can be said for the index of “father 

who played an instrument as a hobby” and the student perceived assistance by the 

father in student career decisions.  A higher percentage of “relative who were teachers” 

was found in the String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup (40.74%) when compared 

with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra career subgroup (36.58%) and the student 

perceived assistance by the relative was much higher as well.  The index “mother who 

played an instrument as a hobby” received a higher percentage from the String 

Orchestra Teaching career subgroup (21.30%) over the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career subgroup (18.54%) and the student perceived career 
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assistance by the mother was also higher for the String Orchestra Teaching career 

subgroup (65.22%) over the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

subgroup (57.89%).  The index “mother who was a teacher” received the lowest 

percentage of “yes” survey responses from both career subgroups but received the 

highest percentage of “4 – greatly” assisted survey responses regarding student 

perceived career decision assistance. 

 Taken together, the results of the comparisons appeared to indicate that the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup had lower percentages of 

relatives who were teachers, mothers who played instruments as a hobby and a much 

lower percentage of mothers who were teachers.  In the area of student perceived 

career assistance received by these individuals, the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career subgroup were far less influenced by their relative who was a teacher 

but received a higher percentage of assistance from their fathers and mothers.  The 

fathers and mothers had the higher percentage of student perceived assistance in 

student career decisions but the careers/hobbies of the fathers and mothers indicated 

that they held music as a hobby and not as a profession.  The greatest assistance was 

perceived to come from the mother whose career was a teacher.  The perceived 

influence by the mother might have been toward teaching and not string orchestra 

teaching as music was reported as a hobby for the mother and not a career choice. 

 The third comparison was made to provide additional insight into the selected 

intrinsic and extrinsic work values of the two career subgroups.  The data set were 

drawn from the “3 – highly interested” survey response choice regarding 
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Education/Teaching from the possible college major selection section compared with 

the “5 – highly important” survey response choice from the selected intrinsic and 

extrinsic work values section.  The results of the intrinsic work values comparison were: 

 Intrinsic work values:      SOT career subgroup n = 108          FOSOT career subgroup n = 205 
 1.  “Interesting to do”  90     (83.33%)    176     (85.85%) 
 2.  “Self-rewarding”  84     (77.78%)    140     (68.29%) 
 3.  “Helpful to others”  59     (54.63%)    115     (56.10%) 
 4.  “Contribute to society” 50     (43.30%)      84     (40.97%) 
  

These figures indicated that the percentages of the two subgroups were 

relatively close on the intrinsic work values “interesting to do,” “helpful to others,” and 

the need to “contribute to society.”  The largest percentage difference was on the 

intrinsic work value “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” where the String Orchestra 

Teaching career subgroup posted a high higher percentage of “5 – highly interested” 

survey response choices when compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career subgroup.  It appeared as if a higher percentage of the String 

Orchestra Teaching career subgroup perceived their need for a job to be “self-

rewarding and self-fulfilling” would be met in teaching string orchestra when compared 

with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup and their 

perception of the need for a job to be “self-rewarding and self-fulfilling” would be met 

in teaching a subject that they had not yet determined. 
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The results of the extrinsic work values comparison were: 

 Extrinsic work values:      SOT career subgroup n = 108          FOSOT career subgroup n = 205 

 1.  “Steady employment”  77     (49.07%)   145     (70.73%) 
 2.  “Respect”    55     (50.92%)     82     (40.00%) 
 3.  “Leader”    53     (49.07%)     78     (38.05%) 
 4.  “Adv/promotion”   44     (40.74%)     72     (35.12%) 
 5.  “Money”    32     (29.63%)     43     (20.97%) 
 6.  “Status and prestige”  30     (27.78%)     41     (20.00%) 
 7.  “Travel”    26     (24.07%)     36     (17.56%) 
     
 These figures indicated that the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career subgroup students’ perceptions of the need for “steady employment” was much 

higher when compared with the String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup student’s 

perceptions.  The String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup students’ perceptions, as 

expressed through percentages, on the remaining six extrinsic work values were 

comparable (although as much as 10% higher on some work values) with the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup.  A comparison of the ranked 

order of the seven extrinsic work values for the full String Orchestra Teaching career 

group and the full Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group with the 

crosstabulation subgroup ranked order revealed that the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group ranked order to be more closely related to the full 

String Orchestra Teaching career group ranked order on the selected extrinsic work 

values.  This subgroup of students appeared to more commonly share their perceptions 

of the extrinsic work values, the importance placed upon them and the perceived 

thought that these needs would be met in the String Orchestra Teaching career field or 

the general teaching career field. 
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 The fourth comparison was made to further delineate between the two career 

subgroups in reference to the selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra 

teaching.  The data for the two career subgroups were drawn from the “5 – highly 

interested” survey response choice regarding Education/Teaching from the possible 

college major selection section compared with the selected intrinsic characteristics of 

string orchestra teaching.  The results of this comparison for the String Orchestra 

Teaching career subgroup (in ranked order) were: 

 SOT career subgroup n = 108 

 1.   “Role model” 82     (75.92%)        7.  “Enjoy working with children”    57     (52.78%) 
 2.  “Deep devotion”       77     (71.30%)        8.  “Conduct the orchestra”           55      (50.92%) 
 3.  “Conduct/teach”       66     (61.11%)        9.  “Considering career”                54      (50.00%) 
      4.  “Encouraged”           60     (55.55%)       10.  “Lead sectionals”            41      (37.96%) 
 5.  “SOT rewarding” 57     (52.78%)        11.  “Life’s work/teaching music”    39      (36.11%) 
 6.  “Mentor”                 57     (52.78%)       12.  “Secure teaching position”       32      (29.63%) 
 

The results of the comparison for the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career subgroup (in ranked order) were: 

FOSOT career subgroup n = 205 

 1.   “Role model” 119   (58.05%)         7.  “Director encouraged me”        24      (11.71%) 
 2.  “Enjoy children”         93   (45.36%)         8.   “Lead sectionals”                   16      (  7.80%) 
 3.  “Deep devotion”        50    (24.39%)         9.  “Secure teaching position”       16      (  7.80%) 
      4.  “Mentor”              29    (14.15%)       10.  “Conduct the orchestra”          16      (  7.80%) 
 5.  “SOT rewarding”  28    (13.66%)        11.  “Life’s work/teaching music”    10      (  4.88%) 
 6.  “Conduct/teach”      24    (11.71%)        12.  “Considering SOT as career”     0             - 

 

An examination of the selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra 

teaching was made to determine which characteristics could be termed “string 

orchestra teaching” specific and which characteristics could be termed “general 

teaching.”  It was determined that the characteristics “opportunity to be a positive role 

model,” “mentor beginning orchestra students,” “enjoy working with children,” “deep 
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devotion to music,” and “conduct/teach young student” could be used to describe 

general teaching characteristics while “string orchestra teaching would be a rewarding 

career,” “my high school orchestra director has encouraged me to pursue a career in 

music,” “lead sectionals,” “string orchestra teaching would be a secure teaching 

position,” “opportunity to conduct the orchestra,” “life’s work be about teaching music,” 

and “I am considering a career as a high school string orchestra teacher” were 

determined to be characteristics specifically about string orchestra teaching.  In light of 

these characteristic distinctions, the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

subgroup ranked the characteristics “role model,” “enjoy working with children,” “deep 

devotion to music,” “mentor beginning students,” and “conduct/teach younger 

students” higher than six of the “string orchestra teaching specific” characteristics.  The 

“string orchestra teaching specific” characteristics that were ranked in the lower half of 

the list were: 

“high school director has encouraged me to pursue a career in music” 

“lead sectionals” 

“string orchestra teaching would be a secure teaching position” 

“opportunity to conduct the orchestra” 

“life’s work be about teaching music” 

“I am considering a career as a string orchestra teacher” 

It appeared that the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup rated 

the characteristics related to general education/teaching higher due to the greater 

perceived importance when weighed against the “string orchestra teaching specific” 

characteristics.  This subgroup appeared to be less interested in conducting the 
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orchestra, leading sectionals and make their life’s work be about teaching music and 

more interested in the characteristics which could be applicable to any classroom 

teacher:  the desire to be a role model, to mentor and to teach children. 

Individuals assisting in the career decisions of students   

Students from the String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 180) and 

students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group (n = 1,503) 

completed this portion of the survey; therefore, the analysis of the data set were based 

on N = 1,683 student responses.  A summary of means and standard deviations 

between the two career groups with regards to individuals assisting in career decisions 

of students are presented in Table 15.   

An analysis of students’ perceptions of individuals assisting them in career 

decisions, as expressed through the sample groups’ mean scores, revealed that the 

sample groups’ mean scores for all ten of the individuals were between 1.80 and 3.07, 

which corresponded to the “1 – none” and “3 – some” survey responses choices.  The 

sample groups’ mean scores for the selected ten individuals, in ranked order of highest 

mean score to lowest mean score, were:  

(1) “mother” (3.07)  

(2) “father” (2.89)  

(3) “high school friends” (2.42)  

(4) “relatives” (2.38)  

(5) “high school teachers” (2.34)  

(6) “sisters/brothers” (2.17)  

(7) “high school orchestra director” (1.94)  

(8) “high school counselors” (1.75) 
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 (9) “youth group leader” (1.69)  

(10) “private music instructor” (1.64) 

Table 15 

Means and Standard Deviations for the Individuals Assisting in Career Decisions of 

Students 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

         Sample  String Orchestra    Fields Outside of String 
          Group  Teaching Group Orchestra Teaching Group 
Individual          Mean       SD    Mean        SD  Mean    SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mother   3.07 1.028  3.11 1.098   3.07 1.020 
 
Father   2.89 1.116  2.83 1.176   2.90 1.109 
 
Sisters/Brothers  2.17 1.138  2.37 1.153   2.14 1.134 
 
Relatives  2.38 1.138  2.76 1.048   2.35 1.046 
 
HS friends  2.42 1.052  2.76 1.048   2.38 1.133 
 
HS orchestra director 1.94 1.074  3.11  .977   1.80 1.046 
  
HS teachers  2.34 1.103  2.79 1.124   2.28   .938 
 
HS counselors  1.75 1.005  2.01 1.141   1.72   .938 
 
Private music instr. 1.64 1.039  2.42 1.299   1.55   .963 
 
Youth group leader 1.69 1.066  2.04 1.268   1.65 1.032 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  N = 1,683.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180, Fields Outside of String Orchestra 
Teaching career group n = 1,503. 

 
An analysis of the String Orchestra Teaching career group data set on the 

individuals assisting in the career decisions of students indicated that the String 

Orchestra Teaching group mean scores were between 1.64 and 3.07, which 

corresponded to “1 – none,” and “3 – some” survey response choices.   The String 
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Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for the ten individuals, in rank order of highest 

mean score to lowest mean score were: 

 (1) “high school orchestra director” (3.11)  

 (2) “mother” (3.11)  

 (3) “father” (2.83)  

 (4) “high school teachers” (2.79)  

 (5) “high school friends” (2.76)  

 (6) “relatives” (2.59)  

 (7) “private music instructor” (2.42)  

 (8) “sisters/brothers” (2.37)  

 (9) “youth group leader” (2.04)  

 (10) “high school counselors” (2.01) 

A closer examination of the sample groups’ mean scores and the String 

Orchestra Teaching career groups’ mean scores revealed that in the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group, all but one of the mean scores were higher than the sample 

groups’ mean scores.  (The mean score for “father” was found to be lower than the 

sample groups’ mean score).  

The most noticeable difference between the String Orchestra Teaching career 

groups’ mean scores and the sample groups’ mean scores, with regard to individuals 

assisting in the career decisions of students, was found in the rank order of “high school 

orchestra director” within the distribution.  In the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group, the “high school orchestra director” was ranked as first (mean score of 3.11) but 

in the sample groups’ mean scores, the “high school orchestra director” was ranked as 

seventh (mean score of 1.94).  The students in the String Orchestra Teaching career 
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group appeared to place a much greater importance on the assistance of the high 

school orchestra director. 

 An analysis of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group data 

set on the individuals assisting in the career decisions of students indicated that the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching group mean scores were between 1.55 and 

3.07, which corresponded to “1 – none,” and “3 – some” survey response choices.  The 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores for the selected ten  

individuals, in rank order of highest mean score to lowest mean score, were: 

  (1) “mother” (3.07)  

(2) “father” (2.90) 

(3) “high school friends” (2.38) 

(4) “relatives” (2.35)  

(5) “high school teachers” (2.28) 

(6) “sisters/brothers” (2.14)  

(7) “high school orchestra director” (1.80)  

(8) “high school counselors” (1.72) 

(9) “youth group leader” (1.65) 

(10) “private music instructor” (1.55) 

  The rank order of students’ perceptions of the ten selected individuals assisting 

in the career decisions of students for the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group and the sample group were exactly the same with very small differences 

in the mean scores. 

A closer examination of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ 

mean scores and the String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ means scores revealed 
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that in the String Orchestra Teaching career group, all but one of the mean scores were 

higher than the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching groups’ mean scores.  The 

mean score for “father” (SOT - 2.83) was found to be lower than the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching mean score (2.90).  This is the same result as was found in a 

comparison of the sample groups’ mean scores and the String Orchestra Teaching 

career group.  All of the String Orchestra Teaching career group mean scores were 

higher than the full sample group mean scores except for the mean score for “father” 

(SOT 2.83), which was lower than the full group mean score for “father” (2.89). 

The most noticeable difference between the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career groups’ mean scores and the String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ 

mean scores, with regard to individuals assisting in the career decisions of students, 

was found in the rank order of “high school orchestra director” within the distribution.  

In the String Orchestra Teaching career group, the “high school orchestra director” was 

ranked as first (mean score of 3.11) but in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career groups’ mean scores, the “high school orchestra director” was ranked 

as seventh (mean score of 1.80).   

A further comparison was made to provide additional insight into students’ 

perceptions of the assistance and encouragement of the high school orchestra director 

on students’ career decisions.  The data for the comparison were drawn from the “5 – 

strongly agree” survey response choice from the selected intrinsic characteristics of 

string orchestra teaching compared with the “yes, as a string orchestra teacher” survey 

response choice to the question regarding plans to pursue and career in music from the 
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demographic characteristics section of the survey.  The results of this additional 

comparison revealed that 49 students (27.22%) out of the 180 students in the full 

String Orchestra Teaching career group strongly agreed that their high school orchestra 

director had encouraged them to pursue a career in music.  A total of 14 students 

(7.78%) who chose the “undecided about my career choice” indicated that their high 

school orchestra director had encouraged them to pursue a career in music.  As 

previously stated, the students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group appeared 

to place a much greater importance on the assistance of the high school orchestra 

director in a decision to pursue a career in music. 

Research Question #3 

 For those students intending to pursue another career field outside of string 

education, what selected elements of teaching did the students cite for their lack of 

interest in teaching string orchestra? 

 The following discussion examined the perceptions of the 11th- and 12th-grade 

high school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who expressed a lack of 

interest in string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice. 

Cited lack of interest in string orchestra teaching   

The data set for students’ perceptions of selected elements of teaching cited for 

lack of interest in string orchestra teaching were based on the “1 – not interested” 

student responses regarding their interest level in the Education/Teaching section of the 

list of possible college majors portion of the survey.  A total of 916 students completed 

this section of the survey and the data set were based on this number.   
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An analysis of the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group data 

set for the ten selected elements of teaching cited by students for their lack of interest 

in string orchestra teaching indicated that the “agree” responses for the ten cited 

reasons for a lack of interest teaching, in rank order of highest frequency and 

percentage to lowest frequency and percentage were: 

(1) “salaries are too low” (n = 743, 81.3%)   

(2) “I have already made another career choice” (n = 730, 79.8%)  

(3) “I do not think I have enough patience to be a teacher” (n = 624, 68.2%)  

(4) “too many discipline problems to deal with” (n = 553, 60.5%)  

(5) “I just do not like the school environment” (n = 493, 53.9%)  

(6) “I do not think I am good at teaching” (n = 480, 52.5%)  

(7) “I do not enjoy teaching” (n = 474, 51.8%)  

(8) “students do not respect teachers/teaching” (n = 436, 47.7%)  

(9) “violence in the schools would keep me from considering teaching as a career”  

     (n = 180, 19.7%) 

(10) “my parents would not support a decision to be a teacher” (n = 170, 18.6%).   

The three cited reasons, which received the strongest “agreement” responses for 

lack of interest in teaching, were found to be that students had already made another 

career choice (n = 272, 29.7%), they perceived themselves to be lacking in patience (n 

= 162, 17.7%), which was perceived to be an important characteristic needed to be a 

teacher, and that teacher salaries were too low (n = 159, 17.4%).  
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CHAPTER V 
 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, LIMITATIONS 
                                            AND ASSUMPTIONS

Summary 

 Concern by the string music education profession over the number of orchestra 

students who are not choosing to enter string orchestra teaching as a career choice has 

implications for the future recruitment of string orchestra teachers to public school 

string education positions.  The state of Texas has a number of high school string 

orchestra programs with varied gender and ethnic distributions and it is possible to gain 

information into future recruitment of string orchestra students to string music teacher 

education programs by determining what perceptions 11th- and 12th-grade string 

orchestra students have toward a career as a string orchestra teacher.  With the 

documented lack of males and minorities in the teaching profession, the perceptions of 

male and minority string orchestra students could be beneficial in actively recruiting 

these students to string music education programs.  That being said, a survey was 

designed and adapted from other previously used surveys of comparable populations, 

to collect the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students (N = 1,683) 

regarding their interest or lack of interest in string orchestra teaching as a possible 

career choice.  In the spring 2003, this survey was administered to 11th- and 12th-grade 

high school string orchestra students who were currently enrolled in high school string 

orchestra programs across the state of Texas.  The data for the survey were presented 

in Chapter Four and this chapter begins with a summary of the results of the data 

analysis and then goes to conclusions, recommendations, limitations and assumptions. 
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The purpose of this study was to describe 11th- and 12th-grade high school string 

orchestra students in Texas public schools in terms of their decision to enter the field of 

string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice or to pursue another field of study.   

The research questions for this study were: 

1.  What are the demographic characteristics of 11th- and 12th-grade high  

school string orchestra students in Texas public schools who either intend to enter 

string education as a possible career choice or to pursue another career field? 

2.  What are the perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade string orchestra students 

     in Texas public schools intending to enter string education as a possible 

     career choice or to pursue another career field regarding selected intrinsic 

     and extrinsic work values, selected tangible elements of teaching, selected 

     intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and those individuals  

     assisting in their career choice? 

3.  For those students intending to pursue another career field outside of string 

    education, what selected elements of teaching did the students cite for their 

    lack of interest in teaching string orchestra? 

Findings 

 Career groups.  The 1,683 usable surveys were divided into the two career 

groups String Orchestra Teaching and Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching.  The 

total number of students placed in the String Orchestra Teaching career group was 180 

students and the total number of students placed in the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group was 1,503 students. 
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 Ethnic and gender distribution.  The sample population was composed of 653 

male students and 1,030 female students.  The String Orchestra Teaching career group 

was comprised of 75 male students and 105 female students and the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching contained 925 female students and 578 male students.  The 

largest ethnic group within the sample population was White (Caucasian) with 745 

students, which represented 44.3% of the total sample population. 

 Self-reported class grades.  An examination of mean scores for self-reported 

class grades indicated that the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

reported higher class grades than the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career groups’ mean scores also were 

higher than the sample populations’ mean scores for class grades. 

 Self-reported class types.  An analysis of student reported types of classes 

indicated that mean scores for the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group were considerably higher than the mean scores for String Orchestra Teaching 

career group and slightly higher than the sample populations’ mean scores.  These 

results indicated that the students from the Fields Outside of String Teaching career 

group were currently enrolled in a higher number of “honors and advanced” classes 

when compared with the String Orchestra Teaching career group who reported 

enrollment in a higher number of “regular” classes. 

 Self-reported SAT/ACT scores.  The mean SAT and ACT scores for the students 

in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group was higher than the 
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mean SAT and ACT scores for the Students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group. 

 Careers and hobbies of family members.  Students in the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group reported higher percentages of family members who were 

teachers, music teachers and professional musicians when compared with the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  However, a higher percentage of 

family members in both career groups had careers outside of the music profession and 

held music as a hobby rather than a career choice. 

   Selected intrinsic work values.  Students in the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group appeared to give greater importance to the selected intrinsic work values of 

“opportunity to be helpful,” “opportunity to contribute to the welfare of society,” and 

“self-rewarding and self-fulfilling,” and perceived that these needs would be met in 

teaching string orchestra, when compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group.    

Selected extrinsic work values.  Students in the String Orchestra Teaching career 

group appeared to place a higher importance on four of the seven selected extrinsic 

work values, which were “respect,” “travel,” “steady employment,” and “opportunity to 

be come a leader,” and perceived that these needs would be met in teaching string 

orchestra.  The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group appeared to 

place a higher importance on three of the selected extrinsic work values, which were 

“chance to earn a good deal of money,” “status and prestige,” and “advancement and 
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promotion” and perceived that these needs would be met in fields outside of string 

orchestra teaching. 

Selected tangible elements of teaching.  Students in the String Orchestra 

Teaching group appeared to place a greater importance on the “subject they would 

teach,” and the “opportunity to receive a scholarship” when compared with the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group. 

Selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching.  Students in the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group reported a greater importance on all twelve of 

the selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching when compared with 

the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The most extreme 

differences between the two career groups was in regards to “considering a career as a 

high school string orchestra teacher,” “opportunity to conduct/teach young children,” 

“life’s work to be about teaching music,” “opportunity to conduct the orchestra” and 

“opportunity to lead sectionals.”  

Characteristics of those interested in general teaching over string orchestra teaching.   

A subgroup of 205 students from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

group who were highly interested in education/teaching but not interested in string 

orchestra teaching, were identified and studied to describe any differences that might 

characterize their college major decision to choose education/teaching over string 

orchestra teaching.  The findings were: 

 1.  A total of 33.66% received private instruction on their orchestra instrument, 

      which demonstrated that they were serious enough about their orchestra 
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      instrument playing to be engaged in private instruction, they were willing 

      to spend time out of school to advance their skills, and had the monetary 

      support of their parents to do so. 

 2.  Even though a high percentage of the parents of these students did not 

      have careers/hobbies in the music profession, music was held in high enough 

      value to have the students in this study and 61.90% of their siblings involved 

      in music as a hobby.  A lower percentage of mothers and fathers maintained 

      their own involvement with music as a hobby, but not as a profession.  A 

        low percentage of students had mothers who were teachers over music  

      teachers and the highest percentage of career assistance was perceived 

      to be from the mother. 

 3.  A comparison of the ranked eleven intrinsic/extrinsic work values for the 

      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career subgroup were more 

      closely related to the String Orchestra Teaching career group than to the 

      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  This finding 

      suggested that students who want to be teachers (string orchestra or 

      otherwise) appeared to share perceptions of intrinsic/extrinsic work 

      values, the importance placed upon them and the perceived thought 

      that those needs would be met in the education/teaching profession. 

 4.  A closer examination of selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra 

      teaching revealed that while this subgroup of orchestra students expressed  

      some interest in “string orchestra specific” intrinsic characteristics, they were  
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      more interested in the general intrinsic characteristics, which could be 

      applicable to any classroom teacher:  the desire to be a role model, to 

      mentor and to teach children.   

 The differences between the subgroup of Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group who were highly interested in education/teaching but not string 

orchestra teaching and the String Orchestra Teaching career group appeared to be in 

the careers/hobbies of family members and the perceived career decision assistance 

they received from their family members and the actual intrinsic characteristics inherent 

to string orchestra teaching.  The intrinsic/extrinsic work values were comparable and 

consistent with the String Orchestra Teaching career group. 

 Individuals perceived as assisting in career decisions.  The most noticeable 

difference between the String Orchestra Teaching career group and the Fields Outside 

of String Orchestra Teaching group was in connection with the perceived assistance of 

the high school orchestra director.  For the String Orchestra Teaching career group, the 

high school orchestra director was perceived as ranking first with regards to assistance.   

The Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group ranked the high school 

orchestra director as seventh.   

 Cited reasons for lack of interest in string orchestra teaching.  The top three 

cited reasons for a lack of interest in string orchestra teaching were “salaries are too 

low,” “I have already made another career choice,” and “I do not think I have enough 

patience to be a teacher.”     
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 Possible college major choice.  The top college majors chosen by the sample was 

(1) Arts:  Visual and Performing, (2) Health Profession and Allied Services, (3) Biological 

Sciences, and (4) Social Sciences and History, General. 

Male and minority student findings   

With the documented lack of male and minorities in the teaching profession, the 

perceptions of male and minority string orchestra students could be beneficial in 

actively recruiting these students to string music education programs.  Listed below is a 

summary of the gender and ethnic distribution for the study. (SOT is the String 

Orchestra Teaching career group and FOSOT is the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group). 

     Sample population N = 1,683 Male 653  (38.8%) Female 1,030  (61.20%) 
 Minority  n =    938 Male 366  (39.02%) Female    572  (60.98%) 
 White (Caucasian) n =    745 Male 287  (38.52%) Female    458  (61.48%) 
 
     SOT career group n =180 Male  75 (41.67%) Female    105  (58.33%) 
 Minority  n =  81 Male  37 (45.68%)  Female      44  (54.32%) 
 White (Caucasian) n =  99 Male  38 (38.38%) Female      61  (61.62%) 
 
    FOSOT career group n = 1,503 Male 577 (38.39%)  Female    926  (61.61%) 
 Minority  n =    857 Male 329 (38.39%)  Female    528  (61.61%) 
 White (Caucasian) n =    646 Male 248 (38.39%)  Female    398  (61.61%)  

The minority male students, in the String Orchestra Teaching career group, were almost 

equal with the male students who listed themselves as White (Caucasian).  In fact, 

there was only one White (Caucasian) male student more than the minority male 

students.  Taken as a whole, there were more minority male students in the overall 

sample population and in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group 

and only a difference of one White (Caucasian) male student between the two career 
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groups.  Overall, there were more minority female students in the sample population 

and in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group. 

 The percentages, for the ensuing discussion pertaining to student’s perceptions 

of selected extrinsic and intrinsic work values, selected tangible elements of teaching, 

selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching, and the selected elements 

of teaching cited for lack of interest in string orchestra teaching, was based on the 

gender and ethnic groups numbers within each of the two career groups. 

 Selected intrinsic work values.  All of the students in the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group gave greater importance to the selected intrinsic work values, 

regardless of ethnicity, when compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra 

Teaching career group.  The students, regardless of ethnicity, who were in the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group, appeared to give lesser importance 

to the selected intrinsic work values. 

 Selected extrinsic work values.  Results of this study indicated that African-

American, Hispanic-Latino and Native American students from the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra teaching appeared to place a greater importance on “chance to earn a 

good deal of money,” and “ advancement and promotion” when compared to the 

students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  It also appeared that the 

African-American students, Asian-American and Hispanic Latino String Orchestra 

Teaching career group placed a greater importance on “respect” and “steady 

employment.” 
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 Selected tangible elements of teaching.  The African-American students in the 

Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching appeared to place a greater importance on 

the selected tangible elements of teaching identified as “interest in the subject you 

would teach,” “working conditions,” “salary,” “medical benefits,” “retirement benefits,” 

“availability of jobs,” “opportunity for professional advancement,” and “job security” 

when compared with their counterparts in the String Orchestra Teaching career field.  

The African-American students in the String Orchestra Teaching career field appeared 

to give a greater importance to “working with children or young adult” and “opportunity 

to receive a scholarship” when compared with their peers in the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group.  The Hispanic-Latino students in the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group appeared to place a greater importance on all 

of the selected tangible elements of teaching when compared with Hispanic-Latino 

student in the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  The White (Caucasian) students 

in the String Orchestra Teaching group appeared to place a greater importance on all of 

the selected tangible elements when compared with their peers in the Fields Outside of 

String Orchestra Teaching career group. 

 Selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching.  Upon examination 

of the ethnic groups’ mean scores for selected intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching, it was concluded that the differences were more reflective of a 

difference in career choice rather than in ethnic views.  
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Possible college majors.  The possible college majors that received a “highly 

interested” response from minority students versus White (Caucasian) students is 

summarized as follows: 

Sample population N = 1,683 students 

 1.  Arts:  Visual and Performing (31.9%, n = 537) 

 2.  Health Professions and Allied Services (30.3%, n = 510) 

 3.  Biological (Life) Sciences (26.5%, n = 446) 

 4.  Social Sciences and History, General (23%, n = 387) 

Male sample population  n = 653 students 

 1.  Engineering and Engineering Technology (31.4%, n = 205) 

 2.  Arts:  Visual and Performing (29.1%, n = 190) 

 3.  Computer and Information Sciences and Technology (26.9%, n = 176) 

  4.  Health Professions and Allied Services (21.9%, n = 143) 

               Business and Commerce (21.9%, n = 143) 

Female sample population  n = 1,030 students 

 1.  Health Professions and Allied Services (35.6%, n = 367) 

 2.  Arts:  Visual and  Performing (20.6%, n = 347) 

 3.  Biological (Life) Sciences (18.8%, n = 316) 

 4.  Social Sciences and History, General (16.6%, n = 316) 

Minority male students (Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching) n = 328 students 

 1.  Engineering and Engineering Technology (32.93%, n = 108) 

 2.  Health Professions and Allied Services (29.27%, n = 96) 
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 3.  Business and Commerce (26.2%, n = 86) 

 4.  Computer and Information Sciences and Technology (25.19%, n = 85) 

White (Caucasian) male students (Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching) n = 248 

 1.  Engineering and Engineering Technology (32.26%, n = 108) 

 2.  Computer and Information Sciences and Technology (29.84%, n = 74) 

 3.  Physical Sciences (20.56%, n = 51) 

     Public Affairs and Services (20.56%, n = 51) 

 4.  Education/Teaching (17.72%, n = 44) 

Minority female students (Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching) n = 528 

 1.  Health Professions and Allied Services (40.72%, n = 215) 

 2.  Biological (Life) Sciences (33.17%, n = 178) 

 3.  Arts:  Visual and Performing (30.11%, n = 159) 

 4.  Social Sciences and History, General (26.57%, n = 140) 

White (Caucasian) female students (Fields Outside  String Orchestra Teaching) n = 398 

 1.  Health Professions and Allied Services (36.16%, n = 128) 

 2.  Biological (Life) Sciences (28.89%, n = 115) 

 3.  Arts:  Visual and Performing (28.64%, n = 114) 

 4.  Social Sciences and History, General (28.39%, n = 113) 

 The minority males students, in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group, chose college majors that reflected extrinsic, rather than intrinsic, work 

values.  This career group of minority male students appeared to believe that extrinsic 

work values would be satisfied as a result of their participation in the work roles 
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exemplified by the aptitude requirements and work environments inherent in the 

implied occupations based on their choice of college majors.  Following after Holland’s 

(1985a) logic, students will search for college majors and eventually work environments 

that will “allow them to exercise their skills and abilities, express their attitudes and 

values and take on agreeable problems and roles” (p. 4).  The choices made by 

minority male students, in this career group, appear to be supportive of their perceived 

aptitudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources, strengths and weaknesses.  By 

selecting the college majors that they did, this career group of minority male students 

appeared to have estimated their abilities and values, and the skills and abilities 

required for success in the chosen college major and ensuing occupation and 

determined them to match.  This same career group of minority male students placed a 

high importance on the following extrinsic work values:  (1) opportunity to earn a good 

deal of money, (2) need for high status and prestige, and (3) opportunity for 

advancement and promotion.  All of these extrinsic work values have the potential to be 

met by the selected college majors and implied occupations. 

 The same argument can be made for the White (Caucasian) male students from 

the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  There was one difference 

between the choices of minority male students and White (Caucasian) male students.  

The White (Caucasian) male students selected two college majors that exemplify 

intrinsic work values.  This career group of White (Caucasian) male students ranked 

Public Affairs and Services as third in order of interest and Education/Teaching as fourth 
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in order of interest.  These students appeared to have placed intrinsic work values 

higher than extrinsic work values. 

 The minority female students also choose college majors that were reflective of 

extrinsic work values.  This group of minority female students indicated the need for 

respect to be “highly important.”  Success in the chosen college majors and ensuing 

occupations would have the potential to fulfill this need.  Over a fourth of this group of 

minority females indicated a high interest in the Social Sciences and History, General.  

This college major rubric included Child Psychology, Clinical Psychology, and 

Psychology, which are careers reflective of intrinsic work values.  An examination of 

responses given by this career group of minority female students revealed that 42.02% 

of them placed a high importance on the need for an opportunity to be directly helpful 

to others and 35.42% of them placed a high importance on the need to make a 

contribution to the welfare of society.  These results lend support to the choice of 

college majors chosen by minority female students. 

Findings as Related to the Literature 

The gender distribution of the sample was weighted toward female students as 

61.20% of the 1,683 students were female.  There were more females in the 

orchestras, more females showed an interest in education and more females who 

reported an interest in string orchestra teaching as a career choice.  The gender 

distribution for the String Orchestra Teaching career group was 41.67% male students 

and 58.33% female students.  There appeared to be an increase in the number of male 

students interested in String Orchestra Teaching as a career choice when compared 
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with the number of male students interested in education as a possible college major as 

reported by the 2000 Profile of College Bound Seniors who took SAT I in 2000.  This 

report indicated that 23% of the male students were interested in education as a 

possible college major (The College Board, 2002).   

 The ethnic distribution for this study was 5.8% African-American, 22.8% Asian-

American, 20.4% Hispanic-Latino, .7% Native American, 44.3% White (Caucasian) and 

6.1% Other.  The minority students were mostly Asian-American and Hispanic-Latino.  

Research by Gillespie and Hamann (1997) resulted in an ethnic breakdown of students 

in orchestras programs across all fifty states to be 9.6% African-American, 9.2% Asian-

American, 8.16% Hispanic, .04% Native American and 73% White (Caucasian).  By 

comparison, the high school orchestra programs surveyed in this Texas study had a 

lower percentage of African-American students, a much higher percentage of Asian-

American and Hispanic-Latino students, a higher percentage of Native American 

students and a much lower percentage of White (Caucasian) students. 

 An analysis of data from the self-reported ability of the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group revealed that a higher percentage of these students were 

enrolled in regular classes, as opposed to honors classes, had a lower mean SAT or ACT 

score, and had a larger percentage of average class grades in the 85% - 89% range.  

These conclusions support previous research that purported the academic ability of 

students interested in the teaching profession to be lower than students who were 

interested in fields outside of education (Davis, 1990; Henke, Chen, & Geis, 2000; 
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Henke, Geis, & Giambattista, 1996; Laman & Reeves, 1983; Savage, 1983; The College 

Board, 2002; Weaver, 1981).   

 The profile of careers/hobbies of family members for the String Orchestra 

Teaching career group showed a higher percentage of family members who were either 

teachers, music teachers, or professional musicians over the Fields Outside of String 

Orchestra Teaching career group.  In a comparison of string orchestra students in the 

present study with the honor band students in the Davis (1990) study, the orchestra 

students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group reported a higher percentage of 

fathers who were teachers, of mothers, fathers, and relatives who were professional 

musicians and of fathers who played a musical instrument as a hobby.  With respect to 

the percentage of students who received private instruction on their orchestra 

instruments, this study reported that a total of 659 students, or 39.16%, were receiving 

private instruction at the time of the survey.  This is a higher percentage of students 

taking private instruction when compared with the survey of high school string 

orchestra students across all fifty states (Gillespie & Hamann, 1997), which reported 

that 22% of the students studied privately. 

 In the area of selected intrinsic and extrinsic work values, this study reported 

that students from both career groups expressed the high importance of the extrinsic 

work values of money, status and prestige, advancement and promotion, respect, 

steady employment, and leadership opportunity.  Students from both career groups 

also expressed the high importance of the intrinsic work values of interest, the need to 

be directly helpful, to contribute to society, and be self-rewarding and self-fulfilling.  
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The female students in both career groups rated the intrinsic work values higher than 

the male students.  In a comparison of the current study results with results reported 

by Easterlin and Crimmins (1991), the string orchestra students in both career groups 

reported the high importance of extrinsic work values and private materialism, as did 

findings by Easterlin and Crimmins.  But, in contrast to their study, this study reported a 

much higher percentage of students who placed high importance on all the intrinsic 

work values under investigation, especially in the area of the need to be self-rewarding 

and self-fulfilling.  The string orchestra students in this study appeared to place equal 

importance on extrinsic and intrinsic work values in reference to job characteristics.  

Research by Davis (1990) examined the relationship between work values and career 

choice and concluded that work values, as a factor, were related to career choices of 

senior high school honor band students in Nebraska. 

 The data reported by this study, in connection with selected tangible elements of 

teaching, revealed that all students, across gender, ethnic and career groups, placed 

high importance on the subject they would teach.  Salary and opportunity for 

advancement were perceived to be of greater importance to male students and the 

desire to work with children was perceived to be of higher importance to female 

students.  A comparison of the selected tangible elements of teaching as reported by 

this study, Mangieri and Kemper (1984), Reynolds (1986), Jordan (1988), and 

Summerhill (1995) are summarized in Table 16. 
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Table 16 

Comparison of Selected Tangible Elements of Teaching Across Five Selected Studies 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Selected Tangible Elements of Teaching 

        Percentage of “Very Important” Responses 
                           Mangieri & Kemper   This Study    Reynolds     Jordan     Summerhill 
                                (1984)                 (2003)         (1986)       (1988)        (1995) 
Item                 %       %               %              %              % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 Interest in subject             68%   79.61%        79.60%         77.30%          69.6% 
 
Desire to work  
  with children            64%   63.50% 68.40%         72.90%       74.10% 
 
Working conditions       31%   38.44%           29.60%         56.30%       43.10% 
 
Expected salary               -                        38.83% 31.60%         69.10%         41.40% 
 
Availability of jobs        -                        55.97%           48.70%         66.10%         64.50% 
 
Opportunity for 
   professional adv.        -                        52.86%       34.20%         58.00%         42.90% 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  Mangieri & Kemper (1984) N = 2,818;  this study, N = 916;  Reynolds (1986) N = 152;  Jordan 
(1988) N = 2,197;  Summerhill (1995) N = 1,537.  Percentage values represent the percentage of the 
total number of students who took the survey or portion of the survey.   
  

The study by Reynolds (1986) reported  significant chi-square values concluding 

that the interest in teaching is positively related to interest in subject area and is 

positively related to the desire to work with children and young adults.  The study by 

Reynolds also concluded that conditional interest in teaching is positively related to 

extrinsic rewards (work values).  

 The results of the present study, in connection with selected tangible elements of 

teaching, are in support of the findings of previous research.  Students rated their 
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interest in the subject they would teach to be “highly important” across all studies.  The 

desire to work with children or young adults was also rated as “highly important” across 

studies.  String orchestra students rated the selected tangible elements of teaching as 

“highly important” in roughly equal percentages when compared with other high school 

sample populations. 

 Data from the selected intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching 

demonstrated support for previous research in reference to whether or not surveyed 

high school students would enjoy working with young children (Jordan, 1988; Mangieri 

& Kemper, 1984; Reynolds, 1986; Summerhill, 1995).  The remaining selected intrinsic 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching have not been investigated enough to 

display a baseline for comparison. 

 An analysis of data pertaining to individuals assisting in career choice 

corroborated previous research done with honor band students (Davis, 1990).  Table 17 

is a comparison summary of data from the current study and Davis (1990). 

Data from Table 17 revealed that this study supported the majority of findings of 

the Davis (1990) study with the exception of the assistance of the high school orchestra 

or band director, other high school teachers and private music instructors.  (It should 

be noted that in the current study, students who did not take private instruction on 

their orchestra instrument reported “no assistance” in reference to the private music 

instructor).  With respect to the assistance of the orchestra/band director on career 

decisions, the orchestra director was selected to be of “great assistance” to students in 
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Table 17 

Comparison Summary of Data for Individuals Assisting in Career Choice 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
              

 Percentage of “Greatly Influence” Responses 
    This study    Davis (1991) 
Individual   % of sample population            % of sample population 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mother    44.62%     48.69% 
 
Father    39.81%     38.22% 

Brother/Sister   17.47%     23.04% 

Other relatives   21.39%     22.51% 

High school friends  18.18%     18.32% 

Orchestra/band director  12.71%     35.08% 

Other HS teachers  18.72%     27.22% 

HS counselors    9.15%     12.56% 

Private instructors           11.05%     27.18% 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  The current study, N = 1,683 students.  Davis (1990) study, N = 159 students. 

 

the String Orchestra Teaching career group (44.4%), which is higher than the 35.08% 

reported, by Davis (1990).  The percentage of students who listed their private 

instructor as of “great assistance” in the String Orchestra Teaching career group was 

reported as 32.2%, which is slightly higher than the 27.18% reported by Davis (1990). 

Data from the selected elements of teaching cited by students for their lack of 

interest in teaching string orchestra confirmed previous research in reference to lack of 

interest in teaching in general.  Table 18 is a comparison of selected elements of 
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teaching cited for lack of interest in teaching in research by Mangieri and Kemper 

(1984), this study, Reynolds (1986), Jordan, (1988), and Davis (1990). 

Table 18 

Comparison of Selected Elements of Teaching Cited for Lack of Interest in Teaching 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

     Percentage of “Agree” Responses  
    to Statements Regarding Lack of Interest in Teaching 

    Mangieri & Kemper   This study        Reynolds     Jordan      Davis 
             (1984)     (2003)      (1986)       (1988)     (1990) 

Item       %       %                   %              %           % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Need for more respect  67%      47.05%  -    58.00%       1.89% 

Need for higher salary  60%      80.89%        74.20%    67.60%     15.72% 

Another career choice    -      79.26%    -       -         18.85% 

Do not enjoy teaching     -      51.20%  -       -         12.58% 

Not enough patience             -      67.58%            -       -          3.14% 

Do not like school environ.         -                53.38%            -       -           1.26% 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
Note.  Mangieri & Kemper (1984) N = 2,818; This study (2003) N = 916;  Reynolds (1986) N = 152;  
Jordan (1988) N = 2,197;  Davis (1990) N = 159.  Percentage values represent the percentage of the 
total number of students who took the survey or portion of the survey.   
  

The one selected element addressed in each study that received a high 

percentage of “agree” responses was the need for higher salaries.  The number one 

cited reason in the Davis (1990) study was that students had already made another 

career choice.  This element also received a very high percentage of “agree” responses 

in the current study. 
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Reasons given by students in response to statements concerning a lack of 

interest in teaching centered on the fact that extrinsic rewards were perceived as not 

met by the teacher role.  The extrinsic rewards such as prestige and recognition and 

respect for teachers were perceived as lacking in the teaching profession.  In Brown 

(2002) work values, extrinsic and intrinsic rewards were values that individuals believed 

should have been satisfied as a result of their participation in the work role.   Super 

(1990) suggested that an individual would select an occupation that would allow for 

fulfilling needs consistent with self-image.  Holland (1959) indicated that the choice of 

occupation is not a random event but rather an expression of personality.  In light of 

career development theories, students who expressed a lack of interest in the teaching 

profession believed that participation in the teacher work role would not satisfy their 

work values and their need for extrinsic/intrinsic rewards.  They appeared to lack a self-

image that would be consistent with the role of a teacher; a role they have been 

exposed to five days a week for a minimum of twelve years.  These students perceived 

their personalities as not being conducive to teaching. 

 Research in education has documented the lack of male and minority teachers in 

the profession.  Results of this study indicated that a very small number of male 

students separated the White (Caucasian) male students and the minority male 

students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group.  There were a total of 18 White 

(Caucasian) students more than minority students in this career group.  In terms of 

percentages, there were 10% more White (Caucasian) students than minority students.  

In the total sample, 254 male students expressed a “somewhat interested” to “highly 
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interested” response in reference to their choice of college major, which is 15.09% of 

the total sample and 38.90% of the total number of male students in the study.  When 

compared with the majors indicated by male students who took the SAT I  in 2000 (The 

College Board, 2002), the current study reported 15.90% more males who indicated an 

interest in education as a possible college major. 

 An examination of the perceptions of minority male students in reference to 

extrinsic and intrinsic work values indicated no difference when compared with White 

(Caucasian) male students regarding the opportunity to earn a good deal of money.  

There was a difference between minority male students and White (Caucasian) male 

students in the areas of need for status and prestige, need for advancement and 

promotion, need for respect, and the need for steady employment.  Minority male 

students appeared to place a higher importance on these extrinsic work values than 

their White (Caucasian) male counterparts.  With respect to intrinsic work values, 

minority males appeared to place a high importance on the need to make a contribution 

to society (String Orchestra Teaching career group) over White (Caucasian) male 

students in the same career group.  The minority students, across gender, appeared to 

place a high importance on working conditions, medical benefits, retirement benefits 

and availability of jobs over their White (Caucasian) peers.  The opportunity for 

advancement and promotion also rated as of high importance to minority male students 

(Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group) over White (Caucasian) male 

students.  A total of 68.31% of the minority male students, in both career groups, 

reported the desire to become a leader as “very important” to “highly important.”  The 
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desire for leadership opportunities was confirmed in the selected intrinsic characteristics 

of string orchestra teaching where a high percentage of minority male students in the 

String Orchestra Teaching career group placed high importance on the desire to lead 

sectionals, to conduct the orchestra, and to conduct/teach younger children.  Minority 

students appeared to place a greater importance on intrinsic and extrinsic work values 

over their White (Caucasian) peers. 

 The top three responses to cited reasons chosen by those minority students who 

expressed a lack of interest in teaching were found to be the same as their White 

(Caucasian) student peers.  Minority students listed:  (1) teacher’s salary were too low 

and not competitive with the private sector, (2) they had already made another career 

choice, and (3) perceived lack of patience to be a teacher.  The number one reason for 

a lack of interest in teaching by minority students was extrinsic in nature.  These 

minority students expressed the view that participation in a teacher role would not 

satisfy the extrinsic reward of salary.  They also appeared to acknowledge that the 

teaching occupation would not fulfill needs consistent with their self-image and 

personality. 

 An examination of the choice of college majors for the entire sample revealed 

the following rank order:  (1) Arts:  Visual and Performing, (2) Health Professions and 

Allied Services, (3) Biological (Life) Sciences, and (4) Social Sciences and History, 

General.  These results are in partial support of previous research.  The 2000 Profile of 

College-Bound Seniors who took SAT I in 2000 reported the following college majors in 

rank order:  (1) Health Professions and Allied Services, (2) Business and Commerce, (3) 
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Social Sciences and History, General, and (4) Education (The College Board, 2002).  

String orchestra students in the present study selected two of the top four choices from 

the SAT I profile.  The choice of Arts:  Visual and Performing is very reflective of the 

study population, namely, high school string orchestra musicians.  Support for Arts:  

Visual and Performing by this population can be found in the “somewhat agree” to 

“strongly agree” responses in reference to the statement about whether or not the 

student had a deep devotion to music.  A total of 849 students (50.44%), across 

gender, ethnic and career groups, “somewhat agreed” to “strongly agreed” with this 

statement.  When asked whether they were currently planning to pursue music as a 

career choice, a total of 13.55% (n = 228) students responded “yes, in music 

performance.”  With consideration to the sample population, it is reasonable to believe 

that 31.9% of the students would be “highly interested” in Arts:  Visual and Performing 

as one of the college majors they would consider pursuing. 

 The results of the current study are also in partial support of two other national 

surveys of high school seniors and incoming college freshmen.  Junior Achievement 

(2002) findings listed a Doctor/Physician as the number one occupational choice of high 

school seniors across the country followed by (2) Business Person or Executive, (3) 

Computer/Internet Professional, and (4) Teacher.  The CIRP freshman survey for 2000 

and 2001 listed the top four probable college majors as:  (1) Engineer, (2) Business 

Executive, (3) Physician, and (4) Teacher or Administrator (CIRP, 2002).  The Health 

Professions and Allied Services ranked second in the present study. 
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 A review of the possible college majors selected by string orchestra students 

revealed that these students were not all highly interested in occupations that 

exemplified private materialism above all else.  One selected major, Social Sciences and 

History, General, is reflective of an interest in public welfare and public well-being.  

Health Professions and Allied Services is a profession with the potential for high pay 

with high social status and recognition within the work force.  Physicians appeared to 

be well-respected and held in high esteem by 30.3% of the sample population who 

expressed high interest in this college major.  This is also a college major that is 

reflective of a desire to help people who are in need.  Biological (Life) Sciences can be 

thought of as an occupation with the potential to be directly helpful to others and 

contribute to the welfare of society through research.  The number one ranked choice 

by 31.9% of the sample (Arts:  Visual and Performing) can be perceived as an 

expression of the deep devotion felt by this group of high school students to music. 

 String orchestra students who indicate an interest in a string orchestra teaching 

career would benefit from guidance by their orchestra directors to help them 

understand their abilities, interests, ambitions, resources, and strengths and 

weaknesses.  It would be beneficial to seek out students who are perceived to have 

these intrinsic characteristics of string orchestra teaching in the middle school 

orchestras and begin the nurturing process which would be more fully realized in the 

high school years as these years are considered to be the “tentative” stage years 

(Ginzberg, Ginzburg, Axelrad, & Herma, 1951) in which interests and skills are 

developed in relationship to likes and dislikes.  This is also the stage when students 
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realize a greater value in some activities over other activities.  Following this stage is 

the “crystallization” stage, which occurs when a vocational choice is made based on a 

pattern of successes and failures.  Students in both career groups in the current study 

expressed some desire to lead sectionals, conduct the orchestra, be a mentor to a 

beginning student and have the opportunity to teach/conduct younger students.  The 

opportunity to actively participate in the above mentioned intrinsic characteristics of 

string orchestra teaching would provide the training ground for interested students to 

develop music aptitudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources, strengths and work 

on weaknesses in an orchestra director controlled environment.  A percentage of 

students expressed an interest in education but answered “neither agree or disagree” to 

statements regarding whether or not they would consider a career as a high school 

string orchestra teacher.  Perhaps more opportunities as previously mentioned would be 

beneficial in recruiting these students to string music education programs upon high 

school graduation. 

 Students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group have expressed the idea 

that their “belonging” needs and “esteem” needs (Maslow, 1970) could feasibly be met 

in the teaching profession.  Students in the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 

career group have conveyed the notion that their “belonging” needs and “esteem” 

needs would not feasibly be met in the teaching profession.  Regardless of the career 

group, students have made decisions regarding their perceived needs and are ready to 

act on their desires based on their possible potential in their chosen career area.  It is a 

given that students differ in their abilities, interests, and personalities and that based on 
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these characteristics, they would be potentially qualified for a number of occupations.  

Inherent in all occupations is the requirement for certain abilities, interests and 

personality traits.  Super (1952) pointed out that the process of synthesizing individual 

aptitudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources, and strengths and weaknesses 

comes through role playing and learning from feedback.  This is an area where the 

orchestra director has the greatest potential to nurture and assist an orchestra student 

as they take on the role of orchestra teacher.  No other teacher can provide this 

valuable experience for string orchestra students.  Holland (1985a) stated that an 

individual will tend to flourish in an environment that provides rewards that are 

important to them and orchestra directors are the only teachers who can provide an 

orchestra teaching environment whereby students have the opportunity to experience 

successes and rewards or failures.  This is the environment where a high school student 

can safely exercise their skills and abilities and test whether or not the teaching role is 

one with agreeable problems (Holland, 1985a). 

 Students who have expressed an interest in string orchestra teaching have, first 

and foremost, expressed a deep devotion to music and a strong desire to share their 

devotion through teaching.  The students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

expressed the high importance of selected extrinsic and intrinsic work values and were 

perceived to believe that participation in the teacher role would satisfy these values.  

Students in the String Orchestra Teaching career group perceived their self-image to be 

one which would mesh with the teacher role and would be self-rewarding and self-

fulfilling.  These students see the teacher role as an expression of their personality. 
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Conclusions 

 The following conclusions summarize the findings of this study: 

Demographic Characteristics 

 1.  Consistent with prior education research on gender (Book, Byers & Freeman, 

1983; Cardina & Roden, 1998; Kemper & Mangieri, 1987; Henke, Chen & Geis, 2000; 

Lyson & Falk, 1984; Mangieri & Kemper, 1984; NCES, 2001; Opp, 1989; Sanders, 1990; 

Summerhill, 1995; Summerhill, Matranga, Peltier & Hill, 1998), more females than 

males were interested in string orchestra teaching as a career choice.  Also consistent 

with prior education research on academic ability (Cardina & Roden, 1998; Henke, Chen 

& Geis, 2000; Henke, Geis & Giambattista, 1996;  Laman & Reeves, 1983; NCES, 1999; 

Savage, 1983; Weaver, 1981), the students who indicated an interest in string 

orchestra teaching reported lower mean scores for average class grades, lower mean 

scores for SAT and ACT and a lower percentage of enrollment in honors classes. 

 2.  The String Orchestra Teaching career group had a higher percentage of 

family members who were teachers, music teachers and professional musicians when 

compared with the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group.  Both 

career groups had a high percentage of brothers and sisters who played instruments. 

Intrinsic/Extrinsic Characteristics and Elements 

 1.  Consistent with prior research (Clark, 1987; Fox, 1961; HERI, 1999; Jantzen, 

1981; Mangieri & Kemper, 1984; Tabor, 1999), the students who were interested in 

string orchestra teaching as a career choice placed a higher level of importance on 

intrinsic work values (helpful to others, contribute to society, and self-rewarding and 
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self-fulfilling) and the extrinsic work values of respect, steady employment and 

leadership. 

 2. Also consistent with prior education research (Henke, Chen & Geis, 2000; 

Kemper & Mangieri, 1987; Jordan, 1988; Reynolds, 1986; Summerhill, 1995; 

Summerhill, Matranga, Peltier & Hill, 1998; Tincher & Brogdon, 1986), the Fields 

Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group placed a greater level of importance 

on the extrinsic work values of money, status and prestige, and advancement and 

promotion. 

 3.  The String Orchestra Teaching career group placed a greater level of 

importance on the subject they would teach and the opportunity to receive a 

scholarship. 

 4.  Unique to the present study, the String Orchestra Teaching career group 

placed a greater level of importance on all twelve intrinsic characteristics of string 

orchestra teaching. 

Individuals Assisting in Career Decisions 

The high school orchestra director was tied with the mother as the individual 

who greatly assisted students in their career decision to enter string orchestra teaching.  

The high school counselor was perceived to be of no assistance to students who choose 

string orchestra teaching as a possible career choice. 
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Non-Interest in Teaching 

The three top cited reasons cited by students who were not interested in 

education as a career choice were (in ranked order):  they had already made another 

career choice, they perceived themselves to be lacking in patience, and that the teacher 

salaries were too low. 

Implications 

 It was intended that the data from this study would be useful to the string 

education profession by adding to the knowledge base through an investigation into the 

characteristics and perceptions of 11th- and 12th-grade high school string orchestra 

students and their interest or lack of interest in string orchestra teaching as a possible 

career choice.  The string education profession is in need of more string education 

music majors who successfully complete string education programs and go on to enter 

the work force as string orchestra teachers.  The talent pool from which future teachers 

likely will emerge is the public high school string programs from across the country.  

Therefore, it is imperative that public school string educators and college and university 

educators work collectively toward developing workable, realistic strategies to attract 

and support prospective students from the public school system through the music 

education system and re-enter into the public school system as an orchestra teacher. 

 One means of identifying potential string educators would be to institute a type 

of statewide monitoring system of high school string orchestra students.  Tenth grade 

string orchestra students would be given a survey regarding possible college majors 

and career plans.  The instrument could be administered and funded through the Fine 
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Arts Division of the state education agency or through the state string orchestra 

directors association.  This information would be supplied to college and universities 

across the state and the string education faculty could actively recruit already interested 

students.  This information would serve as a valuable predictor of the supply of string 

orchestra students interested in becoming string orchestra teachers. 

 Students in both career groups expressed interest in the need for scholarship 

money to prepare for a career as a teacher.  Offering scholarships and grants should be 

made as attractive as other scholarships from other professions in order to draw the 

more academically able students to string orchestra teaching.  To offer attractive 

scholarships, a collaborative effort must be made among school districts, community 

organizations, local businesses, the university system and charitable organizations.  

Special, substantial scholarship money made available to minority students would be 

beneficial toward funneling more minority students into the string education profession. 

 A very important sentence was written on one of the surveys, “it never occurred 

to me to want to be a string orchestra teacher.”  Students and parents see the value in 

music involvement but do not consider string orchestra teaching as a viable career 

choice.  The majority of the students’ parents had careers outside of music but 

maintained music in their lives as a hobby.  The notion of music as just a hobby instead 

of a career choice is one that could be changed through educating the parents and 

students on the values of a string teaching career.  The orchestra director should take 

advantage of every opportunity to express to the students, the parents and to the 

community the value of a string teaching career (including personal satisfaction and job 
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security) and discuss growth as a person, teacher and musician as a result of being a 

public school orchestra teacher.  Another means of educating the parents and students 

is by working with the nearest university or college and inviting the string teaching 

faculty to be present at “Career Night.”  Students and parents alike would benefit from 

talking with another professional in the field regarding string orchestra teaching as a 

career choice. 

This study reported that teachers and those interested in becoming teachers care 

about intrinsic and extrinsic rewards that can be met in string orchestra teaching.  

String educators, as a profession, need to consider enlightening students at an early 

age to the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of teaching orchestra.  Working with 

elementary schools toward providing opportunities to showcase the high school 

orchestra for the youngest members of the school and taking advantage of the 

opportunity to let the students know about “some things that are important to me” 

would be a start. 

 The findings from the Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career 

subgroup indicated that this group of students were interested in more general 

characteristics of string orchestra teaching and less interested in the “string orchestra 

teaching specific” characteristics.  Perhaps more of these students would be interested 

in string orchestra teaching if more opportunities were provided at an earlier age.  It is 

possible, at the elementary level, to let students successfully “conduct the orchestra” at 

the Thursday night PTA meeting.  At the middle school level, the orchestra director 

could start an “orchestra teacher assistant club” with activities like choosing music for 
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student conducted pieces, practice conducting for smaller ensembles and taking over 

some of the warm-up responsibilities.  These activities should be maintained in the high 

school orchestra as well.  The high school director has the opportunity to create some 

very beneficial opportunities for all the students and especially those students 

interested in teaching.  Some of the possibilities are: 

Provide more opportunities for student teaching involvement.  Some of the 

students in this study from the String Orchestra Teaching career group expressed the 

desire to take advantage of opportunities like leading sectionals and conducting the 

orchestra.  It would be beneficial for these potential string orchestra teachers to have a 

safe environment to test their skills and abilities while under the watchful eye and 

careful guidance of an experienced string orchestra director.  Students who show 

promise could continue to be nurtured in a familiar environment.  It would be beneficial 

to start a tradition, which would allow one piece at every concert to be conducted by a 

student conductor.  It could also be feasible to start an “orchestra teacher assistant 

club” with activities like choosing music for student conducted pieces, practice 

conducting for small ensembles and taking over some of the warm-up responsibilities 

thus allowing the orchestra director to attend to other orchestra-related responsibilities. 

Consider a mentoring program for beginning orchestra students.  Students in 

both career groups expressed some interest in becoming a mentor for a beginning 

orchestra student.  Mentoring programs can provide the high school student with the 

opportunity to be a positive role model for a young string student as well as provide the 

opportunity to guide and teach in a one-on-one setting.  The beginning student would 
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receive experienced help and the high school student would receive an opportunity to 

teach. 

Consider a mentoring program for high school orchestra students with string 

education majors.  Just as the younger student would benefit from the experienced 

help of high school string students, high school string students would benefit from the 

guidance of a college string education major that could answer questions and provide 

support.  It might be possible to set up a high school string event with local college and 

university campuses in which high school students could attend education classes and 

possibly take part in a university orchestra rehearsal. 

Start an elementary aide program.  Many high schools in Texas have a program 

that allows high school students to become teacher aides in the elementary schools for 

a period of time during the school year.  This type of program for high school string 

orchestra students would give them an opportunity to teach in a group setting while 

under the tutelage of an experienced orchestra teacher.  The review of literature 

revealed studies (O’Brien & Schallaci, 2002; Woods, 1978) where high school and 

college students made the decision to enter teacher-training programs after 

participating in a “hands-on” teaching experience. 

In the school districts where the string orchestra program does not begin in the 

elementary school but with 6th-grade students in the middle school, the orchestra 

program would benefit by taking and creating opportunities to expose students to the 

orchestra early and often.  Suggestions for creating opportunities could be to take the 

high school orchestra to the elementary school for a “lunchtime” concert, take smaller 
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ensembles to play at PTA functions and set up a “try-it” summer camp for the first two 

weeks of summer for the students in the 4th- and 5th-grade.  The purpose is to get the 

students “hooked” on orchestra before they make the transition to middle school. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

 If this study were to be replicated, the researcher would recommend:   

 1.  Use randomized sampling technique rather than a convenience sampling 

technique. 

 2.  Include a section that addresses the socio-economic factor especially in 

reference to ethnic cultural and work values as related to intrinsic and extrinsic work 

values.  This is perhaps a shortcoming of this study that no socio-economic information 

was gathered as a basis for comparison of students’ perceptions on intrinsic and 

extrinsic work values. 

 3.  Include a section which allows students an open-ended response area rather 

than always selecting a response from a pre-determined list of responses.  In reference 

to “I am not interested in becoming a teacher because...,” one student responded with 

“none of these reasons would keep me from teaching if I really wanted to teach.”  

Student opinions in their own words would have added valuable information to the 

study. 

 4.  Include a section to assess students’ perceptions of minority and male 

orchestra directors as role models for minority and male students. 

5.  A replication of this study with a higher return rate would help to confirm or 

not confirm the findings of this study.  Perhaps the outcome would have been different 
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if more schools would have responded.  Replication in states other than Texas might 

provide a more ethnically diverse data set.  While it was felt that the completed and 

returned surveys adequately represented the sample population, replication in the other 

regions of the United States might provide a different data set.   

6.  It is recommended that a longitudinal study be done that would track string 

orchestra students from their decision in high school to enter a string teacher education 

program through their college years and graduation in an effort to determine the 

percentage of high school string orchestra students who do and do not successfully 

complete string teacher education programs and the reasons behind their collegiate 

decisions. 

7.  Minority string orchestra students appeared to place a higher importance on 

extrinsic work values and rewards than did their White (Caucasian) string orchestra 

student counterparts.  These areas require further systematic investigation so that a 

better understanding of how the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards and work values 

influence the career decisions of high school string orchestra students from various 

ethnic backgrounds.  We also need studies that will help identify ways the particular 

cultural values manifest themselves in students’ behaviors, thoughts and career 

decisions. 

8.  A study could be done which would help describe the high school orchestra 

directors’ perceived role in recruitment of future string orchestra teachers. 
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9.  A similar study could be made of in-service string orchestra teachers to 

determine if the findings for the 11th- and 12th-grade orchestra students are also true 

for string orchestra teachers. 

10.  A replication of this study with band or choir students could be made (with 

appropriate changes to reflect the intrinsic characteristics of band or choir).  

Limitations and Assumptions 

1.  Students were asked to self-disclose academic information to include grade point 

    average (GPA), the number of classes designated as regular, honors, pre-advanced 

    placement and advancement placement, scores on SAT and ACT.  This type of 

   self-reporting could lead to the possibility of an overstatement.  None of the  

   academic information could be validated.  An assumption was made that high 

   school juniors and seniors knew their own academic information and could be 

   trusted to be truthful in reporting this information. 

2.  Students were asked to quantify their feeling and opinions on a Likert-style 

   scale through a written survey instrument.  The assumption was made that 

   high school juniors and seniors were able to quantify their feelings and opinions 

   and would be willing to disclose them. 

3.  The basic research construct relied upon career choice and development theories. 

   As a whole, these theories contend that individuals have needs and values which 

   influence their choice of experiences and career choice to satisfy those needs 

   and values. 

4.  The decision was made to rely upon a selection of motivational indicators to the 
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   exclusion of others.  The assumption is made that this selection will represent 

   important characteristics in career decision-making. 
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Table A-1 
 
Population Surveyed by Career Group, Ethnicity, Gender and Class Grades 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

                  Career Group 
       String Orchestra Teaching 
Ethnicity                         male                         female  
     Class Grades  n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
African-American 
    90-94    1   11.1%   2  22.2%             3  33.3%  

85-89     0      -  2  22.2%     2  22.2% 
80-84    1   11.1%   2           22.2%    3  33.3% 
75-79    1   11.1%   0     -  1  11.1% 

Total     3   33.3%   6  66.7%    9 100.0% 
 
Asian-American 
 95-100     0      -  1    6.7%  1     6.7% 
 90-94    2   13.3%  3   20.0%   5   33.3% 
 85-89    2   13.3%  5   33.3%  7   46.7% 
 75-79    1     6.7% 1    6.7%           2   13.3% 
Total     5   33.3%          10   66.7%          15 100.0% 
 
Hispanic-Latino    
 95-100    6  13.6%  6   13.6%           12   27.3% 
 90-94    4    9.1%          3     6.8% 7   15.9%  

85-89    9  20.5%           10   22.7%           19   43.2% 
80-84    2    4.5%   3     6.8% 5   11.4% 
70-74    1    2.3%   0     -  1     2.3% 

Total    22  50.0%           22   50.0%           44  100.0% 
 
Native American 
 95-100     0     .0%    1  100.0%    1        100.0% 
  
White (Caucasian) 
 95-100      3  3.0%    7  7.1%    10    10.1% 
 90-94   10        10.1%  12        12.1%    22    22.2% 
 85-89   16 16.2%  26 26.3%    42    42.4% 
 80-84     4   4.0%  12 12.1%    16    16.2% 
 75-79     5   5.1%    4   4.0%      9      9.1% 
Total    38 38.4%   61 61.6%    99   100.0% 
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Table A-1 continued 
______________________________________________________________________ 
                 

 Career Group 
       String Orchestra Teaching 
Ethnicity                         male                         female  
     Class Grades  n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Other 
 95-100     1  8.3%    0     -       1     8.3% 
 90-94     1  8.3%    3  25.0%         4   33.3% 
 85-89    4      33.3%    2  16.7%          6        50.0% 

80-84    1  8.3%    0          -      1     8.3% 
Total        7      58.3%    5  41.7%       12      100.0%   
_______________________________________________________________________  

Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 180,  
male students n = 75, female students n = 105. 
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Table A-2 
 
Population Surveyed by Career Group, Ethnicity, Gender and Class Grades 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

         Career Group 
     Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 
Ethnicity                         male                   female        
     Class Grades  n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
African-American 
    95-100     4    4.5%   9  10.2%  13  14.8% 

90-94    5  18.2%           16  18.2%             21  23.9%  
85-89     9  10.2%           20  22.7%  29  33.0% 
80-84    5    5.7%   8             9.1%  13  14.8% 
75-79    5    5.7%   5    5.7%  10  11.4% 
70-74    0             -              2             2.3%              2           2.3% 

Total              28  31.8%           60   68.2%            88 100.0% 
 
Asian-American 
 95-100            32    8.7%     43  11.7%          75  20.4% 
 90-94              52  14.1%      94  25.5%        146  39.7% 
 85-89              54  14.7%    54  14.7%        108  29.3% 
 80-84              21    5.7%         9         2.4%           30         8.2% 
 75-79    3      .8%      4    1.1%               7    1.9% 
 70-74    2      .5%           0             -                 2          .5% 
Total            164   44.6%          204  55.4%         368     100.0% 
 
Hispanic-Latino    
 95-100   16    5.3%  31 10.3%  47  15.7% 
 90-94   26    8.7%          54 18.0%    80  26.7%  

85-89   29    9.7%          57 19.0%  86  28.7% 
80-84   19    6.3%  41 13.7%  60  20.0% 
75-79   10    3.3%  17   5.7%  27    9.0% 

Total             100  33.3%           200  66.7%           300 100.0% 
 
Native American 
 95-100     1  10.0%     1  10.0%      2         20.0% 
 90-94    2          20.0%             1          10.0%               3  30.0% 
 85-89    2  20.0%              1         10.0%               3  30.0% 
 75-79    1        10.0%                1         10.0%               2        20.0% 
Total     6  60.0%             4          40.0%             10  100.0%  
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Table A-2 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

         Career Group 
     Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 
Ethnicity                         male                   female        
     Class Grades  n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
White (Caucasian) 
 95-100   31   4.8%  79 12.2%  110  17.0% 
 90-94   86        13.3%           148        22.9%  234  36.2% 
 85-89   82 12.7%           111 17.2%  193   29.9% 
 80-84   27   4.2%             40   6.2%    67  10.4% 
 75-79   18   2.8%  14   2.2%    32    5.0% 
 70-74     5     .8%               5            .8%      10       1.5% 
Total             249  38.5%           397 61.5%  646 100.0% 
 
Other 
 95-100     5  5.5%    6    6.6%      11  12.1% 
 90-94     8  8.8%  22  24.2%      30  33.0% 
 85-89             11        12.1%  22   24.2%      33       36.3% 
 80-84    4          4.4%             4    4.4%          8         8.8% 

75-79    2  2.2%   4            4.4%          6         6.6% 
70-74    1         1.1%              2            2.2%                3         3.3% 

Total             31       34.1%  60   41.7%      91      100.0%   
_____________________________________________________________________________________  

Note.   N = 1,683 students.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 1,503, 
males = 578, females = 925. 
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Table A-3 

Summary of Upper Range Class Grades by Career Group and  Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

       String Orchestra   Fields Outside of  Total Within 
           Teaching      String Orchestra Teaching Ethnic Group 
Ethnicity                                      
  Grade Range        n  %       n      %     n % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
African-American  
 “85-89”           2  22.2%       29      33.3%  31   31.96%  
 “90-94”           3  33.3%       21      23.9%  24   23.71%  
 “95-100”    -                   -               13      14.8%           13   13.40% 
        
Asian-American  
 “85-89”          7  46.7%     108      29.3%           115   30.02%       
 “90-94”          5  33.3%     146      39.7%           151   39.42% 
 “95-100          1    6.7%       75      20.4%             76   19.84% 
 
Hispanic-Latino     

“85-89”     19  43.2%       86      28.7%           105   30.52% 
 “90-94”         7  15.9%       80      26.6%             87   25.29% 

“95-100”  12  27.3%       47        15.7%             59   17.15% 
 
Native American 
 “85-89”       -                       -                         3        30.0%    3   30.00% 
 “90-94”       -      -         3      30.0%    3   30.00% 
 “95-100”    1             100%         2        20.0%    3   30.00% 

 
White (Caucasian)     

“85-89”     42  42.4%     193      29.9%           235   31.54% 
 “90-94”     22  22.2%     234      36.2%           256   34.36% 

“95-100”   10  10.1%     110        17.0%           120   16.11% 
 
Other 
 “85-89”          6  50.0%      33      36.3%            39    37.86% 
 “90-94”          4  33.3%      30      33.0%            34    33.00% 
 “95-100”     1    8.3%      11         12.1%            12    11.65% 
 
Total student number:   142              1,224          1,366 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group = SOT (n = 180 students):  Fields Outside of String Orchestra 
Teaching = FOSOT (n = 1,503 students).  African-American:  SOT n = 9, FOSOT n = 88, total n = 97.  Asian-
American: SOT n = 15, FOSOT n = 368, total n = 383.  Hispanic-Latino: SOT n = 44, FOSOT n = 300, total n = 344.  
Native American:  SOT n = 1, FOSOT n = 10, total n = 11.  White (Caucasian): SOT n = 99, FOSOT n = 646, total n 
= 745.  Other: SOT n = 12, FOSOT n = 91, total n = 103. 
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Table A-4 
 
Population Surveyed by String Orchestra Teaching Career Group, Ethnicity, Gender and 

Class Type 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

         Career Group 
       String Orchestra Teaching 
Ethnicity                        male                     female  
     Class Type  n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
African-American 
    regular classes   2   22.2%    3  33.3%             5  55.6%  

honors classes   0      -   3  33.3%    3  33.3% 
equal number   1   11.1%    0            -     1  11.1% 

Total    3   33.3%    6  66.7%     9 100.0% 
 
Asian-American 
 regular classes    0      -   5  33.3%    5   33.3% 
 honors classes   5   33.3%   3       20.0%   8   53.3% 
 equal number   0      -   2  13.3%    2   13.3% 
Total     5   33.3%        10  66.7%         15  100.0% 
 
Hispanic-Latino    
 regular classes  10  22.7%         17 38.6%  27  61.4% 
 honors classes  10  22.7%            4   9.1%  14  31.8%  

equal number      2   4.5%             1   2.3%    3    6.8% 
Total    22  50.0%          22  50.0%  44 100.0% 
 
Native American 
 honors classes  0   .0%   1  100.0%    1     100.0% 
  
White (Caucasian) 
 regular classes           33 33.3%  44 44.4%    77  77.8% 
 honors classes    4            4.0%  10       10.1%    14  14.4% 
 equal number    1   1.0%    7   7.1%      8    8.1% 
Total             38 38.4%  61 61.6%    99 100.0% 
 
Other 
 regular classes   2 16.7%    2  16.7%          4  33.3% 
 honors classes   3 25.0%    2  16.7%          5  41.7% 
 equal number   2          16.7%    1    8.3%          3      25.0% 
Total       7          58.3%    5  41.7%       12     100.0% 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.  N = 1,683 students. 
String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 180, male students n = 75, female students n = 105. 
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Table A-5 

Population Surveyed by Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching Career Group, 

Ethnicity, Gender and Class Type 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

             Career Group 
          Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching 
Ethnicity                      male                       female  
     Class Type  n     % of Total  n    % of Total        n    % of Total    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
African-American 
    regular classes  15   17.0%  42  47.7%           57  64.8%  

honors classes  12   13.6%  12  13.6%   24  27.3% 
equal number    1     1.1%   6          6.8%     7    8.0% 

Total    28    31.8% 60  68.2%   88 100.0% 
 
Asian-American 
 regular classes  31     8.4%  35    9.5%  66   17.9% 
 honors classes            123   33.4%           157   42.7%          280   76.1% 
 equal number  10     2.7%         12     3.3% 22     6.0% 
Total             164    44.6%      204   55.4%          368  100.0% 
 
Hispanic-Latino    
 regular classes  56  18.7%       113  37.7%           169   56.3% 
 honors classes  39  13.0%           68  22.7%           107   35.7%  

equal number      5    1.7%           19    6.3%         24    8.0% 
Total             100  33.3%        200  66.7%           300 100.0% 
 
Native American 
 regular classes    4  40.0%     3   30.0%      7   70.0% 
 honors classes    1  10.0%     1   10.0%      2          20.0% 
 equal number            1          10.0%             0             -                 1          10.0% 
Total     6  60.0%               4         40.0%             10        100.0% 
  
White (Caucasian) 
 regular classes            118  18.3%            173   26.8%  291   45.0% 
 honors classes            114         17.6%         118        29.1%  302   46.7% 
 equal number          17    2.6%    36     5.6%   53    8.2% 
Total             249  38.5%          397   61.5%   646  100.0% 
 
Other 
 regular classes         11  12.1%            28    30.8%    39  42.9% 
 honors classes  17  18.7%    31    34.1%   48  52.7% 
 equal number     3           3.3%         1      1.1%    4         4.4% 
Total       31         34.1%     60     65.9%   91      100.0% 
_____________________________________________________________________________   
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Table A-6 

Career Group, Gender, and Careers/Hobbies Family Members 

______________________________________________________________________ 
         Career Group 
         String Orchestra                             Fields Outside of 
               Teaching                  String Orchestra Teaching                      
Item #   yes    %         no  %    yes   %   no  % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
11-Mom teacher  
 Male   14   7.8  61 33.9     80   5.3  498  33.1  
 Female  18 10.0  87 48.3         138   9.2  787  52.4 
 Total   32 17.8       148 82.2         218 14.5      1,285  85.5 
 
12-Dad teacher 
 Male     8   4.4  67 37.2   35  2.3  543  36.1  
 Female  11   6.1  94 52.2   56  3.7  869  57.8 
 Total        19 10.6       161 89.4   91  6.1      1,412  93.9 
 
13-Relative teacher 
 Male   30 16.7  45 25.0   160 10.6  418  27.8 
 Female  38 21.1  67 37.2   309 20.6  616  41.0 
 Total   68 37.8       112 62.2   469 31.2      1,034  68.8 
 
14-Mom music teacher 
 Male    5  2.8  70 38.9    13    .9  565  37.6  
 Female   6  3.3  99 55.0    19  1.3  906  60.3 
 Total   11  6.1       169 93.9    32  2.1      1,471  97.9 
 
15-Dad music teacher 
 Male     9  5.0  66 36.7     6    .4  572  38.1 
 Female    5  2.8       100 55.6     5    .3  920  61.2 
 Total   14  7.8       166 92.2   11    .7      1,492  99.3 
 
16-Relative music teacher 
 Male   30 16.7  45 25.0   160   10.6  418  27.8  
 Female  38 21.1  67 37.2   309   20.6  616  41.0 
 Total   68 37.8       112 62.2   469   31.2       1,034  68.8 
 
17-Mom professional musician 
 Male    2  1.1   73 40.6   12    .8  566  37.7  
 Female   4  2.2  101 56.1   14    .9  911  60.6 
 Total    6  3.3  174 96.7   26  1.7      1,477  98.3 
 
18-Dad professional musician 
 Male     6  3.3   69 38.3   13    .9  565  37.6 
 Female    6  3.3   99 55.0   19  1.3  906  60.3 
 Total   12  6.6        168 93.3   32  2.1       1,471  97.9 
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Table A-6 continued 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
         Career Group 
         String Orchestra                             Fields Outside of 
               Teaching                  String Orchestra Teaching                      
Item #   yes    %         no  %    yes   %   no  % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
19-Relative professional musician 
 Male   15  8.3  60 33.3         72  4.8  506  33.7  
 Female  13  7.2  92 51.1        100  6.7  825  54.9 
 Total   28   15.6       152 84.4        172   11.4      1,331  88.6 
 
20-Mother play instrument as hobby 
 Male   11   6.1  64 35.6   88   5.9  490  32.6 
 Female  24 13.3  81 45.0        153 10.2  772  51.4 
 Total   35 19.4       145 80.6        241 16.0      1,262  84.0 
 
21-Father play instrument as hobby 
 Male   18 10.0  57 31.7     95    6.3  483  32.1 
 Female  23 12.8  82 45.6   179  11.9  746  49.6 
 Total   41 22.8       139 77.2   274  18.2        1,229  81.8 
 
22-Brother/sister play instrument 
 Male   43 23.9  32 17.8   353  23.5  225  15.0 
 Female  66 36.7  39 21.7   555  36.9  370  24.6 
 Total       109 60.6  71 39.4   908  60.4  595  39.6 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  N = 1,683 students.  String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 180, males = 75, females = 
105.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group:  n = 1,503, males = 578, females = 925.  
Percentage values represent percentage of total males and females within career group. 
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Table A-7 

Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Intrinsic Work Values by Career Group and 

Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

    String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Work Value   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Interesting to do          4.70          .668                  4.75                  .629          
    African-American        4.89      .333         
    Asian-American          4.80                .414          
    Hispanic-Latino   4.68  .674      
    Native American   5.00     -    
    White (Caucasian)   4.69               .695              
    Other    4.58               .900                      
 
Helpful to others                4.19          .944                  3.93                 1.052          
    African-American        4.22           1.093         
    Asian-American          4.07              1.100          
    Hispanic-Latino   4.57  .587      
    Native American   5.00     -    
    White (Caucasian)   4.04               .989              
    Other    4.08             1.084                  
    
Contribute to welfare of society              4.11          .951                  3.82                 1.074          
    African-American         4.22             .833         
    Asian-American           4.13             1.060          
    Hispanic-Latino   4.27  .817      
    Native American   5.00     -    
    White (Caucasian)   4.00             1.000              
    Other    4.25               .965 
 
Self-rewarding/self-fulfilling                  4.65          .656                  4.51                   .809          
    African-American         4.56             .726         
    Asian-American           4.67               .617          
    Hispanic-Latino   4.70  .553      
    Native American   5.00     -    
    White (Caucasian)   4.65               .690              
    Other    4.50               .798 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180.   African-American n = 9, 
Asian-American n = 15, Hispanic-Latino n = 44, Native American n = 1, White (Caucasian) n = 99, and 
Other n = 12. 
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Table A-7 continued   
                       
_______________________________________________________________________ 

      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching           Sample 
Work Value   Ethnic Group              FOSOT Group          Group 
Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Interesting to do          4.75         .624                  4.75                   .629          
    African-American         4.70      .646         
    Asian-American           4.79               .540          
    Hispanic-Latino   4.70             .756      
    Native American   4.90  .316    
    White (Caucasian)   4.76               .600              
    Other    4.75               .625 
 
Helpful to others                3.90         1.060                 3.93                 1.052          
    African-American         4.09           1.002         
    Asian-American           3.98               .999          
    Hispanic-Latino   3.99           1.058      
    Native American   3.80           1.135    
    White (Caucasian)   3.78             1.110              
    Other    3.92               .922                 
    
Contribute to welfare of society              3.78         1.083                  3.82                 1.074          
    African-American         4.07             .956         
    Asian-American           3.91             1.032          
    Hispanic-Latino   3.80           1.112      
    Native American   3.60           1.174    
    White (Caucasian)   3.67             1.109              
    Other    3.68             1.021 
 
Self-rewarding/self-fulfilling                  4.49           .824                 4.51                   .809          
    African-American         4.73             .582         
    Asian-American           4.51               .825          
    Hispanic-Latino   4.46             .839      
    Native American   4.40            1.075    
    White (Caucasian)   4.48                .840              
    Other    4.42                .804 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 1,503.   African-
American n = 88, Asian-American n = 368, Hispanic-Latino n = 300, Native American n = 10, White 
(Caucasian) n = 646, and Other n = 91. 
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Table A-8 

Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Extrinsic Work Values by Career Group and 

Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

    String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Work Value   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Earn a good deal of money        3.90  .928  3.95    .938 
  African-American  3.89  .782 
  Asian-American            4.13  .743 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.98  .876 
  Native American          3.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)       3.98  .948 
  Other                         4.00           1.279 
 
Status and prestige         3.61           1.160  3.61  1.127 
  African-American  3.78  .833 
  Asian-American            3.73           1.163 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.80           1.025 
  Native American           2.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.51           1.232 
  Other                          3.67           1.231 
 
Advancement & promotion         4.05  .959  4.10    .937 
  African-American  4.11  .601 
  Asian-American            4.00           1.195 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.11  .868 
  Native American           3.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.08  .933 
  Other                          3.67           1.371 
 
Respect            4.13           .975  4.00    .995 
  African-American  4.33           1.000 
  Asian-American            4.20            .941 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.30            .795 
  Native American           3.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.05           1.014 
  Other                          4.00           1.279 
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Table A-8 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

    String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Work Value   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Travel           3.21          1.228  3.08  1.233 
  African-American  2.89           1.269 
  Asian-American            2.60           1.056 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.59           1.226 
  Native American           4.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.14           1.195 
  Other                          3.33           1.435 
 
Steady employment        4.58            .676  4.50    .750 
  African-American  4.78            .441 
  Asian-American            4.67            .488 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.68            .518 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.56             .673 
  Other                          4.17           1.267 
 
Become a leader        4.02          1.138  3.79  1.134 
  African-American  4.00           1.000 
  Asian-American            3.67           1.047 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.34            .987 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.95           1.207 
  Other                          3.83           1.193 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180.   African-American n = 9, 
Asian-American n = 15, Hispanic-Latino n = 44, Native American n = 1, White (Caucasian) n = 99, and 
Other n = 12. 
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Table A-8 continued 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

            Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Work Value   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Earn a good deal of money        3.95             .940  3.95  .938 
  African-American  4.22  .864 
  Asian-American            4.12  .880 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.06            .952 
  Native American           3.80  .789 
  White (Caucasian)        3.77            .948 
  Other                          3.97            .936 
 
Status and prestige         3.61           1.124  3.61  1.127 
  African-American  3.97           1.033 
  Asian-American            3.83           1.044 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.82           1.067 
  Native American           3.70           1.418 
  White (Caucasian)        3.32           1.143 
  Other                          3.69           1.082 
 
Advancement & promotion         4.11  .934  4.10  .937 
  African-American  4.36  .805 
  Asian-American            4.16             .877 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.29             .872 
  Native American           3.90  .876 
  White (Caucasian)        3.95             .982 
  Other                          4.16             .958 
 
Respect            3.98            .997  4.00    .995 
  African-American  4.17            .913 
  Asian-American            4.08           1.000 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.14             .880 
  Native American           4.20  .919 
  White (Caucasian)        3.83           1.034 
  Other                          3.95           1.026 
 
Travel           3.07          1.233  3.08  1.233 
  African-American  3.18           1.130 
  Asian-American            3.12           1.217 
  Hispanic-Latino             3.26           1.277 
  Native American           3.30           1.160 
  White (Caucasian)        2.92           1.225 
  Other                          3.10           1.233 
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Table A-8 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

               Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching           Sample 
Work Value   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Steady employment        4.49            .758  4.50   .750 
  African-American  4.58            .638 
  Asian-American            4.53            .734 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.50            .803 
  Native American           4.50            .707 
  White (Caucasian)        4.47            .760 
  Other                          4.40            .801 
 
Become a leader        3.76          1.131  3.79  1.134 
  African-American  4.19            .957 
  Asian-American            3.67           1.138 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.94           1.115 
  Native American           3.90  .876 
  White (Caucasian)        3.67           1.125 
  Other                          3.70           1.234 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 1,503.   African-
American n = 88, Asian-American n = 368, Hispanic-Latino n = 300, Native American n = 10, White 
(Caucasian) n = 646, and Other n = 91. 
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Table A-9 

Summary of Ranked Intrinsic Work Values by Ethnicity and Gender for the 

String Orchestra Teaching Career Group (“Highly Important” Responses). 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
      String Orchestra Teaching  
             “Highly Important” Responses 
    Minority           White (Caucasian) 
    male             female              male         female 
Item       rank   n    %   rank  n    %       rank   n   %        rank  n     % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
#33  Self-rewarding/        
self-fulfilling       1   26(70.27%)        2      33(75.00%)    2     25(65.79%)      1       49(80.33%) 
 
#28  Interest          2      25(67.57%)        1      38(86.36%)    4     10(26.31%)      2       29(47.54%) 
 
#32  Contribute 
to Society       3      23(62.16%)        4      16(36.36%)    3     13(34.21%)      3     26(42.62%) 
 
#30  Be directly 
helpful        4    21(56.76%)        3      24(54.54%)    4     10(26.31%)      2       29(47.54%) 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Minority male students n = 37, 
minority female students, n = 44, white (caucasian) male students 
 n = 38, white (caucasian) female students n = 61.  Percentage values represent gender total within 
White (Caucasian) and collapsed minority groups. 
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Table A-10 

Summary of Ranked Extrinsic Work Values by Ethnicity and Gender for the 

String Orchestra Teaching Career Group (“Highly Important” Responses). 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
       
                                                           String Orchestra Teaching  
             “Highly Important” Responses 
         Minority                 White (Caucasian) 
         male          female                    male                female 
Item           rank   n    %     rank  n    %           rank   n   %        rank  n     % 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
#31  Steady         
employment         1   26   (72.27%)   1  30  (68.18%)           1  21  (55.26%)      1   43  (70.49%) 
 
#27  Look up to    
& respect            2   25   (67.57%)   3  15  (34.10%)        5  14  (36.84%)      2   29  (47.54%) 
 
#34  Leader        3   20   (54.00%)   2  17  (38.64%)         2  19  (50.00%)      3   28  (45.90%) 
 
#24  Money        4   18 (48.65%)   4   9    (20.45%)    4  16  (42.10%)      5   13  (21.31%) 
 
#26  Adv/ 
promo         5  17 (45.95%)   3  15  (34.10%)         3  18  (47.37%)      4   22  (36.07%) 
 
#29 Travel         6  14   (37.84%)   5    5  (11.36%)         7    4  (10.53%)      5  13   (21.31%) 
 
#25  Status/ 
prestige          7  13 (35.14%)   4   9   (20.45%)         6   11  (28.95%)     4  14   (22.95%) 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180 students.  Minority male students n = 37, 
minority female students, n = 44, White (Caucasian) male students n = 38, White (Caucasian) female 
students n = 61.  Percentage values represent gender total within White (Caucasian) and collapsed 
minority groups. 
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Table A-11 

Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Tangible Elements of Teaching by Career 

Group and Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Tangible   String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Element   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Subject you would teach        2.88  .376  2.76   .512 
  African-American  2.67  .707 
  Asian-American            2.67  .627 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.95  .211 
  Native American           3.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.90  .335 
  Other                          2.83            .389 
 
Working conditions         2.32            .602  2.32   .549 
  African-American   2.33           1.000 
  Asian-American             2.47            .640 
  Hispanic-Latino             2.39            .538 
  Native American           3.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)         2.25            .578 
  Other                           2.33            .651 
 
Salary            2.34 .592  2.33   .590 
  African-American  2.33  .707 
  Asian-American            2.33             .617 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.48  .549 
  Native American           2.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.29  .576 
  Other                          2.33            .779 
 
Medical benefits           2.44           .627  2.46   .592 
  African-American  2.33            .866 
  Asian-American            2.40            .828 
  Hispanic-Latino             2.57            .625 
  Native American           2.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.41            .572 
  Other                          2.33            .651 
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Table A-11 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Tangible   String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Element   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Retirement benefits         2.45            .628  2.46   .605 
  African-American  2.56            .726 
  Asian-American            2.40            .737 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.57            .661 
  Native American           2.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.39            .603 
  Other                          2.50            .522 
 
Availability of jobs        2.57            .560  2.53    .561 
  African-American  2.33            .866 
  Asian-American            2.67            .617 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.66            .479 
  Native American           2.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.53            .541 
  Other                          2.67            .651 
 
Opportunity for professional advancement     2.46            .619  2.47    .604 
  African-American  2.56             .726 
  Asian-American            2.40             .737 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.52             .628 
  Native American           2.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.41             .589 
  Other                          2.58             .669 
 
Job security         2.63            .550  2.66    .505 
  African-American  2.56             .726 
  Asian-American            2.60             .632 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.70             .462 
  Native American           1.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.64             .524 
  Other                          2.50             .674 
 
Work with children        2.63            .578  2.59    .591 
  African-American  2.78             .667 
  Asian-American            2.67             .617 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.73             .451 
  Native American           1.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.56             .606 
  Other                          2.67             .492 
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Table A-11 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Tangible   String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Element   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Scholarship         2.68            .595  2.52  .654 
  African-American  2.78             .667 
  Asian-American            2.53             .743 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.77             .424 
  Native American           1.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        2.65             .628 
  Other                          2.83             .389 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180.   African-American n = 9, 
Asian-American n = 15, Hispanic-Latino n = 44, Native American n = 1, White (Caucasian) n = 99, and 
Other n = 12. 

Table A-11 continued 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Tangible      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Element   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
  Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Subject you would teach        2.72  .542  2.76   .512 
  African-American  2.79  .491 
  Asian-American            2.73  .527 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.67  .562 
  Native American           2.00  .000 
  White (Caucasian)        2.74  .542 
  Other                          2.74            .561 
 
Working conditions         2.32            .592  2.32   .549 
  African-American   2.62            .494 
  Asian-American             2.42            .581 
  Hispanic-Latino             2.30            .578 
  Native American            2.00  .000 
  White (Caucasian)         2.22            .594 
  Other                           2.46            .611 
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Table A-11 continued 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Tangible      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Element   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
  Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

Salary            2.32 .590  2.33   .590 
  African-American  2.62            .622 
  Asian-American            2.39            .601 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.40  .552 
  Native American           2.00  .000 
  White (Caucasian)        2.19  .583 
  Other                          2.51            .507 
 
Medical benefits           2.47           .582  2.46   .592 
  African-American   2.66            .553 
  Asian-American             2.45            .597 
  Hispanic-Latino             2.51            .546 
  Native American           2.50            .707 
  White (Caucasian)        2.39            .592 
  Other                          2.74            .505 
 
Retirement benefits         2.46            .598  2.46   .605 
  African-American  2.59  .628 
  Asian-American            2.43            .608 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.54            .585 
  Native American           2.50  .707 
  White (Caucasian)        2.40            .591 
  Other                          2.69            .583 
 
Availability of jobs        2.52            .561  2.53    .561 
  African-American  2.72            .455 
  Asian-American            2.42            .631 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.64            .490 
  Native American           2.00  .000 
  White (Caucasian)        2.46            .551 
  Other                          2.63            .547 
 
Opportunity for professional advancement     2.48            .599  2.47    .604 
  African-American  2.62             .561 
  Asian-American            2.52             .559 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.53             .573 
  Native American           2.00             .000 
  White (Caucasian)        2.39             .634 
  Other                          2.66             .539 
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Table A-11 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Tangible             Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Element   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Job security         2.67            .491  2.66    .505 
  African-American  2.76             .435 
  Asian-American            2.65             .524 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.69             .465 
  Native American           2.50  .707 
  White (Caucasian)        2.65             .502 
  Other                          2.77             .426 
 
Work with children        2.58            .594  2.59    .591 
  African-American  2.52             .668 
  Asian-American            2.64             .568 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.55             .585 
  Native American           2.50   .707 
  White (Caucasian)        2.55             .610 
  Other                          2.69             .530 
 
Scholarship         2.47            .663  2.52  .654 
  African-American  2.62             .561 
  Asian-American            2.48             .682 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.65             .525 
  Native American           2.50   .707 
  White (Caucasian)        2.34             .704 
  Other                          2.57             .655 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 588 (for this section of the survey 
only).   African-American n = 38, Asian-American n = 147, Hispanic-Latino n = 175, Native American n = 
3, White (Caucasian) n = 358, and Other n = 47. 
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Table A-12 

Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Intrinsic Characteristics of String Orchestra 

Teaching by Career Group and Ethnicity 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Intrinsic  String Orchestra Teaching                     Sample 
Characteristic              Ethnic Group              SOT Group                    Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

SOT would be rewarding career        4.28  .866  3.22  1.203 
  African-American  4.56  .527 
  Asian-American            4.20           1.014 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.39  .655 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.23  .913 
  Other                          4.08           1.165 
 
Enjoy working with children        4.03           1.093  3.23           1.380 
  African-American   4.56            .527 
  Asian-American             4.13          1.125 
  Hispanic-Latino             4.25            .991 
  Native American            4.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)         3.85          1.119 
  Other                           4.25          1.357 
 
Life’s work be about teaching music        3.86 .967  2.20  1.170 
  African-American  4.00  .866 
  Asian-American            3.80            .862 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.11           1.017 
  Native American           3.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.78  .943 
  Other                          3.67           1.155 
 
Lead sectionals           4.01           .939  2.62  1.290 
  African-American   4.11            .928 
  Asian-American            4.00            .756 
  Hispanic-Latino             4.27            .899 
  Native American           3.89    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.00            .999 
  Other                          4.00            .739 
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Table A-12 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Intrinsic   String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Characteristics  Ethnic Group              SOT Group                    Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Deep devotion to music         4.58            .709  3.54  1.318 
  African-American  4.56            .726 
  Asian-American            4.53            .834 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.70            .462 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.57            .702 
  Other                          4.25          1.215 
 
Opportunity to conduct orchestra       4.30            .930  2.81   1.324 
  African-American  4.33            .866 
  Asian-American            4.27            .704 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.43            .728 
  Native American           4.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.25            .973 
  Other                          4.25          1.215 
 
Mentor beginning orchestra students      4.28            .867  3.04   1.332 
  African-American  4.56             .726 
  Asian-American            4.07             .884 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.43             .759 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.23             .913 
  Other                          4.17             .937 
 
Opportunity to be a role model       4.47            .842  3.81   1.269 
  African-American  4.56             .726 
  Asian-American            4.60             .828 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.73             .499 
  Native American           4.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.36             .931 
  Other                          4.17           1.030 
 
Conduct/teach younger children       4.32            .882  2.65   1.308 
  African-American  4.44             .882 
  Asian-American            4.20             .676 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.64             .574 
  Native American           4.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        4.18             .983 
  Other                          4.42             .996 
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Table A-12 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Intrinsic   String Orchestra Teaching            Sample 
Characteristics   Ethnic Group              SOT Group          Group 
   Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

HS orchestra director has encouraged me      4.12           1.112  2.77          1.329 
  African-American  4.33             .707 
  Asian-American            4.27             .704 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.32           1.095 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.98           1.212 
  Other                          4.17             .937 
 
SOT would be a secure teaching position      3.98             .894  2.69          1.198 
  African-American  4.11           1.269 
  Asian-American            3.93            .594 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.16            .745 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.88            .940 
  Other                          4.08            .996 
 
Considering career as a HS SOT              4.38             .580  1.82          1.161 
  African-American  4.11           1.269 
  Asian-American            3.93            .594 
  Hispanic-Latino            4.16            .745 
  Native American           5.00    - 
  White (Caucasian)        3.88            .940 
  Other                          4.08            .996 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 180.   African-American n = 9, 
Asian-American n = 15, Hispanic-Latino n = 44, Native American n = 1, White (Caucasian) n = 99, and 
Other n = 12. 
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Table A-12 continued 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Intrinsic      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Characteristic   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
  Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

SOT would be rewarding career        3.10   1.176  3.22  1.203 
  African-American  3.01           1.160 
  Asian-American            3.00           1.171 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.14           1.224 
  Native American           2.20           1.229 
  White (Caucasian)        3.17           1.158 
  Other                          3.05           1.119 
 
Enjoy working with children        3.31           1.380  3.23           1.380 
  African-American   3.17           1.440 
  Asian-American             3.22           1.338 
  Hispanic-Latino             3.29           1.368 
  Native American            2.10           1.449 
  White (Caucasian)         3.02           1.399 
  Other                           3.10           1.300 
 
Life’s work be about teaching music        2.00 1.026  2.20  1.170 
  African-American  1.87           1.070 
  Asian-American            1.99            .981 
  Hispanic-Latino             2.17           1.074 
  Native American           1.20            .632 
  White (Caucasian)        1.96           1.021 
  Other                          2.02           1.000 
 
Lead sectionals           2.45          1.224  2.62  1.290 
  African-American  2.39           1.290 
  Asian-American            2.54           1.208 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.47           1.286 
  Native American           1.90           1.101 
  White (Caucasian)        2.40           1.202 
  Other                          2.53           1.177 
 
Deep devotion to music          3.42          1.320  3.54  1.318 
  African-American  3.37           1.441 
  Asian-American            3.39           1.274 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.40           1.285 
  Native American           3.30           1.703 
  White (Caucasian)        3.44           1.342 
  Other                          3.51           1.320 
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Table A-12 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Intrinsic      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Characteristic   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
  Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Opportunity to conduct orchestra       2.63           1.252  2.81   1.324 
  African-American  2.56           1.421 
  Asian-American            2.62           1.214 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.68           1.287 
  Native American           3.00           1.826 
  White (Caucasian)        2.61           1.230 
  Other                          2.77           1.212 
 
Mentor beginning orchestra students       2.89            1.299  3.04   1.332 
  African-American  3.13           1.329 
  Asian-American            2.90           1.298 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.04           1.307 
  Native American           2.50           1.352 
  White (Caucasian)        2.86           1.293 
  Other                          3.01           1.287 
 
Opportunity to be a role model       3.73            1.288  3.81   1.269 
  African-American  3.90           1.331 
  Asian-American            3.77           1.218 
  Hispanic-Latino            3.77           1.299 
  Native American           3.30           1.703 
  White (Caucasian)        3.69           1.301 
  Other                          3.62           1.348 
 
Conduct/teach younger children       2.45          1.202  2.65   1.308 
  African-American  2.57           1.329 
  Asian-American            2.50           1.163 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.52           1.225 
  Native American           1.90             .994 
  White (Caucasian)        2.35           1.186 
  Other                          2.58           1.257 
 
HS orchestra director has encouraged me      2.61           1.259  2.77          1.329 
  African-American  2.28           1.268 
  Asian-American            2.61           1.187 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.69           1.270 
  Native American           2.40           1.430 
  White (Caucasian)        2.62           1.280 
  Other                          2.59           1.316 
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Table A-12 continued 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Intrinsic      Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching   Sample 
Characteristic   Ethnic Group             FOSOT Group          Group 
  Ethnicity  Mean  SD     Mean SD  Mean  SD 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
SOT would be a secure teaching position      2.54            1.136  2.69          1.198 
  African-American  2.36           1.136 
  Asian-American            2.62           1.156 
  Hispanic-Latino            2.54           1.157 
  Native American           1.90           1.287 
  White (Caucasian)        2.54           1.114 
  Other                          2.44           1.098 
 
Considering career as a HS SOT              1.51             .767  1.82          1.161 
  African-American  1.43            .691 
  Asian-American            1.52            .752 
  Hispanic-Latino            1.58            .808 
  Native American           1.10            .316 
  White (Caucasian)        1.48            .761 
  Other                          1.53            .821 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note.   Sample N = 1,683.  Fields Outside of String Orchestra Teaching career group n = 1,503.   African-
American n = 88, Asian-American n = 368, Hispanic-Latino n = 300, Native American n = 10, White 
(Caucasian) n = 646, and Other n = 91. 
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   University of North Texas 
 
      Office of Research Services 
 
        
 
 

October 15, 2002 
 
Sherron Brumbaugh 

      [address removed]
 

       RE:  Human Subjects Application No. 02-226 
 

     Dear Ms. Brumbaugh 

On September 27, 2002, the University of North Texas Institutional Review Board reviewed 
your project titled "High School String Orchestra Teacher as a Career Choice: A Survey of High 
School Junior and Senior String Orchestra Students in Texas." The Board agrees that the risks 
inherent in this research are minimal, and the potential benefits to the subjects outweigh those 
risks. Your study is hereby approved for the use of human subjects. Federal policy 45 CFR 
46.109(e) stipulates that IRB approval is for one year only. 

Please copy and use this Enclosed is the consent document with stamped IRB approval. form 
only for your study subjects.  

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services regulations require that you submit annual and 
terminal progress reports to the UNT Institutional Review Board. Further, the UNT IRB must re-
review this project annually and/or prior to any modifications you make in the approved project. 
Please contact me if you wish to make such changes or need additional information. 

 
Sincerely  

 Peter L. Shillingsburg 
Chair 
Institutional Review Board 

         
 

  
 
 
 PS:sb 
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Sherron Brumbaugh      Dr. Darhyl Ramsey 
Ph. D. Candidate       Professor 
School of Music       School of Music 
University of North Texas      University of North Texas 
        (940) 565-3749 
 
February 25, 2003 
 
Principal 
High School 
Address 
Texas 
 
Dear Principal 
 
 The education of America’s Youth has always been of great national concern.  Public school programs 
across the United States are concerned with the shortage of qualified teachers to 
fill district vacancies.  The shortage is felt most critically in specialized areas of teaching.  The music education field 
is experiencing a critical need for trained, qualified music teachers in all areas of public school music education.  
One specific area within the public school music education field, namely the string program, has felt the impact of a 
lack of trained and qualified teachers.  Music education publications are featuring articles expressing growing 
concern within the profession over the music educator shortages.  A general increased interest in music has created 
an increase in the number of students enrolled in the string orchestra program.  The increased demand for qualified 
string orchestra teachers has not been fully met by graduating music education string majors.  With the ranks of 
string music education majors on the decline, where will the next generation of string orchestra teachers who 
actually play stringed instruments come from?  The answer lies in the juniors and seniors currently enrolled in our 
public school string programs.  These skilled orchestra students should make up the desired nucleus of the next 
generation of string orchestra teachers. 
 
 I am currently conducting research to examine the possible career choices and college majors of junior and 
senior high school string orchestra students across the state of Texas.  The purpose of this research is to get a better 
understanding of the career choices and college majors chosen by youth of today and to investigate their views to 
possibly choosing string orchestra teaching as a career.  To gather this information, I have designed the Junior and 
Senior High School String Orchestra Student Survey.  I have enclosed a copy of the survey and a short summary of 
background information to the proposed research. 
 
 I am respectfully asking for your permission to have the junior and senior high school string orchestra 
students at              High School participate in the survey. 
 
*  The survey should take approximately 15 minutes of orchestra class time to complete. 

*  The survey will be contained in individual envelopes that the students will use to seal the completed  
     survey thus ensuring confidentiality.  Names and identification are not required.  The written report  
     will only include collective data and no one individual or individual school will be identified. 

*   I will enclose a copy of the parent letter, which must be sent home prior to participation.  I will also 
     enclose a copy of the student letter of information in the survey packet. 
 
*   I will mail the surveys to the school and provide return a postage-paid envelope for return. 
 

*   The __________ ISD will not incur any monetary expense. 

*   Results of the research will be made available upon request. 
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page 2 
 
If you choose to allow ________ High School to participate in the research project, I will contact your 

orchestra director through e-mail to make arrangements.  With your permission, I would like to send an e-mail to 
your office at _______ High School as a way of checking the status of this research request.  Current plans call for 
171 schools across the state of Texas to complete the survey by April 18th of 2003. 
 
 I thank you in advance for your support and assistance in this research.  It is only with the generous help of 
principals like you that this research can be successful.  If you have any questions about this study, please feel free 
to call me at (940) 243-0730.  My e-mail address is sherronb2003@yahoo.com. 
 
 
 This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNT Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects 
(940) 565-3940. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
        Sherron Brumbaugh 
         
        
        [redacted]
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Sherron Brumbaugh                 Dr. Darhyl Ramsey 
University of North Texas                 University of North Texas  (940) 565-3749 
School of Music, Ph. D. Candidate                School of Music, Major Professor 
         

Parent Consent Form 

 
Dear Parents 
 
I am writing to let you know about a survey that will be given to junior and senior high school string orchestra 
students in Texas. 
 
I am currently conducting research to examine the possible career choices and college majors of junior and senior 
high school string orchestra students across the state of Texas.  The study will take place in orchestra class in the 
form of a survey that can be completed in approximately 15 minutes.  The survey will ask students questions in the 
following areas: 
  
 1.  general information, school grades and test scores 
 2.  possible career choices 
 3.  possible college majors 
 4.  high school string orchestra 
 5.  influence of others on their decision-making 
 
The surveys will be returned in a sealed envelope and the name of the student is not required.  I am requesting your 
support and permission for your orchestra student’s participation.  The consent forms will be kept separate from the 
completed surveys to ensure student confidentiality. 
 
The purpose of this research is to get a better understanding of the career choices and college majors chosen by 
youth of today. 
 
With better understanding of the choices students are making, we can help students make solid choices for their 
future.  The results of this survey can be received upon request.  I have included my home address and home phone 
number if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Please return this letter with your signature to the high school orchestra director.  This letter must be signed and 

received prior to participation in the Survey. 

 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNT Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (940) 
565-3940. 
 
        Thank you 
 
        Sherron Brumbaugh, Project Director 
        [redacted]
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Please indicate your decision concerning the participation of your student in the Junior and Senior High School String Orchestra 
Survey by placing an “X” in one of the boxes below.  Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 

I agree to let my junior or senior high school student participate in the Survey.  
 
 
I do not wish to let my junior or senior high school student participate in the Survey.   
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Sherron Brumbaugh      Dr. Darhyl Ramsey 
University of North Texas     University of North Texas 
School of Music      School of Music 
Ph. D. Candidate      Major Professor 
(940) 243-0730       (940) 565-3749 
 

STUDENT CONSENT FORM 

 
Dear Student: 
 
 Thank you for choosing to take the time to fill out the Junior and Senior High School String 
Orchestra Student Survey. 
 
 I am currently conducting research to learn about the possible choice of college majors and 
possible career decisions made by juniors and seniors who participate in high school string orchestra.  I 
have chosen high school string orchestra students because the orchestra program tends to attract the 
brightest and best students. 
 
 The survey should take approximately 15 minutes to complete.  Please do not put your name on 
any of the survey information.  If you agree to participate in the survey, please sign on the line below 
and return this form to your director; do not put this form back in the envelope.  When you have 
finished the survey, return it to the manila envelope and seal it.  The reason I am requesting that 
you seal the envelope with the survey inside is to make sure no one else reads your responses; this 
way your responses will be kept confidential. 
Your director will return all the sealed envelopes to me.  Please feel free to keep the pencil. 
 
       Thank you for your valuable help! 
 
 
 
       Sherron Brumbaugh 
       Project Director 
       [redacted]
 
 “I agree to participate in the Junior and Senior High School String Orchestra Survey.  I 
understand that all my responses will be held in strict confidence by the researcher.  I understand that at 
any time while filling out the survey, I can choose to discontinue my participation and return the survey to 
the manila envelope and give it to the orchestra director.  The written report will only include collective 
data and no one individual will be identified in any reporting of the study.” 
 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
Student Signature 
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Sherron Brumbaugh                                                                                    Dr. Darhyl Ramsey 
University of North Texas                                                                          University of North Texas (940) 565-3749 
School of Music, Ph. D. Candidate                                          School of Music, Major Professor 

 
Formulario de Consentimiento de los Padres 

 
Estimados Padres: 
 
Estoy escribiendo para informarles de un estudio que será dad a los estudiantes de orquesta en los grados 9 y 10 en 
Texas. 
 
Estoy haciendo una investigación para examinar las decisiones de colegio y carrera de estudiantes en grados 9 y 10 
en el estado de Texas. Este estudio será dado en la clase de orquesta, y las preguntas pueden estar completadas en 
aproximadamente 15 minutos. El estudio tiene preguntas en 5 categorías distintas: 
 

1. información general, notas en la escuela, y notas de exámenes 
2. selecciones de posibles carreras 
3. sujetos posibles para estudiar en una universidad 
4. orquestas en los colegios 
5. influencia de otros cuando hacen decisiones 

 
Las preguntas serán devueltas en un sobre sellado, y el nombre del estudiante no es requerido. Yo les pido su 
soporte y su permiso para la participación de su estudiante de orquesta. Los estudios y este papel serán puestos en 
lugares distintos para asegerar la  privacidad del estudiante. 
 
El propósito de esta investigación es entender las decisiones de colegio y carrera de los jóvenes de hoy.     
 
Con una mejor comprénsion de estas decisiones, nosotros podemos ayudar a los estudiantes hacer decisiones 
mejores en el futuro. Se puede recibir los resultados de este estudio si se pide. He incluido abajo mi derección y 
número de teléfono si tienen preguntas. 
 
Por favor devuélvan estas cartas con su firma al director de la orquesta. Este papel tiene que tener su firma y 
ser devuelto al director para la participactión de su hijo en el Estudio.   
 
El UNT Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects ha repasado y aprobado este estudio (940) 565-3940.  
 

Gracias   
  

Sherron Brumbaugh, 
Director del Proyecto 

                            [redacted]
 

 

 
Por favor ponga una “X” en el rectángulo al lado de su decisión respecto la participación de su estudiante. Gracias 
por su tiempo y consideración. 
 
 
   Sí, mi estudiante puede participar en el Estudio. 
 
 
 No, mi estudiante no puede participar en el Estudio 
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Sherron Brumbaugh      Dr. Darhyl Ramsey 
University of North Texas      University of North Texas 
School of Music       School of Music  (940) 565-3729 
Ph. D. Candidate       Major Professor 
 

LETTER OF INFORMATION 
 

Dear Parents: 
 
I am writing to let you know about a survey that will be given to junior and senior high school string orchestra 
students in Texas. 
 
I am currently conducting research to examine the possible career choices and college majors of junior and senior 
high school string orchestra students across the state of Texas.  The study will take place in orchestra class in the 
form of a survey which can be completed in approximately 15 minutes.  The survey will ask students questions in 
the following areas: 
 
 1.  general information 
 2.  possible college choices 
 3.  possible college majors 
 4.  high school string orchestra 
 5.  influence of others on their decision making 
 
The surveys will be returned in a sealed envelope and the name of the student is not required. 
 
The purpose of this research is to get a better understanding of the career choices and college majors chosen by 
youth of today. 
 
With a better understanding of the choices students are making, we can help students make solid choices for their 
future.  The results of this survey can be received upon request.  I have included my home address and home phone 
number if you have any questions or concerns.  If you do not want your high school junior or senior to participate in 
the study, please have the student express this information to the orchestra director. 
 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNT Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (940) 
565-3940. 
 
        Thank you, 
    
        Sherron Brumbaugh 
        [redacted]
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Sherron Brumbaugh      Dr. Dahryl Ramsey 
Ph. D. Candidate       Professor 
School of Music       School of Music 
University of North Texas      University of North Texas  (565-3749) 
 
 
Dear Colleague 
 
 Thank you for taking precious class time to allow your juniors and seniors to participate in the Junior and 
Senior High School String Orchestra Student Survey.  As a past orchestra teacher, I can appreciate how valuable 
rehearsal time is, which makes me all the more grateful for this opportunity to gather the views of your juniors and 
seniors. 
 
 Enclosed you will find a Letter of Information which must go home to the parents of the 
participating juniors and seniors prior to taking the survey.  Also enclosed are individual packets for your 
juniors and seniors.  In the packet, they will find a letter of instruction/thanks, a sharpened pencil and the survey.  
When the students have completed the survey, they are to return the survey to the manila envelope and seal it.  The 
sealed envelope is then returned to you and you will return all the envelopes to me.  The survey will take 
approximately 15 minutes to complete.  The students can keep the pencils as my gift to them. 
 
 Please read the following instruction to the juniors and seniors prior to handing out the packets: 
 
 “You have been asked to participate in the Junior and Senior High School String Orchestra Student Survey.  
Please complete the survey honestly and to the best of your ability.  Please do not write you name on any part of the 
survey.  When you have completed the survey, place the survey in the envelope and seal the envelope.  Return all 
sealed envelopes to me.  You can keep the pencils.  The written report will only include collective data and no one 
individual will be identified in any reporting of the study.  This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNT 
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (940) 565-3940.” 
 
 Thank you once again for all your help and support of this research.  The results of this survey can be 
received upon request.  I have included my home address and home telephone number if you have any questions or 
concerns. 
 
        Sincerely 
 
        Sherron Brumbaugh 
        [redacted]
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Sherron Brumbaugh      Dr. Darhyl Ramsey 
University of North Texas      University of North Texas 
School of Music       School of Music  (940) 565-3729 
Ph. D. Candidate       Major Professor 
 

LETTER OF INFORMATION 
 

Dear students: 
 
Thank you for choosing to take the time to fill out the Junior and Senior High School String Orchestra Student 
Survey. 
 
I am currently conducting research to examine the possible career choices and college majors of junior and senior 
high school string orchestra students across the state of Texas.  The study will take place in orchestra class in the 
form of a survey which can be completed in approximately 15 minutes.  The survey will ask you questions in the 
following areas: 
 
 1.  general information 
 2.  possible college choices 
 3.  possible college majors 
 4.  high school string orchestra 
 5.  influence of others on their decision making 
 
Please do not put your name on any part of the survey information.  When you have finished the survey, return it 
to the manila envelope and seal it.  The reason I am requesting that you seal the envelope with the survey 
inside is to make sure no one else reads your responses; this way your responses will be kept confidential. 
Your director will return all the sealed envelopes to me.  Please feel free to keep the pencil as my gift to you. 
 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNT Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (940) 
565-3940. 
 
        Thank you, 
    
        Sherron Brumbaugh 
        [redacted]
 
  
 
 
“I agree to participate in the Junior and Senior High School String Orchestra Student Survey.  I understand that all 
my responses will be held in strict confidence by the researcher.  I understand that at any time while filling out the 
survey, I can choose to discontinue my participation and return the survey to the manila envelope and give it to the 
orchestra director.  The written report will only include collective data and no one individual will be identified in 
any reporting of this study.” 
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Junior and Senior High School 
String Orchestra Student Survey 

 
This survey is to ask you questions about you and your views and opinions concerning: 
 
 1.  possible career choices 
 2.  possible college majors 
 3.  high school string orchestra 
 4.  influence of other people on other people 
 
This is not a test.  There are no right or wrong answers.  Please do not put your name on the survey.  
When you are finished, please place the survey back in the envelope and seal it. 
 
Please read all the questions carefully and select an answer that reflects your opinion.  Your honest 
responses t o these questions are greatly appreciated.  Please CIRCLE responses to the following: 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
1.  What is your gender?  a.  male  b.  female 
 
2.  What was your age on your last birthday?  You must be at least 15 years of age and a  
     junior or a senior to participate in the survey.  If you are 14 years of age or younger,  
     please return the survey to the envelope and give the envelope to the director.  
 
     a.  15   b.  16   c.  17   d.  18 
 
3.  What is your current grade level?  a.  11th (junior) b.  12th (senior) 

4.  What is your ethnicity? 

 a.  African-American  b.  Asian-American  c.  Hispanic-Latino 

 d.  Native American  e.  White (Caucasian)  e.  Other   _______________ 

5.  The average grades I generally make in my classes are: 

 a.  95-100  c.  85-89  e.  75-79  g.  65-69 

 b.  90-94  d.  80-84  f.  70-74 

6.  I am currently enrolled in (give the number of classes): 

 _____________regular classes  ________________fine arts classes 

 _____________honors, advanced, AP, or Pre-AP classes    ___________teacher’s aide 

7.  My SAT or ACT scores are: 

 SAT________________   ACT________________ 

 I have not take SAT_____________   I have not taken ACT________________ 
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Survey   Page  2 

8.  What string instrument do you play in orchestra or mariachi group? 

 a.  violin     b.  viola     c.  cello     d.  double bass     e.  piano       f.  harp        g.  guitar 

9.  How many years have you played your string orchestra or mariachi instrument? 

 a.  6 years or less c.  8 years  e.  10 years or more 

 b.  7 years  d.  9 years 

10.  Do you take private instrument on your orchestra instrument?  yes no 

11.  Is your mother a teacher?       yes no 

12.  Is your father a teacher?       yes no 

13.  Is a relative other than your mother or father a teacher?   yes no 

14.  Is your mother a music teacher?      yes no 

15.  Is your father a music teacher?      yes  no 

16.  Is a relative other than your mother or father a music teacher?  yes no 

17.  Is your mother a professional musician?     yes no 

18.  Is your father a professional musician?     yes no 

19.  Is a relative other than your mother or father a music teacher?  yes no 

20.  Does your mother play a musical instrument as a hobby?   yes no 

21.  Does your father play a musical instrument as a hobby?   yes no 

22.  Do any of your brothers or sisters play a musical instrument?  yes  no 

23.  Are you planning to pursue music as a career choice? 

 a.  yes, as a string orchestra teacher 

 b.  yes, in music performance 

 c.  no 

 d.  I am undecided about my career 

 

 

 

 

Please continue to the next page. 
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Survey  Page 3 

 

Questions 24-34 are designed to assess your current thoughts on possible career choices. 
Remember, there are no right or wrong answers, I am just interested in your opinions on 
possible career choices. 
 
On the following 5 point scale, please CIRCLE the number which best represents your opinion: 
 
    not          highly 
         important       important 
    1          2          3          4          5 
 
JOB CHARACTERISTICS 

 How important is a job.......... 

        not         highly 
              important                   important 
        1          2         3          4          5 
 
24.  with a chance to earn a good deal of money   1          2         3          4          5 

25.  with high status and prestige    1          2         3          4          5 

26.  with chances for advancement and promotion  1          2         3          4          5 

27.  most people look up to and respect    1          2         3          4          5 

28.  which is interesting for me to do    1          2         3          4          5 

29.  that allows me to travel     1          2         3          4          5 

30.  with opportunity to be directly helpful to others  1          2         3          4          5 

31.  which provides steady employment    1          2         3          4          5 

32.  which contributes to the welfare of society   1          2         3          4          5 

33.  which is self-rewarding and self-fulfilling   1          2         3          4          5 

34.  where I can become a leader    1          2         3          4          5 

 

If you do plan to attend a college, university or technical trade school after high school graduation, 
please continue on to page 4. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If you do not plan to attend a college, university or technical trade school after high school graduation, 
please place an X on the following line:____________________________ 
 
If you placed an X on the line above, please return the survey to the envelope, seal it, and return it to 
your orchestra director.  Thank you for your valuable help.  Good luck in your future plans! 
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Survey  Page 4 
 

Question 35 is designed to assess your current choice of a possible college major.  There are no right or 
wrong answers, I am just interested in your opinions on a possible college major. 
 
On the following 3 point scale, please CIRCLE the number which best represents your opinion: 
 
   not interested  somewhat interested  highly interested 
    1      2    3 
 

35.  POSSIBLE CHOICE OF COLLEGE MAJOR 

        not  some           highly 
              interested               what        interested  
          1                          2                       3 
 
Agriculture & Environmental Design      1      2     3 
City/regional, Planning and Development 
Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, Urban Design 
 
Agriculture & Natural Resources      1      2                       3 
Farm Management, Agriculture Business or Economics, 
Forestry, Animal Science, Conservation, Dairy, Food Science 
 
Arts:  Visual & Performing       1      2       3 
Art (paint, draw, sculpt), Dance, Dramatic arts, Graphic arts, 
Instrumental Music Performance, Music (composition, theory), 
Music History and Appreciation, Vocal Music Performance 
 
Biological (Life) Science       1      2      3 
Anatomy, Biochemistry, Biology, Biophysics, Genetics, 
Pathology, Pharmacology, Radiobiology, Zoology 
 
Business & Commerce          1      2      3 
Accounting, Advertising, Banking & Finance, Economics, 
Management & Administration, Fashion Merchandising, 
Insurance & Risk Management, Investments & Securities, 
Marketing, Real Estate, Transportation 
 
Communications        1      2      3 
Advertising, Journalism & Mass Communications, 
Public Relations, Radio/TV Broadcasting, Telecommunications 
 
Computer & Information Sciences & Technologies     1       2       3 
Computer Programming, Computer Science, Data Processing, 
Microcomputer Software, Systems Analysis 
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Survey   Page 5 
 

On the following 3 point scale, please CIRCLE the number which best represents your opinion: 
 

not interested  somewhat interested  highly interested 
    1      2    3 
 
POSSIBLE CHOICE OF COLLEGE MAJOR 

        not  some           highly 
              interested                what        interested  
           1      2     3 
 
Education/Teaching         1          2     3 
Art, Bilingual Development & Nursery, Deaf & Hearing 
Impaired, Exceptional Children, Gifted & Talented, English 
Mentally Handicapped, Visually Handicapped, Pre-Elementary, 
Elementary, Secondary, P.E., Reading, Special Education, 
Math, Music Education, Administrative Education, Student 
Counselor, School Psychologist, Science, Speech Therapy 
 
Engineering & Engineering Technologies     1      2      3 
Architectural, Chemical, Civil & Transportation Engineering, 
Construction Engineering, Construction Management, 
Engineering Sciences, Geological, Industrial, Nuclear 
 
Foreign & Classical Languages    1      2      3 
Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Latin, Russian, Spanish, Greek, Hebrew, Indic, Portuguese 
 
General & Interdisciplinary Studies     1      2      3 
General Liberal Arts & Sciences, General Studies, 
Humanities & Social Sciences, Women’s Studies 
 
Health Professions & Allied Services      1      2      3 
Chiropractic, Dietetics, Food & Nutrition, Health Care, 
Administration, Medical Social Work, Music Therapy, 
Nursing, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, Dentistry, 
Medical Doctor, Pharmacy, Radiology & X-ray Technology, 
Speech Pathology & Audiologist. 
 
Language & Literature       1       2      3 
American, Classics, English Literature, Speech, Debate 
 
Library & Archival Sciences          1       2       3 
Library Science, Library Assistant, Museum Studies 
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Survey   Page 6 

 
On the following 3 point scale, please CIRCLE the number which best represents your opinion: 
 

not interested  somewhat interested  highly interested 
             1                  2    3 
 
POSSIBLE CHOICE OF COLLEGE MAJOR 

        not  some           highly 
              interested                what        interested  
           1      2     3 
 
Mathematics          1      2     3 
Applied Mathematics, Math/Theoretical Statistics 
 
Military Science         1       2     3 
Aerospace Science (Air Force), Coast Guard Science, 
Military Science (Army), Naval Science (Navy, Marines) 
 
Philosophy, Religion & Theology       1       2      3 
Religious Studies, Religious Education 
 
Physical Science         1       2      3 
Astronomy, Astrophysics, Chemistry, Earth Science, 
Geology, Nuclear Physics, Paleontology, Planetary Science 
 
Public Affairs & Services        1       2      3 
City/Regional Planning/Development, Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement & Corrections, Parks & Recreation, 
Public Administration, Safety Administration, Social Work 
 
Social Sciences & History, General       1       2       3 
American History, Anthropology, Archaeology, Child 
Psychology, Clinical Psychology, Geography, Political 
Science, Government, Pre-Law, Law, Psychology 
 
Technical & Vocational        1       2       3 
Administrative/Secretarial, Air Traffic Control,  
Professional Pilot, Automotive Mechanics, Construction, 
Cosmetology, Culinary Arts, Electronics, Heat/A/C/ Refrigeration 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
If you circled an interest level of 2 or 3 in the area of Education as a possible college major, 
please complete questions 36-46 on page 7.  If you circled 1, please go to question 47 on page 8. 
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Survey   Page 7 

 
If you circled an interest level of 2 or 3 in the area of Education as a possible college major, please 
complete questions 36-46.  If you circled 1, please go to question 47 on page 8. 
 
Questions 36-46 are designed to learn about your interest in teaching as a career choice.  Please CIRCLE 
your level of interest as follows: 
 
  not important   important  very important 
             1                   2     3 
 
POSSIBLE INTEREST IN EDUCATION AS A COLLEGE MAJOR AND TEACHING AS A 
POSSIBLE CAREER CHOICE 
 
       not         very 
            important               important          important 
         1        2           3 

 

36.  Your interest in the subject you would teach     1        2           3 

37.  Working conditions (hours, class size)    1                            2           3 

38.  Expected salary       1        2           3 

39.  Medical benefits       1         2           3 

40.  Retirement benefits          1        2           3 

41.  Availability of jobs       1        2           3 

42.  Opportunities for professional advancement    1        2           3 

43.  Job security       1        2            3 

44.  Desire to work with children or young adults   1        2           3 

45.  Chance to receive scholarship or other 
       financial aid to help prepare for teaching 
       as a career.          1        2           3 
 
46.  Circle the money amount you think 
        first year teachers earn in the state of Texas: 

 a.  $20,000 - $25,000 

 b.  $25,000 - $30,000 

 c.  $30,000 - $35,000  

 d.  $35,000 - $40,000 

 e.  over $40,000 per year 

 

If you completed this page, please skip page 8 and go to question #58 on page 9. 
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Survey   Page 8 

Questions 47-57 are designed to learn reasons why you may not be interested in education and 
teaching as a career choice. 
 
Please CIRCLE your level of agreement to the following statements by using the following  
2-point scale: 
 
    AGREE   DISAGREE 
          1             2 
 
I AM NOT INTERESTED IN BECOMING A TEACHER BECAUSE... 
 
                Agree  Disagree   
             1         2 
 

47.  I do not enjoy teaching.         1         2  

48. I do not think I am good at teaching.                    1         2 

49.  I do not think I have the patience to be a teacher.        1            2 

50.  Students do not respect teachers and teaching.       1         2 

51.  There are too many discipline problems to deal with.          1         2 

52.  Teacher salaries are not competitive.        1         2 

53.  I just do not like the school environment.       1         2 

54.  I have already made another career choice.        1         2 

55.  My parents would not support a decision to be a teacher.      1         2 

56.  Violence in the schools would keep me from considering  
        teaching as a career.          1         2 
 
 
57.  Please circle the number one reason you would not consider teaching as a career choice: 
  

 a.  I do not enjoy teaching. 

 b.  I do not think I am good at teaching 

 c.  I do not think I have the patience to be a teacher. 

 d.  Students do not respect teachers and teaching 

 e.  There are too many discipline problems to deal with. 

 f.  Teachers salaries are not competitive. 

 g.  I have already made another career choice. 

 h.  I just do not like the school environment. 

 i.  My parents would not support a decision to be a teacher. 

 j.  Violence in the schools would keep me from considering teaching as a career. 
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Survey    Page 9 
 

Questions 58-69 are designed to learn about your thoughts concerning high school string orchestra 
teaching.  Please CIRCLE your level of agreement to the statements below using the following  
5-point scale: 
  strongly somewhat neither agree somewhat  strongly 
               disagree  disagree   or disagree     agree  agree 
               1         2             3         4        5 
  
TEACHING STRING ORCHESTRA AS A POSSIBLE CAREER CHOICE 
 
    strongly  somewhat neither agree somewhat  strongly 
                 disagree   disagree    or disagree    agree     agree 
                   1         2             3         4        5 
 
58.  Teaching high school 
       string orchestra would 
       be a rewarding career.       1         2             3         4        5 
 
59.  I would enjoy working 
       with young children.       1         2             3         4        5 
 
60.  I want my life’s work to 
       be about teaching music.          1         2             3         4        5 
 
61.  I would take advantage of 
       an opportunity to lead  
       sectionals.        1         2             3          4        5 
 
62.  I have a deep devotion 
       to music.        1         2             3          4         5 
 
63.  I would take advantage of 
       an opportunity to conduct 
       the orchestra.        1         2             3          4         5 
 
64.  I would participate in a 
       mentoring program of a 
       beginning orchestra student.      1         2             3          4          5 
 
65.  I would like the opportunity 
       to be a positive role model 
       for children.        1         2             3           4          5 
 
66.  I would participate in a 
       program where I could 
      conduct/teach younger 
      students for 2 periods a day, 
      5 days per week.       1        2             3           4          5 
 
67.  My high school string 
      orchestra teacher has  
      encouraged me to pursue a 
      career in music.             1        2              3            4           5 
 
68.  String orchestra teaching would 
       be a secure teaching position.       1                       2               3            4            5  
 
69.  I am considering a career as a 
      high school string orchestra teacher.      1        2              3            4            5 
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Survey     Page 10 
 

Question 70 is designed to learn about the influence of others on your career choice.  Please CIRCLE the 
level of influence of the following people using the 4-point scale: 
 
  NONE  A LITTLE  SOME  GREATLY 
                               1            2        3           4 
 
70.  INFLUENCE OF OTHERS ON CAREER CHOICE 
 
       To what extent did each of the following individuals encourage you in your career choice? 
 

     None  A Little Some  Greatly 
                    1                   2      3        4 
 
  a.  Mother      1        2      3         4 

  b.  Father         1        2      3         4 

  c.  Sisters or Brothers     1        2      3         4 

  d.  Other relatives     1        2      3         4 

  e.  High school friends    1        2      3         4 

  f.  Orchestra director     1        2      3          4 

  g.  Other high school teachers    1        2      3         4 

  h.  High school counselors    1        2      3          4 

  i.  Private music instructor    1        2      3         4 

  j.  Youth group leader     1        2         3           4 

k.  others_______________       1        2      3         4 
                   specify 
 
 

This concludes the Junior and Senior High School String Orchestra Student Survey.  
Please place your completed survey in the manila envelope and seal it.  Return the sealed 
envelope containing the survey to your orchestra director. 
 
I greatly appreciate your time and the honesty of your answers.  Good luck in your future 
careers!!! 
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